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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OP TERMS USED
Ever since man has inhabited the earth, the shadow of evil has
haunted his mind. Throughout the ages he has asked, "^fhat is evil, whence
did it come, and what is to become of it?” In return, great minds have
answered with what seemed to them the solution for all times. Many have
been 13ie theories advanced; yet, with further enlightenment of man, the
problem has reshaped itself and appeared again and again, each time more
insistent than ever on a better explanation. A problem that is so uni-
versal, so ageless, so resistant to annihilation, acts as a magnet to
man’s spirit of investigation.
I. THE PROBLEM
Purpose of the study . The purpose of this study is (1). to pre-
sent, impartially, the solutions to the problem of evil which have been
advanced by certain present-day philosophers of religion; (2) critically
to evaluate these findings; and (3) to attempt to unite these views into
a satisfactory synthesis. Coherence is posited as the chief criterion of
truth.
Reason for attacking the problem. The problem of evil looms
largo in a world that otherwise glows with wonder. Is there room for
basic evil in such a world in which there is so much beauty? Or, is evil
a more ogre of man's creation? Has evil existed from the beginning of
all things, and will it continue until the end of time irrosoeotive of
I Fa'n.-yso
asaT^ TOjryT '>10 a!?'iTT5>risaG avA arx
earl f/vd wc^^ifla ©ri;^ tflct’jft© ©r^i" ^o^lid/^rfni earf narn oanie *'©v3
eorr©:(-.7 ,Ixvo ai J-ajlv'’" \jb©>[ 8 a aari ©H et ja odd ^worlsMoTrlT .f7n^in eirl b©.*<^jjafl
everi sbfTim d-e&ia nT "?c‘i 0 oaed ed ei f-;, a ,e^oo -"<1 b ^ft
evBif .aoirid XIa ’lo'l noi^ir/oa ©rfa rerfd od bemeea dadm -Icriw bete»rB£rfl
od:^ tfim Ic ^«©mnr0td5^ilr?0 ferlcl'nt/': rldiw . dcy ; beonarfr se->iio0rid ertl need
e*:o;j ercid no^fo tnin::^.'? brta f)0'.^«E- .{qa bra 'iXwadi beqa/latt ead ir.6lclo“:q
-XU© OB 8 x d«rid- creldotq A .noxdanalqxfc i©ddi»d, e no tere nerid d-nwdaiani
od doEr;^^*r a bb adoa » no X dal id iffno od dnedeiap-t du .c;8o‘:^*3a ob ,Xaefev
.noidB^idpevni 'io dxiiqa a’rftp
K;-aK05?^ aiiT .t
-0’ja od ,(1^) ^'-1 yhi/da p.irfd “io eaoij'tnq odT .-^buds edd Jc oeoq'itsj.
toe<f ©veri dcldn live Jo neXdoiq ©rid cd anoidnloB ©rid lyXIaidiaq/fti cdnee
Yxleoidiio (S) jxiolaiXen Jc BTOriqoaoXiric: yab-dn©8e*:q ciadtvo ycf beocPTb©
odni oeerfd ©dinn od dq/it- dda od (?.') bra jegrtibriXl •©aorid ©danfiTO ocr
lo rroXiedito ^«ixlr orid exi bediaoq ai ©oneiorioa .sieeridiTiB y-todralai-^ae a
ridnTd
errooX Xivo lo {treXtfO’iq ©riT . ai&ldcT
>
: ©rid r^ui^oadd a "iol ncaaeS
>101 nioo" ©nerid al .•xehtrcw ridiw Evorl^ erJ-r.-Tieddo darfd ftX;£0v. a rci egial
live si « lO rfovr.' os ai ererp’ rioiriw, nl bl ':ow a rf&w© ni live olaari
to anirjrigftd ©rid no-it b&daixe X rv© asH ';'f!cida©TD a ’nan to ©130 ©lert a
to ©V cdoaase'i'ri ©mid to hno ©fid lidru ©nnidnoo di IXiv> bna tsgnirid X£b
man? How may nan distinguish* with certainty, that which is evil from
that which is good? Is it possible to diminish the total amount of evil
prevalent in the universe? If such a possibility exists, then what about
the further possibility of eliminating all evil for all time? These are
a few of the many questions which fleet through the mind of the ordinary
thoughtful man as he reflects on his every-day meetings with both glory
and disaster. It is natural that man, repeatedly confronting Nature’s
tv7o-faced role of fairy-godmother and demon-vulture , should seek his own
most satisfying explanation of the paradox. It is proper that he turn
to some of the most enlightened and fertile minds of his (y-ra age for
guidance.
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERTv^S USED
Before entering on the study, it is well to specify the meaning
of certain basic terms.
Value . Henry N. '.'ifieman has defined value as ’’a simple relation
between desiring mind and thing desired.”^ Edgar S. Brightmn uses the
term to apply to "whatever is actually liked, prized, esteemed, desired,
approved or enjoyed by any one at any time." Tfebster’s Nev/ International
Dictionary lists the word (which is derived from the Latin valere , to be
strong, to be worth) as meaning "the property or aggregate properties
1. .Tieman, SHG, 5. This and all follov/ing abbreviations are explained
under the author's name in the bibliography at the end of the thesis.
2. Brightman, FOR, 88.
. w (
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of a thing by which it is rendered useful or desirable, or the degree
of such property or sum of properties; worth; excellence, utility; im-
portance.” Throughout this study the term v/ill be used to mean realized
desirability or worth of an obj ec t. It will be used interchangeably with
its synonym, good . Values v/hich are desirable-in-themselves will be
called intrinsic values , and those which lead to intrinsic values v^ill be
called instrumenta l values.
Disvalue . For Henry N. Wieman, disvalue or evil is a "definite
and specifiable character of events; it is what obstructs or destroys the
3
good." According to Edgar S. Brightman, disvalue is a term applied to
"whatever is harmful, painful or undesirable, or disapproved." It is
"what is contrary to any purpose or ideal. In this thesis, the term
disvalue will apply to any object which is opposed to the good. It will
have the opposite meaning to value , and the term will be used inter-
changeably with its synonym, evil . Evils v/hich are disva lues-in-them-
selves will be called intrinsic evils; those v/hich help to produce an
intrinsic evil, or hinder the development of an intrinsic good, will be
called instrumental evils .
Natural evil. Natural evil will be the term used in this pa-
per to include all the effects of natural conditions adverse to man,
conditions that produce disease, death, floods, hurricanes, earthquakes,
and other catastrophes that come upon good men and bad alike.
3. Tieman, SHG, 85.
4. Perm, EOR, 263-4.
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Moral evil * In this study* the wrong choices or doings of
human beings* and their consequences* which often strike at the innocent
as well as the guilty* will be called moral evil.
Aesthetic evil . Ugliness* in all its forms* will be called
aesthetic evil* in this study.
Surd evil . Throughout this thesis, surd evil will mean that
type of evil which, at least up to the present time, seems to have no
value of any kind for anyone, anyv/hero, or under any circumstances. The
term will be applied to those forces in the universe v/hich apparently
either contribute nothing toward* or are obstructive to* the world pro-
cess of continuous growth-toward-perfection. It will include evil which
5
’’good comes in spite of* not because of.”
The Given . The given* for any will, is the experience which
that will does not make, but finds. It is "given” in the sense of being
nonvoluntary or unwilled. Hov/ever, the will may take a reasonable or
unreasonable attitude toward it.
Aggressor. Aggressor will mean that force or principle which
makes an invasion of* or begins a struggle to overcome* an opposing force
or principle.
Resister. Resister will mean that force or principle vfhich
struggles to prevent the aggression of an opposing force or principle.
5. Brightman, FOR, 246.
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III. ORGANIZATION OF REMINDER OF TliE THESIS
Chapter IV/o will tell of the history and present status of the
problem of evil. It will deal but briefly with its history* because this
study is concerned chiefly with some present-day reasonable viev/s. The
third chapter will describe the method of procedure used in the attempt
to find a fresh solution to the hoary problem. It will be followed by
the classification of kinds of evil* and Chapter Five will tell of the
treatment of these kinds of evil by some Twentieth Century philosophers.
The next division will be devoted to a critical evaluation of the main
conclusions of the interpretations considered. There will follow a
summary of the resultant beliefs of this study in Chapter Seven* and the
last Chapter will offer a Selected Bibliography.
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CHAPTER II
HISTORY AND PRES3NT STATUS OF THE PROBLEM
Since man has been able to reason* he has been confronted with
evil of some sort or another in countless experiences. As man has pro-
gressed in knowledge* evils have multiplied and increased in complexity.
The solutions offered appear as varied as man himself* yet there runs a
thread of unity through it all. It seems possible that the mind of man
holds the potential key. The genealogy of evil may offer suggestions
for a solution.
A persistent problem of philosophy . As far as the history of
the human race is concerned* evil appears always to have existed in some
form or other. Ancient man grappled with the problem* and his solutions
were remarkably close to those of present-day thinkers.
For Heraclitus and other early Greek thinkers* all evil was
but a phase* a discord which became part of a harmony in relation v/ith
the rest of the music (good) in the universe, ffen saw only the opposite
notes* good and evil* but God saw the whole* which was good. Plato
found the good to exist in the world of pure* unchanging ideas. The
rational* unchanging principle behind the world was the good.^ To the
unreal* fleeting* changing world of sense which incites hunger* thirst*
2
passion and all the other desires* he attributed the existence of evil.
For Aristotle* the principle involved in self-realization v/as good* and
1. Plato* Rep , in Cornford* RP* 137; 301-20.
2. Plato* Rep, in Cornford* RP* 212.
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that which prevented activity tov/ard development of the rational process
was evil» for man^ because man was a rational being -whose self-realiza-
tion was dependent upon the mastery of reason over feeling, desire and
appetite. Both Philo and Plotinus found in matter the source of all evil,
and in God the source of all good.
The continuous presence of evil in a universe supposedly created
by an all-powerful, all-loving God, has given no end of trouble to Christ-
ian philosophers as v/ell as to their predecessors. This is probably due
to the fact that Christianity borrowed many of its beliefs from Babylon-
ian, Assyrian, and other religious traditions which drew a sharp line of
distinction between light and darkness, life and death, good and evil,
and oftentimes believed that special gods ruled over each realm. The
Apologists taught that God had made man good, but man had turned to the
flesh, and in so doing brought sin into the world. Since then, every man
was born in sin, and could be saved only through the divine grace of God.
For St. Augustine, God was perfect, created the v/orld out of nothing,
and because he -was perfect could not have created evil. Evil was rela-
tive to man; it was part of the v/orld pattern, which was good. In his
design of the universe God intended that evil show up the good. There-
fore, evil was a mere absence of good. The philosophers of scholasticism
leaned toward the views of St. Augustine. St. Thomas Aquinas taught
that God made everything, including man, for a purpose, and that the
highest good of all things v/as the realization of that purpose. Although
all things aimed at goodness, sometimes they failed. The result 'was evil,
a lack of goodness.
Modern philosophy sought to solve the problem with which
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religion struggled so desperately. Thomas riobbesfound that good and evil
were matters of motion^ and relative to the individual. As the nature
of the individual changed, he claimed, good things could become evil, and
evil things good. For both Descartes and Spinoza, evil was caused by an
error in judgment by man whose knowledge of the facts was incomplete.
Spinoza held that anything which aided to-v/ard the self-realization of an
object was good; that which blocked man's striving toward God (self-
realization) was bad. Leibnitz believed that this was the best-possible
world rather than a perfect one. According to him, God limited himself
when he expressed himself in finite beings, and these limitations resulted
in suffering or sin. For Kant and Fichte, the existence of the moral law
within man implied a rational universe, favorable to the realization of
man's moral development. Man's failure to obey the moral law was the
cause of chaos and evil. The will-to-live caused all the struggle in
the world, including the evil and suffering -which resulted from it, Scho-
penhauer asserted. According to him, denial of the individual will, self-
sacrifice, was the solution to the problem.
Modern philosophy's attempt to reach a satisfactory solution
was as futile as that of religion. Recent philosophic thought about the
problem has been much concerned with man's social relationships. It has,
then, offered an ethics of the human group rather than that of divine
laws. It has leaned tov/ard relativity, toward judging goodness and evil
as qualities of acts relative to the situation in which they are per-
formed. iiov/ever, many modern thinkers still hold to the old position
that good and evil are absolute. Upon one fact, many thinkers of both
schools have agreed. Reason alone is capable of inflicting the mortal
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wound on man’s peculiar foe. As with other parasites* it is difficult
to destroy this enemy vdihout simultaneously causing injury to its con-
tending host. A skilful use of reason* therefore* is required.
Some IVrentieth Century philosophers have offered reasonable
solutions to the problem* v^ith a view to helping man gain a vantage
ground from which to attack with renev>red effort his ancient enemy; for*
man is as persistent in his determination to conquer* as is evil in its
persistence to exist. Some of the more popular views in the modern world
3
suggest that: (l) moral evil is a result of human freedom* (2) nonmoral
evil is punishment for moral evil* (3) nonmoral evil serves as a dis-
ciplinary educator of character* (4) evil is incomplete good* (5) evil is
needed as a contrast to the good* (6) nonmoral as well as moral evil is
a result of freedom (of either God* or man* or both)* (7) evils are needed
in the universe perhaps* as instruments to beings other than men* (8) all
evils serve an unknown good* (9) evil is unreal* (10) good and evil are
the outcome of processes or entities which are axiologically neutral.
In this thesis* Hastings Rashdall* a personal idealist who believed in a
limited God* and thinks that all evil is a means toward a higher good*
Henry Nelson Tieman* a religious naturalist who believes in a limited*
impersonal God* and thinks that the only real evil is that which is ob-
structive to the process of creation* and Alfred Ernest Garvie* a theist
who believes in a limited God* yet holds to the doctrine of revelation*
and believes that evil is due to man's freedom* will be considered
especially. Their vievts will be compared ’with those of Edgar Sheffield
3. Brightman* FOR* 260-272.
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Brightman# a personal idealist who has attacked the problem afresh from
a more empirical standpoint. Tivo other contemporary thinkers v/ill be
discussed and quoted# and several will be mentioned.
Inadequacy of former explanations. However# all the views
wfhich have been advanced thus far# including those of Edgar Sheffield
Brightman# fall short of serving all the demands of experience. Ltuch of
this insufficiency to satisfy the reasoning needs of the v/hole man (for
man is a dreamer as well as a fact)# his dreams as well as his present
reality# is due to the very nature of the problem. Although dealing with
an object which extends in all directions beyond the bounds of actual
experience# all views are limited in their solution to only past and
present-day available evidence. It seems that science# ivhich of itself
has failed to serve mankind to its hipest ends# still remains dictator
to its mistress# metaphysics. It is a question whether speculation which
lacks an obvious foundation of actual experience must walk forever hand
in hand with incredulityl possibly new fields of experience \vill become
open to man# and throw further light upon the problem which one vriter
4has dismissed as a pseudo-problem.
4. VYieman# SHG# 87.
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CJtiAPTdR III
PROCEDURE IN THE SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM
As man grows in kno.v ledge and understanding of his environment,
new light v/ill be thrown upon the age-old problem of evil. That view
which seems most satisfactory to man at the present may become replusive
to his reason in his future view of experience.
Sources of data. In arriving at what seemed the most reasonable,
and consequently most satisfactory solution, it was necessary to consider
as much information as could be gathered from books and articles written
by or about selected investigators. An Encyclopedia of Religion , edited
by Vergilius Perm, and The Dictionary of Philosophy, edited by Dagobert
D. Runes, were consulted frequently. In addition to reading matter,
personal observations and reflections, as v/ell as discussions with in-
terested seeker s-for-an-answer , entered into the formation of the con-
clusions of this thesis.
Method of handling sources . In cases where a philosopher seemed
to change his view, the one maintained in his latest publication was
credited. If his view on any point of importance was not clear, then
the author’s statements relative to the view were considered, and a pro-
bable interpretation adopted.^
1. This was necessary in the case of Alfred Garvie, who seemed to re-
cognize the independent existence of matter, yet claimed that re-
ality could be interpreted best from the point of view of mind.
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Points upon which all the selected philosophers agreed were
sjearched for> and if those points seemed consistent with the facts of ex-
perience# and the demands of reascsn^ then they were viewed as probable
sign-posts on the road to the true solution.
/'Hiere there was disagreement, and the conflicting views seemed
equally probable, search was made for an outlook which would make use of
both views. Solutions which were incompatible with either reason or
available evidence were rejected. A solution was sought which went be-
yond, but did not conflict with, the facts of experience, because reason
must see far beyond the bare facts of actual experience.
Although an impartial evaluation of the solutions offered was
attempted, nevertheless it is possible that there were unconscious in-
fluences from both scholasticism and personal idealism.
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CMPTER IV
CIASSIFICATION OF KINDS OF EVIL
Values are objects which are actually enjoyed* liked* prized*
esteemed* desired* or approved by any one at any time. Values are in-
trinsic or instrumental. An intrinsic value is one which is desired or
enjoyed for its own sake* as an end in itself. The enjoyment of a good
story* an invigorating swim* or a brisk walk are intrinsic values. In-
strumental value is any fact whatever* v/hether in one's experience or out
of it* which helps to produce the experience of intrinsic value. If an
ocean voyage is looked upon as an intrinsic value, then any extra work
or deprivation* hov/ever distasteful it may be intrinsically* is an in-
strumental value if it provides money needed to make the trip pssible. ^
Evil is always a contradiction of good or value. Evils, like
goods* are intrinsic or instrumental. Intrinsic evil is the opposite to
intrinsic good. It is disvalue in itself, and nothing can make it into
intrinsic good. Blaspheiry and error are examples of intrinsic evil.
Instrumental evil is any fact whatever, whether in one's experience or
out of it, which helps to produce an intrinsic evil, or to avert an in-
trinsic good. Failure to get one's proper amount of sleep may be in-
strumental error. It makes one loss efficient, thereby averting an in-
trinsic good, maximum efficiency. At the same time it makes more possible
2
an indefinite amount of error.
1. Brightman, POR, 89.
2. Brightman, POP,* 240-43.
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There are many methods of classifying evils. The most general
classification distinguishes between those rooted in the nature of things
not caused by man» and those that originate in human life.
Sentient and non- sentient evil. Dr. Garvie distinguishes be-
tween sentient and non-sentient evil. Sentient evil is evil which in-
volves beings that have some sense of feeling. This evil is of two t^TDes#
physiological and psychological. That found in the lov.-er forms of con-
sciousness is distinguished from that found in man. Man is held* ulti-
mately* for his own evil.
Non-sentient evil is evil in which no consciousness is directly
involved* although life is dairaged and man's interests harmed. Spanish
i
Moss destroying the life of the live oak is such an evil. It is instru-
I
mental evil in that it causes anxiety and extra hours of labor to man.
(
I Non-sentient evil exists both indeoendent of man and because of man.
l;
That which is dependent upon him* whether due to choice or ignorance* is
considered moral evil. For instance* a poor yield of grain due to man's
failure to rotate his crops is moral evil. It is evil in its effect upon
'I
1
man* and is due to carelessness* ignorance* or laziness. Non-sentient
I
I
evil which exists independent of man is looked upon by Dr. Garvie as
apparent evil. Hurricanes* earthquakes* and the like are examples.
Edgar Sheffield Brightman's classification of evils. A very
practical classification* the one v;hich will be adhered to chiefly in
this paper* is offered by Edgar Sheffield Brightman. He distinguishes
between disva lue-claims (objects judged to be evil before being subjected
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of coherence* and found to be evil). He further differentiates between
intrinsic evil and instrumental evil. Intrinsic evil is the name given
to that kind of evil* such as error or blasphemy* which is a disvalue in
itself. The term instrumental evil is applied to facts v/hich may lead
to either good or evil ends* according to the v/ill of their experiencer.
An over-abundance of wealth or a lack of it is such an evil. Dr. Bright-
man lists thei five kinds of evil which exist in experience. They are
(1) an incoherent will* (2) ignorance* (3) maladjustment* (4) incompe-
tence* and (5) the dysteleological surd. These types will be discussed
in Chapter V. Dr. Bri^tman's method of analysis is dialectical; he
offers evidence of a good i/diich can overcome every type of evil, with
the possible exception of some dysteleological surd. He refuses to ac-
cept the position that the enormous amount of seemingly unnecessary evil
in the world is indicative of either a blind force *or one not interested
in man, behind the universe. The good* he maintains* is just as big a
problem as evil. The fact that there is a value which can overcome every
evil is an important part of the whole evidence. Another trump that he
holds is the fact that evil never has had the strength complete!;/ to
overcome the good that attacks it. It is still very probable that right
4
is might.
Henry N. Wieman's grouping of evils. Dr. Tieman’s classifica-
tion is unusual. VHiat in itself is undesirable is intrinsic evil because
it is in itself anti-value* whether or not it has further instrumental
3. Brightman* POR* 244-46.
4. One "Plato" can counteract a thousand Hitlers (this writer's vioT.'/).
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disvalue. He finds tv/o general types of intrinsic evil, destructive and
obstructive. Destructive evi l is the term applied to that which opposes
the already created good ; obstructive evil is used to describe that which
opposes the creative good . Obstructive evil is the more deadly by far,
he teaches, because it is opposed to the only ultimate and absolute good,
creativity.
Dr. 'Yieman calls the evils which did not originate in man
’’inertia” and ’’protective hierarchies.” He believes that the danger of
inertia is one of the basic evils of the world. It grows out of the evils
of hierarchies, which in turn it produces. He finds that hierarchies are
necessary to ’’lift beyond the reach of the great inertias some ferw indi-
5
viduals vfith \vhom creativity can produce the highest good.”
Evils which are caused by man. Dr. 'Yieman calls sin, immorality,
and demonry. Sin, for him, is ’’any resistance to creativity for which
man is responsible.”® Dr. 'Yiema.n believes that most sin is unconscious
and unintentional, while Dr. Brightman believes that nothing unconscious
or unintentional is sin, however harmful it may be. Demonry is indulgence
in ’’the most glorious vision of good that our minds can achieve at any
n
one time when that vision refuses to hold itself subject to creativity.”
For Dr. 'Yieman, this is the most subtle, and dangerous, and obstructive
sin that man can commit. Immorality is the terra Dr. ’Yieman uses to de-
scribe action which leads one to defy the actual world or to strive to
extricate himself from it in order to live for some other realm.
5. Wieman, SHG, 125.
6. 'Yieman, SHG, 126.
7. Yieman, SHG, 128-29.
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The terms mentioned on the foregoing pages will appear more
frequently than elsewhere in Chapters V and VI of this thesis.
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TREATIffiNT OF KINDS OF EVIL BY SOm
PTENTIErH CENTURY PHILOSOPHERS
Since the necessary acceptance of the discoveries of modern
science by great religious thinkers, the interpretation of evil has had
to be modified greatly.
God no longer reigns upon a throne in the heavens above, nor
does the spirit of evil rage in a hell below, beckoning souls to his
furnace. No, heaven and hell are looked upon by the modern theist as
states of the mind. God, for him, exists everyv;here, at all times, and
is eternally creating his world. The modern theist is an adherent of the
theory of evolution.
There are tivo major ways of looking at God, the key symbol which
men have used to express the preferred type of personality to which their
ovm orientation tends. The Christian orthodox way is to think of God as
an omnipotent, omniscient, infinitely perfect Divine Being. But certain
empirical religious thinkers, consciously axvare of suffering, struggle,
and the destructive power of elemental forces, seek to interpret God in
terms more consistent with the evidence observed. Their search leads to
a God of infinite goodness but limited power.
It is a shallow though natural tendency for the person addicted
to science to scorn religious symbols such as "the personality of God”
and to talk in terms of fields of force and natural processes, as if
description of the -world and the prediction of its course were more im-
portant than the interpretation of these findings. They find God as well
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as the universe to be mere energy. It is true that this is a healthy
contradiction to the frequent tendency of the religionist to talk as if
religious utterances were rivals to the scientific knowledge of the
world rather than syntheses.
If persons s^Tupathetic to science cannot find interpretations
which the enlightened individual of today can use in expressing his o'wn
longings, and in giving to his ovm life a sense of direction in ways
which do not negate science in its own sphere, yet give an adequate ac-
count of personality itself, they can be sure other types of persons
will do this task in their own way, and the world which results may not
be a v/orld in which the scientific attitude is accorded a high place.
In this chapter, some typical explanations of evil will be con
sidered and compared with those of Edgar Sheffield Brightman, a theist,
whose views are most convincing of all to the writer of this paper. The
solution offered by Hastings Rashdall seems a necessary forerunner of
Dr. Brightman' s viev/ which seems most coherent with the facts of experi-
ence, Dr. Rashdall' s vieiv v/ill be considered first. Other views dis-
cussed Avill include those of the more orthodox theist, Alfred E. Garvie,
and a religious naturalist, Henry M. Tieman,
I. THE VrE'.YS OF HASTMGS RASHDALL
Influences affecting Dr. Rashdal l' s view . Hastings Rashdall
was much attracted by the intellectual freedom and speculative daring of
St. Thomas Aquinas (who laid groat stress upon the supremacy of the in-
tellect) and he strove to do for his modern ago what St. Thomas had done
for the Middle Ages - offer a theological system which would unite
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Christian beliefs and the best current philosophy into a harmonious whole.
In v/orking out such a system, he was influenced by Bishop
Berkeley whom he admired, and from whose Principles of Human Enwledge
he derived much of his idealistic metaphysics.
There is an Aquinas -Berkeleyan air about his solution to the
problem v/hich has proved to be most troublesome to the Christian faith,
the presence of too much unjustifiable and poorly distributed evil in a
supposedly rational universe which is supposed to be willed by a God of
love.
Summary of his vie\iv . Dr. Rashdall believes that an idealistic
theism rooted and grounded in ethics, and developed along self-deter-
i
ministic lines, can best interpret the evil of the world.
It represents God as the ultimate source of
all being in the Universe that has a beginning,
and as directing the world-process towards the
goal which shall attain as much of the highest ideal-
ly conceivable good as can become actual. He calls
upon the higher spiritual beings who have derived
their existence from Him to aid in this process.
It is a real, and not a merely apparent, struggle
to which their God-derived moral consciousness in-
vites them. The evil is a real evil, though an
evil destined to be more and more diminished. The
rapidity with which and the extent to which the
evil will be diminished and the good attained really
' does depend in part upon human effort. It is true
doubtless that God knows hov; much each of us is ca-
pable of aiding towards the process, and hov/ much
he v/ill aidj but we do not know, and no human being
ever can know until he has acted.
^
Dr. Rashdall defends this view against all other existing views,
but is not wholly satisfied with it himself, as the following statement
1. Rashdall, TGE, II, 355.
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.... The only point at v/hich a diffi-
culty is created either for Moralitjr or for
Religion by the acceptance of Determinism lies
in its tendency to make God in a sense the
'author of evil' - a sense which in no way ex-
cludes the equally true proposition that nan
is the author of it. In a sense, indeed, man
is the sole author of evil; for man alone wills
the evil otherv^ise than as a means to the true
good. God wills the evil only as a means to
the good, and to will evil as a means to the
good is not to be evil, or to will evil as such,
or to exhibit any defect of Goodness. . . .
I admit frankly that it would be more satis-
factory to be able to say that God was in no
sense the cause of evil. That is only to say
that I could wish the Universe were better than
it is; and, if God be the God who is revealed
to us by our moral consciousness. He wishes
that too."'
Theory of good and evil . Dr. Rashdall's theory of the good is
the most important factor in his determination, explanation, and solution
of evil. Goodness and reason are inseparable for him, and the extent to
which all goods, both high and low in his scale of value, are realized in
the individual man, determines for him the rationality or irrationality
of the world. He ties up his whole theory of values with his utilitarian
system of ethics. For him, the moral judgment is the sole determiner of
value. The moral law has a real existence, and there is such a thing as
absolute morality, for, he maintains, there is something absolutely true
or false in ethical judgment, whether ''vie or any number of human beings
at any given time actually think so or not."^ He warns;
2. Rashdall, TGE, II, 345.
3. Rashdall, TGE, II, 211.
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An absolute Moral Law or moral ideal can-
not exist in material things. And it does not
(we have seen) exist in the mind of this or
that individual. Only if vie believe in the
existence of a Mind for which the true moral
ideal is already in some sense real, a Mind
which is the source of whatever is true in our
own moral judgements, can we rationally think
of the moral ideal as no less real than the
world itself. Only so can we believe in an
absolute standard of right and wrong, which is
as independent of this or that man’s actual
ideas and actual desires as the facts of ma-
terial nature. The belief in God, though not
(like the belief in a real and an active self)
a postulate of there being any such thing as
Morality at all, is the logical presupposition
of an ’objective' or absolute Morality. A
moral ideal can exist nowhere and nohow but
in a mind; an absolute moral ideal can exist
only in a Mind from which all reality is de-
rived. (Or at least a mind by v/hich all 'Re-
ality is controlled.) Our moral ideal can
only claim objective validity in so far as it
can rationally be regarded as the revelation
of a moral ideal eternally existing in the
mind of God.^
For Dr. Rashdall, the moral faculty is essentially reason. In
other words, right and wrong, good and evil, are intellectual concepts
or categories which can not be ’’reduced to any kind or sort of mere feel-
ing.” Morality, he claims, is impossible and meaningless, or at least
defective, for a being who lacks normal functions of thought, feeling,
and will.
Dr. Rashdall believes that goods of all kinds can be compared,
and that we can place goods of all kinds on a single scale, and assign to
each its value in relation to the rest. He states:
4. Rashdall, TGE, II, 212.
5. Rashdall, TGE, I, 175.
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Hov/ever nruoh superior the value of a good
act may he to that of a transitory pleasure# we
still use the term 'value' of both# and wo use
it in the same sense: the hwo kinds of value
differ as being at the top and the bottom of
the same scale# not as representing two totally
incommensurable scales. There can be only one
ultimate scale of values# hov/ever heterogeneous
the objects i'/hich we appraise by that scale.
^
The value of a good he finds to be relative to many circumstances
Also# goods do not exist separately# but mutually influence and interact
with# each other. Their place on the ladder of values has no meaning
independent of their relation to other values. He finds pleasure to
possess true value of varying degrees.
Pleasure is of many different kinds: some
kinds of it are doubtless of very little value -
some perhaps have a negative value# but other
kinds of pleasure are of high value# and pleasure
is an element in all the highest and most de-
sirable kinds of conscious life. I cannot# there-
fore# dismiss the pleasure-side of life in the
light and airy v/ay which is fashionable with some
idealistic philosophers.*^
Happiness# for him# is a more important element in well-being
than pleasure# and ’’far more inseparable than most other pleasures from
Q
the goods to which we ascribe the highest values. The goods which he/
places on the highest rungs of the ladder leading to the ideal of good#
are the aesthetic# intellectual# and character goods, in ascending order.
For him# goodness# meaning morality# a rightly directed will#^ is the
highest good of all# and the moral law which guides man to that choice is
6. Rashdall# TGE# I# 174.
7. Rashdall# GM# 130.
8. Rashdall# TGE# II# 58-9.
9. Rashdall# TGE, IT# 42.
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a part of the ultimate nature of things > on a level with the lav/s of phy
sical nature. With Plato of oldj he recognizes the moral law as having
its source "in the source of all reality."^® The good, for him, is
neither goodness nor happiness, but both together. It is the ideal life
of our highest ideals, and is un’'aiovm to human experience. Says Dr.
Rashdall;
The ideal life or the good is an ultimate
conception ivhich does not admit of further de-
finition, and the content of iivhich we can only
express by enumerating the various elements or
aspects of it, and then explaining in what way
they are to be combined. Among these elements
happiness and pleasure are both included, but
they are not the whole; though no doubt the kind
of happiness and the kind of pleasure which do
enter into the ideal life are inseparable from
those other elements of it v/hich we call good-
ness or the good will, knov; ledge, thought, the
contemplation of beauty, love of other persons
and of what is best in them.
The very idea of morality, for him, implies action directed
toward an end which has value.
Right and good are correlative terms for Rashdall. The concept
good is logically prior to the concept right, for the term right is mean-
ingless except in reference to the gpod. The right, for Rashdall, is that
course of action which v/ill produce the most good under existing condi-
tions. He holds that "the good v/ill may possess infinitely more value
than any consequence that it wills, but unless that consequence be good,
the will cannot be good, either. No action, then, is right except
"in so far as it tends to produce a good." He believes that "when vie have
10. Rashdall, PR, 74.
11. Rashdall, TG2, II, 60.
12. Rashdall, TGE, II, 42.
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to choose hetv/een goods* it is alv/ays right to choose the greater good.”^*^
In doing his duty* Rashdall maintains* man always chooses the greE.test
good for himself. He concedes that there are times v/hen it is the duty
of man to choose the right in preference to an immediate good; man should
do right, always. According to him* if man vere to commit a little moral
evil in causing a small amount of moral evil in another* in order to save
a large group of persons from suffering a great amount of tindeserved
punishment, then that small evil would not be Vvrong, but right, (Such
small sins were committed by the heroes of the underground during the
last world conflict.) Rashdall offers as an example the hypothetical
case of committing the sin of^ inducing, through bribery* a Chinese Mandarin
to become traitor to his country and set free a group of Europeans who
v/ould other.vise be exposed to torture and death. Says Rashdall;
Give that bribe* and the moral character
of your Mandarin will have taken a downward turn;
withhold it and tv/enty European men, women, and
children will die in torture and dishonor. It is
only a fanatic to whom the small deterioration of
one Mandarin* ex hypothesi not a character of the
highest order* will seem a more valuable end than
the saving of tv/enty European lives vith all their
possibilities of happiness. . . . 'Te really think
it more important to spare so much suffering than
to avoid the slight deterioration of one L'andarin*s
character.
For him* the sacredness of the person is the greatest factor to
be considered in choosing bebAreon goods. Never is it right to use a
person as a means to attain a speculative good* nor can it ever be right
for a man to do, in any other way* an immediately 'wrong act for the sake
13. Rashdall, TGE* II, 38.
14. Rashdall* TGE* II* 44-46.
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of any other advantage to himself or others.
Dr. Rashdall does not feel that it alv/ays is necessary to
choose goods of highest value. There are times j according to him, when
a small amount of a higher good must give v;ay to a large amount of a
lower good. Although art occupies a higher position in the scale of
values than comfort and eating, it is not necessary for the development
of character (highest good) to buy pictures and books at the expense of
lowering one's standard of ordinary living.
Dean Rashdall insists upon the stand that, in human action, the
amount of good produced can be determined only after an act has been
committed. A good v;ill without contents, for him, is bare or meaningless.
According to him, the same moral consciousness v;hich judges an
object or an act to possess value is the sole judge of evil. The very
essence of the moral judgment he declares to be not merely that the right
act promotes the end v/hich the moral consciousness declares to be good,
but that the v/rong act retards it. And, voluntary acts are not the
only things which possess value. The sufferings which hurricanes and
eruptions cause in conscious beings is bad, for him, and is "none the less
bad because it is not due to human volition."^® Says he:
Entirely apart from the question, 'who
caused such things?' I judge that pain or dis-
cordant music or ugly pictures (i.e. of course
the enduring of pain by conscious beings, the
listening to discords or the contemplation of
bad pictures by conscious beings) are bad things.
They seem to me bad whether they arise from
15. Rashdall, TGE, II, 287.
16. Rashdall, TGE, II, 328.
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chance or necessity or voluntary action. . . .
The will that deliberately causes or refuses to
fight against such things may be> and I believe
is* a worse evil than the pain or the bad music
or the ugly pictures. But unless these things
were evils, the v/ill that refused to remove them
would not be evil either; its acts v/ould not be
acts of a wrongly directed will."^
"Pain is an evil and sin is a worse evil, and nothing on earth
18
can ever make them good,” he declares. Here again he recognizes pain
as evil, which is not a moral evil. He believes that ho^vever great the
evil of pain and suffering, greater still is the evil of a will which
permits that pain and suffering to exist, if it is possible for that will
to prevent the same.
For him, evil is very real. It is far, far more and worse than
the mere absence of good. Moreover, it is not evil merely from the point
of view of man, but for the God whose moral consciousness is the very
source of man's conscience. It is a force ^vhich must be fought by man
with God's help. The ultimate paver of the universe he believes to be
19
on the side of man-inclined-toward-the-good.
An objectively valid morality implies belief in the fundamental
rationality of the universe, he believes.
Theory of the purpose of the universe . Dr. Pashdall holds that
man's view of the ultimate nature of things must be based on experience
as a v/hole. Since the moral consciousness is an integral part of n®n's
experience, it should be considered in forming any theory of the universe
17. Rashdall, TGE, I, 136-7.
18. Rashdall, PR, 80.
19. Rashdall, PR, 84.
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Huumn morality he looks upon as a revelation* imperfect* of
the ultimate nature of reality which is essentially mind.
And yet it is quite clear that the '.vorld
itself cannot be supposed to exist merely in
the individual mind. Thought itself necessa-
rily leads the individual up to the idea of a
world 'Ahich is not merely his world* of a world
which exists independently of him* of a world
which is common to all minds, but v;hich no human
mind knows all at once and in all its complete-
ness. Things exist only for mind* and yet the
things that the individual kno-vs he does not
create but only discovers. He discovers that they
existed before he knerv them, before he v;as born*
before (so far as he knows) any mind like his
existed upon this or any other planet. And yet*
if matter can exist onl;'' for mind, there must
be some mind for which all that is exists; and
if the world is one, that mind must be one Mind.
For him, God alone is eternal* and is the source of all being.
However* he does not identify God with the Absolute. The Absolute* he
teaches* includes Gbd and all other consciousnesses* not as unrelated
beings* but as members of a system. God is the source of all other spi-
rits; but once a spirit comes into existence* it ever after possesses in-
dividual identity. This is important to Rashdall's treatment of evil*
because he holds that although God is the source of the human will, never-
theless man is responsible for his own sins.
There is nothing in all this to alter the
fact that the individual is the cause of his own
acts; the individual is immediately conscious of
his ovm activity. If God causes those acts. He
causes them in quite a different \my from that
20. Rashdall, TGH* II, 223.
21. Rashdall* TGE* II* 225-26
•'lit, T*.
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in which He causes other events - events in
the natural world* or even the acts of non-
moral snima Is. For purely ethical purposes
v/e need not look beyond the immediate cause
of the acts; the cause why a bad act is done
really is the fact that there is a bad soul
in the world. Nothing can alter that, and
that is all that we want from a purely
ethical point of viev/.^^
Canon Rashdall believes that the universe itself must have a
purpose or a rational end which a perfect reason would call good, and
therein he confronts much difficulty. He finds that there is too much of
what the moral consciousness of man judges to be evil in the world to
call it wholly a creation of a rational, just mind. He is willing to
concede that some of what we call evil in the world is a necessary con-
dition to the good. For instance, much good, he holds, involves struggle
against both physical and moral evil. Too, he finds that happiness is
dependent upon the satisfaction of vants, and wants denote a lack of de-
sired objects. Just the same, so much evil as actually exists seems to
him unnecessary. A much smaller quantity, he reasons, v/ould satisfy suf-
ficiently the necessities of struggle. The distribution of evils, too,
he thinks is irrational. Indeed, from the point of vievt of empirical
evidence. Dr. Rashdall finds no reason at all for believing that the
world contains more good than evil, or that it has any good end or object
in the future.
And when I ask myself whether the good that
is realized in this transitor;'/- existence (if this
were all) is really worth all the pain that it
costs, I begin to have doubts. The doubts are
h
f
22. Rashdall, TGS, II, 340
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strengthened when v/e turn to the higher goods,
when v/e think of the small number <f those who
have participated to any high degree in the
best intellectual life, in the highest aes-
thetic enjoyment, in the most satisfying forms
of practical activity. Aud when vre turn to
the strictly ethical side of life, how few are
those who have attained; hov/ mixed has been the
character even of the reputed saints and heroes;
how lov/ has been the general level, how appa.lling
the mass of sin and selfishness, excuseless
cruelty and irrational hate*. Is the good that
is produced really worth the misery, the ugli-
ness, the sin which it has cost?
It is evil, from Rashdall's point of vieiv, that the man who
chooses the highest goods is not able to enjoy the lowest goods as well.
Likewise, he believes it is evil that one who chooses the lov/est goods
can never go beyond the enjoyment of them into the realm of aesthetic,
intellectual and moral pleasures. There is, for him, something radically
irrational about a universe which forever separates these higher and
lower values.
So greatly disturbed is he by the enormous amount of undeserved
evil, and so sorry for inan, that he thinks were ha given the opportunity
to eliminate all life from this planet by pressing a button, he would do
24
so. That is a strong statement for a person who so loves both God and
man to make I Tiy,” he 'wonders, "should we suppose God to be so much
less loving and compassionate than man (as to permit such unnecessary
evil to exist)?"^®
His theory of a limited God. Dr. Rashdall does not believe that
23. Rashda 11, GM, 130-31.
24. Rashdall, GM, 132.
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God* who* for him* is the source of all love* could hurt man willingly.
The universe, with all its evils, was willed by God, yes. But were it
possible to create a better vvorld, he v/ould have done so, Rashdall teaches.
God might, he says, be called omnipotent in that he possesses all the
power there is in the world. On the other hand, he finds God to be
limited by necessities which lie v/ithin his ovm nature. These necessities
involve the laws of reason, and freedom of the will. For instance, God
cannot change the past, construct a square circle, or make the svim of tvio
plus tivo be other than four. In the same way, he cannot evolve highly
organized beings without a struggle for existence, or train humans in
unselfishness without allowing the existence of both sin and pain. Since
God's purpose is to increase moral development, he is limited to con-
ditions which make possible such development. These limitations are not
2 6forced upon God by any outside pov^er. Upon this argument, Rashdall
explains the existence of evil in the world as a necessary factor toward
the production of the good.
I should insist, indeed, that the 'willing
of a world 'with so much evil in it implies a
certain limitation of the divine Pov/er; and I
should point out that, though we can see the
necessity for the evil up to a certain point,
we cannot see in detail the necessity for all
the evil that actually exists. But still sub-
stantially it is right, as it seems to me, to
find the explanation of the evil - so far as
our limited intelligence can find it at all -
in the values which are realised in and by the
struggle against it, and in the other values
to the production of v/hich we must suppose the
evil to be a necessary means.
26. Rashdall, GM, 52-6.
27. Rashdall, GM, 129.
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God is rational* for him* then* and his mind is directing the
uniYerse to a good end.
The end of the Universe must be the evolu-
tion of souls in which what our moral conscious-
ness pronounces good shall be more and more re-
alized. If less good is at any time realized in
preference to more good* bhat represents one of
those inherent limitations v/ithout the assumption
of which we cannot give anjr reasonable or intel-
ligible account of the Universe being what it is.
In speaking of the end of the Universe we
must not of course assume that the realization
of this and lies only in the future* that it is
literally a ’far off divine event': whatever
has any value in the present forms part of the
end. . . . The end which we must suppose to bo
the end of the Universe must be the greatest
good on the whole* the greatest good that is
possible; that is to say* the good that neces-
sarily floavs from a Will of perfect goodness
but limited pcwer.^®
In answer to his objectors that a limited God might be a de-
feated God* Rashdall gives the very reasonable reply:
A rational being does not will evil except
as a moans to a greater good. If God be ration-
al* we have a right to supoose that the world
must contain more good than evil* or it would
not be willed at all. A being who was obliged
to create a world which did not seem to him good
would bo a blind force* as force is understood
on
by the pure Materialist* not a rational ’Vill.^*^
His theory ^ immortality. Dr. Rashdall does not believe that
God willed so imperfect a world as this as an end in itself* even if this
seemed the best possible v/orld to him (God). The moral ideal should be
capable of realization. That Rashdall finds to be impossible in this life*
28. Rashdall* TGE* II, 289-90.
29. Rashdall* PR* 84.
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due to man's limitation of knowledge. If the ideal life exists nowhen*
for no person* nov/her e» then there is no such thing I It must exist in
and for persons* he believes. i:iut* the moral consciousness of man points
to such an object. For Dr. Rashdall* that and the triumph of good over
evil can be explained only upon the postulation of immortality.
There is only one way in which the good
realised in these years of earthly life can be
supposed adequately to outweigh the evil; and
that is to look upon earthly life as but a part*
a preliminary part* a relatively short stage in
the development of souls which have a long pe-
riod of development and vast possibilities of
increasingly valuable experience open to them
after they have been delivered from the bodily
organisms which determine* and which limit*
their present capacities for action and for
enjoyment. With the hypothesis of immortality
we can regard the world as a reasonable world
expressive of a purpose for the realisation of
the highest possible good* and a purpose which
on the whole and in the end will be accom-
plished; without immortality I do not see
that we can. To put it more simply, with
immortality we can believe that God is Love,
and the world an expression of that Love;
without it we cannot.
Life* as experienced on this planet is, then* for Dr. Rashdall,
an evil means to’ward the realization of the moral ideal in a future exist-
ence which will be ratiaial* and wherein the good will prevail.
Dr. Rashdall' s views cornered v:ith those of Dr. Brightman.
Both Dr. Brightman and Dr. Rashdall are personal idealists who believe
all of reality to be of the nature of mind. The universe, for them is a
system* a society of minds* separated though derived from* and intimately
30. Rashdall* GM* 132-33.
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related to# one supreme mind i^iiich is the source of all being. Dr. Rash-
dall offers the moral arg ment and the idealistic argument as his reasons
for believing in God.^^
For Dr. Brightman# every fact implies God; God is revealed in
3?
every fact. " He finds reasons for belief in God in;
The evidence of the rationality of the
universe# the evidence of the emergence of
novelties# the evidence of the nature of per-
sonality# the evidence of values# the evidence
of religious experience# and the evidence of
systematic coherence.
These evidences Dr. Brightman discusses in detail in Chapter VI
of his Problem of God .
Because of the presence in this universe of a tremendous amount
of seemingly unnecessary physical evil# pain# and suffering# as well as
moral evil# which seem neither the result of man's poor choice nor ne-
cessary to his mental (including moral) or physical development# both
thinkers are forced# by their faculty of reason# to view as limited in
some way# the God whose will is responsible for all being. They find it
more coherent with the facts of experience to viev/ his power as limited
rather than his goodness.
It seems logical that a God as limited as Dr. Rashdall's should
have been found before Dr. Brightman* s God# which at first seems shock-
II
ing# but with further acquaintance becomes most compatible with reason.
Dr. Rashdall finds# in God# eternal necessities which are part
31. Rashdall# TGE, II# 225-228
32. Brightman# POG# 144.
33. Brightman# POG# 148.
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of his (God’s) own internal nature. These necessities, pertaining to the
laws of reason and freedom of the will, prevented God from willing a
universe in which the good mi^t be completely realized without the use
of evil means. Dr. Rashdall teaches. This view conceives of God as the
ultimate author of evil, even though he uses it as a means toward the
good. Dr. Rashdall tries to release his God of guilt by declaring that
man alone is the author of evil as a tool of destruction.
Dr. Brightman is not satisfied with a God who is the willing
author of evil, regardless of the means for 'which he uses it. There is
altogether too much evil, he believes, to attribute it to the limitation
of God by the laws of reason or the free will of raan.^^ He searched
through the facts of evolution and of daily life, and finally found a God
who is further limited. The will of Dr. Brightman* s God is limited by
what he calls The Given within his (God’s) own personality.
The Given consists of the eternal, un-
created laws of reason (including logic,
mathematical relations, and Platonic Ideas)
and also of equally eternal and uncreated
processes of nonrat ional consciousness which
exhibit all the ultimate qualities of sense
objects ( qualia ) , disorderly impulses and de-
sires, such experiences as pain and suffering,
the forms of space and time, and whatever in
God is the source of surd evil. The common
characteristic of all that is ’’given" (in the
technical sense) is, first, that it is eternal
within the experience of God and hence had no
other origin than God’s eterml being; and,
secondly, that it is not a product of will or
created activity. For The Given to be in con-
sciousness at all means that it must be pro-
cess, but unwilled nonvoluntary consciousness
is distinguishable from voluntary consciousness.
34. Brightman, FOG, 172.
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both in God and in man. God's finiteness
thus does not mean that he began or will end;
nor does it mean he is limited ty anything
external to himself. Strictly we should
speak of a God whose will is finite rather
than a finite God; for even the finite God
is absolute in the sense of being the ulti-
mate source of all creation.^®
This view absolves God from all guilt. According to it, God
did not create The Given, but uses it to express his divine purpose
which is good. On the other hand, his purpose is denied full expression
because of eternal brute facts within The Given. God is in control of
The Given at all times, so there is no possibility of his becoming a de-
feated God. Vifhen his divine will is thwarted by facts within The Given,
then God finds by means of other facts within The Given, "new avenues of
•re
advance and forever moves on in the cosmic creation of new values.”
Because Dr. Rashdall tried so desperately but unsuccessfully
from the point of view of available evidence to free his God of the re-
sponsibility for a too-evil universe, it seems probable that had he lived
seven years longer, he would have found great satisfaction in the follow-
ing solution to the problem which baffled him so much:
We suggest the hypothesis of The Gitren in
God which corresponds to and accounts for those
factors in experience (not due to human will)
which frustrate the attainment of the highest
values. This Given is an eternal aspect of the
consciousness of God, a problematic datum or
retarding factor. It is akin to sensation in
man. Just as sensation limits the will and rea-
son of man, yet presents problems which can be
solved in rational terms, so The Given limits
the will and probably the foreknov ledge of God,
35. Brightman, POR, 337.
36. Brightman, POR, 338.
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without limiting his goodness or his ration-
ality or his power so to meld The Given as to
derive value from it. God would no longer be
omnipotent or omniscient or impassible; but he
would remain the perfectly benevolent Creator
and the perfectly wise KnOT/er of all actual
existence. He v^ould also be the controlling
power of the universe* guiding it through all
struggles and delays toward an ever-enlarging
value. There is no limit to his capacity for
bringing meaning out of what seems meaningless.
He struggles* but is never baffled. The Given
would account for natural evils and the "mis-
takes” of evolution would give God an eternal
reason for activity, would render him more
sympathetic with the limitations of man, would
give more significance to the temporal process*
and yet would not unduly impair the divine
dignity* but would maintain God's transcendence
and* by providing for the mysterious and ir-
rational along with the moral and the rational
in his nature* make him a more worthy object
of numinous worship.
Both Dr. Brightman and Dr. Rashdall hold to a belief in immor-
tality* but for different reasons. For Dr. Rashdall* such a belief is
necessary in defense of a perfectly good ^od who must have willed this
universe as a means toward some future end which is good. No just t^od*
Dr. Rashdall believes, would have brought man into this world of evil
merely in preparation for this future good unless he were to share in it.
Therefore* he reasons* man is immortal.
Dr. Brightman's God needs no such defense. He suffers with, for,
and more than man in his struggle with The Given which he did not choose.
Dr. Brightman's God is not only the source of all good, but the preserver
and increaser of the same. It is upon that factor of God's nature that
Dr. Brightman favors the possibility of immortality. Since mind-intent-
37. Brightman* POG* 192-93.
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upon-the-good is the most valuable object in the universe* Dr. Brightman
reasons that God will conserve and even increase its value in a future
existence
.
Both philosophers find goods to bo meaningless apart from their
relationship to other go od
s
» They assign value to goods in much the same
manner. Each puts lower value upon goods which provide mere sensual
pleasure* and respectively higher values upon aesthetic* intellectual,
and moral goods. Dr. BrightTnan finds holiness to be of even higher value
than morality. Of course the higher good of holiness includes the lower
good of morality, for him.
The fact that Dr. Brightman finds a value that is even higher
than Dr. Rashdall's highest value (morality) makes obvious a distinction
in the authors’ views of morality. Each finds good and duty essential
factors in any ethical theory. "Ethics must reveal what value (good)
ought (duty) to be attained; it must explain the obligation to achieve
'70
the good," says Dr. Brightman. Both theists agree that the moral con-
sciousness of man is an integral part of his whole consciousness, but do
not explain its ideal in like ways. For Dr. Rashdall, an absolute moral
ideal exists in the mind of God, and is reflected in the mind of man.
Man's moral consciousness is, for him, dependent upon this reflection of
the absolute moral ideal for its judgment of value, in other words, man
is capable immediately of moral judgment, although imperfectly so, due to
the fact that the contents of the absolute moral ideal never can be ap-
prehended fully by a finite mind. Dr. Brightman finds a "norm" born of
38. Brightman, ML, 14.
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actual moral experience. It refers to "the best types of willing that can
39be practiced by human beings constituted as we are." Dr. Brightman's
moral norm itself is absolute, but allows for dyTiamio values, and so is
more empirical than Dr. Rashdall’s belief that values are static and ab-
solute. Even if there were no God, man might acquire Dr. Brightman's mo-
ral norm by applying rational criticism to his feelings. This makes Dr.
Brightman’s view more practical than Dr. Rashdall's.
Criticism of Dr. Rashdall's view of evil . Dr. Rashdall's view
that some evil is a means toward a hi^er good seems very compatible with
the facts of experience. Experience has proved life to bo a gradual un-
folding of success from failure. In discovering America, Columbus failed
absolutely in his goal. Every redman in America by being called Indian
perpetuates the memory of that failure. David Livingstone studied medi-
cine tirelessly for years after having completed his theological studies,
with one piirpose in mind. It was -tx) spread the gospel in China. At the
last minute an "opium war" prevented him from the entry to the country.
Disappointed, he offered himself as missionary to Africa, and was accepted .
His failure to reach China onened a whole continent to light and truth.
Uncle Sam's failure at t'earl Harbor united his nationl But, on Dr. Rash-
dall's view, the same uni'ty should have been realirable without such tragic
destruction of life and property.
From there on, there seems to be inconsistency in Dr. Rashdall's
system. One of his arguments for the existence of God is the idealistic
argument in which ho (Rashdall) recognises -the rationality of na-bure.
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Yet he finds the universe* as we know it, to be morally irrational.
There is far, far more evil existent in it than is necessary for the
proper education of man’s finer nature, and that evil is irrationally,
unjustly distributed. There seems to be more caprice than reason behind
its (evil's) distribution, he believes. Yet, the source of all being is,
for him, a God of infinite goodness. For all the evil in the world, he
refuses to hold man responsible. There is no choice; one must interpret
him as laying the ultimate cause for evil unon the God of infinite good-
ness who creates all wills, both good and bad. To be sure, he postulates
immortality as necessary to the completion of God’s purpose. The trouble
lies in the fact that man never yet has been able to produce facts which
might warrant ai^ future existence. If there is no future in which ’’the
unrealized capacities of human nature”^^ might be attained, then Dr.
Rashdall’s God, upon the doctor’s own findings, is responsible for a too-
irrational, too-avil universe, in which "the good actually realized seems
hardly worth the cost.""^^ Such a God does not seem the most worthy ob-
ject in the world, of man’s worship and devotion.
II. THE VIKTS OF ALFRED ERNEST GkRYTS.
All of Dr. Garvie’s beliefs center upon his firm conviction,
through faith, that Christ Jesus is a true revelation of the character of
ao
God.’ That is, he is more theologian than philosopher. Interested in
A *7
the evils (which he calls moral diseases) of the world^ from a social
40. Rashdall, GM, 136.
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43. Garvie, CCS, 84.
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point of vie?/* he advocates a gradual reform in the economic system and
the social order which is dependent upon it. The new order* he thinks*
should be built upon liie nature of God* as revealed in the personality of
Christ* self-realization by self-sacrifice.^^ He believes that only when
nations as well as individuals are willing to sublimate their own desires
to the good of the whole race* will mankind find peace.
His conception of the good. Dr. Garvie believes that human weak-
ness needs d ivine support for this life. This support is provided by
divine grace* the goal of which is the absolute good. "Grace is the dis-
closure of God's ultimate purpose for mankind* a redeemed* reconciled*
and perfected race* in loving fellowship with him* and growing likeness to
him*"^® he says. The Good* in which the human good is an. element* and
the realization of which it is factor* is universal* he teaches. He be-
lieves it to be self-realization through self-sacrifice* an ideal im-
possible of complete realization by man* but realized in the personality
of Christ Jesus who "is the pattern of the perfect life because He came*
46
not to be served* but to serve and to give His life a ransom for many.”
Man’s self-realization through self-sacrifice* Dr. Garvie interprets as
man’s conscious and voluntary fulfilment of God’s purpose for himself*
nature* animals* and his fellows. The ideals of truth* beauty* holiness*
47
and love* Dr. Garvie believes to be eternal and absolute in God; for him*
the more man strives* successfully* toward the realization of these values*
44. Garvie* CCS* 218-lb
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th« more moral he becomes. The term "morality" Dr. Garvle applies to man
In his attempt to reach perfection; the term "holiness" he applies to God
In his possession of perfect goodness and righteousness. Morality and
4i
rell^on are Inseparable » but not Identical, terms for Dr. Garvle.
According to Dr. Garvle, that which satisfies a man's desire Is
a good, for him, and what a man desires fa dependent upon the msnner of
man he is. Choice, he believes. Is determined by the whole man, not a
speelal faculty within hlm.^^ For Dr. Garvle, man's good Includes
the provision for his physical necessltbs. Good, he teaches, should
be of the whole sum, economic and aesthetic, as well as rational and
moral. However, truth and goodness hold the higher place In his scale.
The Good, fcr him, can be not merely an Individual good; It must be a
social good. Action must be conscious and voluntary in order to be
^Judged good or bad, he maintains. According to his view, if a man chooses
a good and falls, because of his o?rn weakness
,
to achieve that good, then
he is blameworthy; If he chooses an evil which, because of any Inter*
ference other than his own choice, results In a good, then he Is deserving
of no praise. "The degree In which the whole is expressed in the resolu-
tion must measure the praise or the blame, if action is hindered,” he
declares
Dr. Garvle distinguishes between the motive and the Intention
of an act. The desire for an object, he calls the motive; the means of
I
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achieving the object, he calls the Intention. The goodness or badness of
an act Is dependent upon both the motive and the Intention as well as the
consequences as far as they can be foreseen. To illustrate, if a man feels
the need of a few days* rest In the country and discovers afterwards that
the expenses involved have thrown him into debt to such an extent that he
can not afford to have a leaking roof repaired, then that act is bad,
however good the motive. It is not custom, nor law, nor even conscience
which he believes to be the standard of morality, but it is the good as
end. Aa the universe moves further toward perfection, the standard of
morality becomes hi^er, he teaches.
God, the universe and immortality # Dr# Garvie believes that
52
God is immanent in all things, yet transcendent# All of nature, of
53
which he believes man to be a part "whatever else or more he may be,"
Dr# Garvie declares to be a product of God*8 divine will# The universe,
54 ^
for him. Is a unity, and of the nature of mind# Be believes that God is
supra-personal, is "past finding out" by human searching, and that he
contains in his reality "abysmal depths no plummet of human experience
,66
,
or speculation can fathom. Of Ood*w purpose he writes:
Ee cannot be less than personal, lacking in any
perfection which in our human ideals we can oonoeive,
but Be must be recognized as supra-personal
, sinoe
our conception of perfection in ow Ideals cannot be
the measure of His reality. We may, however, be
confident tiiat what God is as personal is not in
contradtetion with what ^ is as supra-personal. God
la true; in Rim is no lie; He does not deceive us.
62. Garvie, CP, 78-9.
53. Garvie, CP, 29#
64. Garvie, CP, 40, 76.
65. Qervle, CP, 78#
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nor do we deceive ouraelvea, when In religion we bellerre,
truat, worship and obey Him as personal. In thus recognising
that Ck)d Is aupra-personal, we recognize Hie transcendence
of nature and man; In the conception of the numinous,
ysterlum, tremendum, transcendence Is asserted and the
^ntheiam, wyilcK identifies God with the world. Is re;)ected*
Even in the personal relation of God to man, this trans* ,
cendence Is reco^lzed and God Is above and beyond the
world In apace and tine* He Is infinite (Immense and
eternal). As embodied spirit man la In space, and even
as spirit his experience and character are conditioned
by time. That he can recognize apace and time as llmlta* i
tlons, indicate that In thought and heart he can rise
above and reach beyond time and space, and so conceive
God as without these limitations, AS Creator, Preserver,
and Ruler of the world and man God must also be thought
of as transcendent i only a God above all can stand to
the world In these relations
I
For Dr, Garvls, the dynamic activity of God is constantly ex-
pressing itself In matter, life, and mind, and the creation seems to him
(Garvle) more immediate and constant than the already created, God, he
57
says, la eternally active "In making and sustaining His world," He
warns;
Philosophy in Interpreting the world cannot leave
out, without loss of adequacy, Ood as ultimate cause,
fln^ purpose, and directive presence. The order of
nature and the course of history bear witness, not to
divine caprice, but to divine constancy,®®
Dr. Garvle believes that God is self-limited, and that his
perfection determines the direction In which alone his power can be exercised,
unless he denies his own nature. Space and time, he thinks, has as much
resllty for Ood as has the world In space and tlme.®° This fact is Im-
portant, for him, because It means liberty and responsibility to man. Says
?6. Oarvie, CF, 76-9.
67. Oarvie, CF, 99.
68. Oarvie, CF, 100,
59. Garvle, CF, 109,
60, Oarvie, CF, 104.
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If duration la in eosie sense real for God, then
futire acts are not real for God as are past or present:
they are excluded from His Imasrledge as not yet real*
All poaalhlllty must bo In God*e Icncwrlodge, so that He
may ha^ the resources to sieet any energenoyy but not
as actuality* So as regards the attribute of omni-
potence, irhlch has created so much difficulty for all
attempts to find a solution for the problem of eTll,
here only this need be said* Omnipotence does not
mean that God can do, or may be expeoteJ to do what-
ever men can imagine or desire* Be can do what is
possible
,




The purpose of the universe, for Dr* Carrie, is continuous
progression toward the realization of God*s purpose* Man, he believes
can resist, hinder, and delay God*8 purpose by his disbelief, distrust
or disobedience* Dr* Carrie thinks there are times in history when it
seems as if Cod is struggling in the losing and not the winning battle
He says that one of the unsolved problems of theology is ”why Cod, the
perfect God, fulfils His purpose in and throu^ human imperfection*"^^
Of God's pirpose, he writes:
Cod has a purpose » and it can be only the purpose
which is consistent with His perfection. As Father,
revealed in Christ, that purpose is the salvation of
mankind, and there is no hidden in contrast to this
revealed will: as it is such a purpose it is one which
cannot be fulfilled by omnipotence, suppressing human
personality, but only by a love which in grace woos
and wins man's eonfidence and obedience* God has the
wisdom to devise, and the power to perform all that is
necessary for the fulfillment of His purpose; but in
HU Fatherly Rule of man, ^ not only suffers, but calls
and enables man to be his fellow-worker, not as Independent
of, or separate from Himself, but as the conseious and
voluntaiy organ, in whom and throu^ whom H# works*®*
61* Carvie, CF, 105-6*
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Dr* Garrlo finds man's liberty not to consist In choosing as
he plesises In an unreal Tacuum* Man's choice Is always "a response to an
environment, the world around him, his own appetites or aspirations, or
God*"®® In the redemption. Dr* Garvle finds the solution of the problem
of God’s admission of sin Into his world, and his long patience with It*
Because Be has the resources to redeem God creates
hman persons with liberty and responsibility, with the
possibility but not the necessity to sin* If we may
dare to use a human analogy: He takes the risk. He
counts the cost. He pays the price of a family of God*°"
According to Dr* Garvle's view, God, In his righteousness,
reacts against sin In forbidding. In judging, and In punishing* There is
"nothing partial, arbitrary, or exceptional In God’s judgments," for him,
and he declares that history contains a record of the moral aoverelgnty
of God in visiting upon men the eonsequenees of their Iniquity* Be
believes that a God Indifferent or indolent as regards sin, commands no
reverence* He accepts neither the doetrlne of universal salvation nor
that of eternal punishment, but holds to a belief which resembles that
of conditional Immortality*
An organism survives only as It adapts Itself to
Its environment: if mal-adjusted It perishes* God made us
for Himself; Ha la oir environment, and an environment
which not only demands, but promotes adaptation, and
resists mal-a^ustment* "Our hearts are restless until
they find their rest in Him," for by His Inward constraints
He is drawing us unto Himself* Those who resist adapta-
tion and persist In mal-adjustment must Inevitably perish*
lot by any annihilation by divine omnipotence; but by
Inevitable personal decay till the person ceases to be*
Imt me confirm this conclusion by a consideration already
advanced. In dealing with the relation of God and man
I have Insisted that human personality develops out of
bondage to It a lower self Into the freedom of the higher
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self, as God Imparts Himself personally In 0:*aee, and man
receives and responds personally in faith. Ihe man who
refuses that personal progress will and must degenerate
till personality Itself is lost, the eternal death. But
surely those (if any) who so perish will bo relatively so
few, that we dare not say that the Redeemer has not fully
justified the Creator in making man in His own image, and
for His earn likeness and fellowship*®^
Be thinks that "nothing in our life that derives from God, and
conforms to God will be lost, but held eternally."
His view of sTll* Dr* Garvie finds the problem of ewil to be
pertixieixt to God*s speolal relation to man* Be recognises two types of
evil, {hysioal and moral, which he oalls pain and sin*
For him, natural phenomena (such as volcano, earthquake, and
flood) which cause no loss or pain to man or animal, are not evil. Such
processes he believes to be the result of physical forces and natural
« 70
laws apparently necessary to the evolution of a habitable earth." He
can not understand why God chooses destructive as well as constructive
means toward achieving his purpose, but that does not disturb him, because
he firmly believes that God, in his wisdom, always chooses the best possU
ble way, within the limits of his divine nature, of expressing himself
There is pain, he believes, only where there is sentienoy, and sentienoy
only where there is consciousness in soae measure* He holds to a possi*
bility that animals do not suffer from pain as man, due to the fact that
man*a sense of pain is increased by memory of past experience, and fear of
future possibilities* He stresses the fact that pain is oftimes a warning
A. darvie, CF, 227.
09* Garvie, CF, 228*
70* Garvie, CF, 114*
71* Garvie, CF, 80*
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of danger, and In that way la bensfletal In the preaerwatlon of life*
There la no moral ewll, or aln In the aeemlng cruelty of animals to one
another, he holds, for It harhora no willed infliction of onneoesaary pain.
For him. It la the instinct of aelf preservation which prompts their ap-
parent cruelty, and he comments:
Wl^ Ood did not majce all animals vegetarians, and
allowed some to be flesh-eating Is aigaln a problem I
leave unsolved, except to point out that domestication
has been for the advcuntage of some animals. But even
a vegetarian diet Involves a destruction of life. I
do not know whether vegetarians ascribe a fall Into sin
to the depraved eat, and regard the Innocent cow as
preserving its moral Integrity. It does seem a neces-
sity that plants should, as It were, prepare food for
animals, and animals by their own death minister to
the life of others."*
fhe representation of nature as ”red in tooth and claw" he brands
an exaggeration and claims that there Is much evidence of mutual help and
care among animals. Moreover, the world of plant and animal life Is '*the
Stage of an abundant life, and even of life whloh Is enjoyed," he
asserts. He accuses man of Imposing more cruelty upon animals than
nature ever Inflicts. Fox and deer-huntlng, as well as all other pursuits
of nan whloh result In physical pain to his fellow-creatures, or destruc-
tion to the beauties of nature (failure to rotate crops and such abuses).
Dr* Oarvle looks upon am moral evil.
The problem of physical pain he finds to be more acute In the
life of man, but nevertheless he finds reasons to consider It more bene-
ficial than harmful. In his view. If nan suffers more than animals, he
72. Qaurvle, CF, 115.
73. Oarvle, CF, 116.
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learns more from hla suffering, finds more measures of relief, and even
turns the apparent evil Into good* Dr. Garvle traces man’s suffering to
three sources:- the catastrophes of nature, his «rn body, and society*
The catastrophes of nature, he thinks are Inerltable and more
productive of good than harm in ths long run* He believes that the pain
which they Inflict challenges man to find means (1) of avoiding the evil
Inflicted, If avoidable, (2) to relieve the suffering that comes from them,
and (3) to restore the damage caused by them* He claims that science,
industry, civilisation, and culture have resulted fVom the struggle which
mature has caused for man, and concludes:
Thus pain cannot be regarded as an absolute evil,
but rather as a stimulant to study, sympathy, succour,
the development of all man's capacities* Can we be sure
that a cheaper education of mankind would have been so
good or better?'®
For much of the disease In the world. Dr. Garvle blames man's
Ignorance, Indifference, and Indolence of the past* His observations ttan
pastoral experiences lead him to believe that. In sickness, there Is often
personal gain In character for the sufferer as well as for those earing
for him* He feels obliged to admit, however, that there are some forms
of disease in which there Is prolonged acute pain so wearing to the suf-
ferer that death Is preferable from every human point of view. The only
solution he ecus offer to the question which screams loudest for a reasona-
ble answer is that, facing such a tragic mystery, faith In God alone can
command patience and submission*
T4. Garvle, CP, 116*
75* Garvle, CF, 116*
76* Garvle, CF, 118.
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Dr. Garrle aeea no evil In death In old age, especially If
76
there be a continual existence of the whole personality.
Without death there could not be birth; It Is the
limited duration of Individual lives which makes possible
the succession of generations: the earth could not be
the hose of an Immortal race. '*Who knocks, who knocks?
Hhe coming generation." The old should hear that knock
In the summons of death, and ^ould be ready as was
Colonel Itowoome to answer, Msun . A human organism
passes necessarily through birth and development and
decay and death; death Is a p^slcal necessity, man*s
Ineluctable destiny on earth
Death In youth and middle ags, even If the physical event can
be fully esqplalned, Dr. Garvle thinks k a sunmons to faith.
To "man*s Inhumanity to man,” the doctor lays more blame for
suffering than to stupidity or cruelty. He believes that intellectual
evil (Ignorance) becomes a moral evil for man. If he does not accept the
suffering which comes from It as an obligation to seek the knowledge and
skill which might alleviate and remove that suffering. In attacking the
social evils of his day, he reminds that the "Am I my brother’s keeper?"
attitude was the crime of Cain, the first murderer. He is firmly eon-
vlxwed that "if the heart feels keenly enough" thought will be busy to
78find the remedy for most of the Ills of the world. Social wrongs, he
asserts, have their source In individual sins, althou^ It is not always
easy to fix the guilt and the blame. To selfishness and aggression in
both men and nations, he lays much social evil. As a cure for these
social wrongs and Individual sins, he suggests that men and nations pattern
their lives upon that of Christ.
77. Garvle, CF, 117-118.
78. Garvle, CF, 119.
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For Dr* Garvle, sin is a oomprehenslTa term vhleh denotes stands
\
disobedience to, ai^ distrust of God* The term "irrong'* means sin In Its
social effects; "crime” Is the name he gives to sin as violation of social
lairs; aid "vice" denotes sin as It reacts on the character of the sinner*
Dr* Garvie believes that:
lkui*s sin, grsat and grievous ae It is, has not so
corrupted the world that It has ceased to be the world
God made, preserves, and rules. In which He still Is
and works • God dfi not leave Himself without witness
In the souls of men; and the opposition of religion to
faith is false for
"Where'er the spirit of man has gone
Agroplng after the Spirit divine.
Somewhere or other it touches the throne*
And sees a 11^ which % seen by none
Save those who seek Him that sits thereon*'*'*
Comparison of Dr* Qarvle*s views with those of Dr * Brlghtman *
In the belief of Dr* Garvie as well as Dr* Brl^tman, the object of a
person's desire Is, for him, a good. The terms "good" and "value” are
synonymous* However, Dr* Bri^tman distinguishes a valne-clalm from a
true value. A value-claim la any object of a man's desire which he judges,
80
uncritically, to be a good* By true value (or real value) Dr* Brl^tman
means "a fully ccherent fulfilled desire for a fully coherent object*"®^
"When value-clalns are consistent and coherent with each other and with
the other facte of experience," Dr* Brlghtman holds, "then the claims are
82
verified; such value-claims are true values*” labels goo<te which are
79* Garvie, CIS, 487.
80* These are sometimes called "empirical values" or "apparent values*"
61* Brlghtman, FOR, 262*
82* Brli^tman, FOR, 98*
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aluable as a neans tovrard achieving a higher good instrumental goods; those
vhioh are good-in-themseIres he calls intrinsic goods * The intrinsic
values he furthsr classifies into higher and lower values. The hi^st
values for him are beauty, truth, and holiness, and for Dr. Oarvie beauty,
truth, and goodness (sacrificial love). Both thinkers believe the absolute
good, the hi^st ideal toeard which man should reach, exists in the person
of God.
Dr. Garvie classifies all evils Into two categorlea, physical
and mcnral. At no tine does he call the physical evil real except when it
is due to man^s actions • He uses the term "apparent evil** to describe it
otherwise. Moral evil is real, for him, and it denotes improper relation*
ship of man tosard God. Wong, crime, and vice, are types of moral evil
all of which he attributes to man's abuse of his Ood*given liberty.
Dr. Brightman distinguishes between disvalue-claims and true disvalues,
and instrumental and intrinsic evils* in thd same way as he distinguishes
goods. He offers a classification of evils which ir ons out many of the
It-does-not-fit-there-nor-here difficulties common to the "either physical
or moral" classification. He is conscious of a good to overcome every
evil except one. Dr. Brightman finds in experience:
L that is more or less coherent . The irrational
part of the will is evil, the rational part good. He does not hold man
wholly responsible for his evil will as does Dr. Oarvie. Part of the
incoherence is probably depemdent upon a thorough knowledge of psychology
as well as theology. At any rate, it displays, on the part of the analyser,
63. Brightman, FOR, 2i4-46.
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an instance of "man’s humanity to man."
2. The intellectual evil of ignorance . This, Dr. Brightraan
calls BKff'al eril in so far as it indicates inddlence on the pert of man,
and natural evil in so far as it is unavoidable. Because Dr. Garvie’s
classification is less implicit than Dr. Brightman’s, it is difficult to
say that he is in complete agreement* He believes that ignore !iea,7.'’hich
is responsible for pain, becomes moral evil if the sufferer doef not
accept the pain as an incentive to acquire the necessary kncsrledge or
skill to alleviate or remove the suffering. In the ease of disease, he
lays most of the blame to man’s ignorance, and he looks upon that ig|iOra]|ce|
as moral evil. Dr* Brightman holds that knowledge and wisdom, are tv^ two
values which can diminish this type of evil.
3. Maladjustment. Both philosophers think of maladjustment as
intrinsic evil and find social maladjustment to be one of its worst forms*
The religious ideal of a life (1) adjusted to the will of God, for Dr*
Brightman, and (2) patterned upon the life of Christ, for Dr. Oarvie, seems
the best possible solution of the problem.
4. Incompetence . Dr. Bri^tman does not think of this evil as
moral. He thinks it is unjust to oall a person sinful because he is un»
skilful, but he does feel that an unskilful person experiences evil in
his lack of skill. Dr. Qarvie thinks of incompetence as moral evil. The
good which overcomes incompetence is training or development which results
in skill. Dr* Brightman believes.
The dysteleological surd . Dr. Bri^tman defines this term
as an evil "which is inherently and irreducibly evil and contains within
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He la not svra vhetherIt no principle of development or improvement#”
any such evil exiata for certainty, but to hia mind an evil auch as Im-
Imbeclllty ahora nothing but Intrlnalc ’Srorthleaaneaa of the linbeclle*8
ftg
exlatenoe and the suffering which hla existence Impoaea on others. Saya
Dr# Brlj^tman of thla type of evil:
A good man or a good God, In the presence of surd evil,
could only exercise control—•self-oontrol , In order not to
be overwhelmed by the evil, end ob;1eotlve control. In
order that the evil may not overwhelm all values. The
problem of evil In Its most acute form la the question
whether there ia surd evil, and If so, what Its relation
to value la#®®
Both Dr# Oarvie and Dr# Bri^tman share the view that man* a
abuse of hla freedom la responsible for much of the Intrinsic evil In the
world# Dr# Brightman la unwilling to put the whole responsibility for
moral evil on man's freedom, ”Why,” he wonders, "are there In the nature
of things Independent of human oholoe, so many temptations and allurements
to evil choices 7"®^ He does not believe that freedom explains either the
force of temptation or the debasing consequences of moral evil# In his
opinion. If there are eausal prooesaes In nature which result In suffer-
ing or destructions Independent of amin*a Intervention, then the extent
to which God is responsible for sueh evil Is a legitimate question.
Dr# Garvle la not so sure# ff there la no suffering or loss to nan or
animal, then destruction due to natural processes la not an evil, but
God’s chosen way (which, for Dr# Garvle, Is the best possible way) of
84# Brl^tman, FOR, 246#
85# Brightman, FOR, 246#
86# Brl^tnan, FOR, 246#
87 # Bri^tman, FOR, 260,
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expressing himself, he holds. He does not believe that lower forme of life i
which exist on the way up to the ascent of man suffer as much as Dr. |
I
Brlghtman supposes Upon one important fact they agree. It la that
God suffers with and feels for all forms of consciousness during the
j
evolutionary process. Dr. Gsurvle*a God la not a static, but rather a
eontlnuously changing oonseiousnese , aotl've at all times. Time for God
|
has real duration, and his very nature, as revealed In Christ Jesus, Is i
that of sacrificial love. This nature. Dr. Gervle calls perfection.
There la no limit to God*8 power of redemption, so he Is not afraid to
allow man full freedom. Dr. 6rl^tman*s theory of God, whose nature la
|
89
that of Inexhaustible perfectibility. Is eternally active consciousness, Ij
too, ever molding the crude contents of HU Given Into tonafi of hl^er
j
i|
value Dr. Brlghtman believes:- (l) that physical space-tine Is Ood*s i
standard space-time experience, (2) that energy and force are God’s will
|
ii
controlling and directing this experience, (S) that the sense qualities
of physical things are the ’^content" aspect of The Given In God’s ex-
|
I
perlenoe, while the mathematical formulae of physics result from God’s
i
will that His "content” shall be controlled by "form." !
Dr. Garvis thinks of God as a God of righteousness as well as
meroy^^ who dUapprovss of sin and feels justified in exacting from nan a
penalty for his Iniquity. In that way. Dr. Garvle explains much of the
nonmoral evil of the world. Dr. Brl^tman rejects such an explanation as
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as a God who sympathises with man In his struggles to overcome the evils
eontalnsd within the facts of experienoe» because he (God) is continuously
struggling himself. God knoms the feelii^s of apparent defeat, yet does
not give up hope. Such a God is not apt to send even more trouble to man. !
However, Dr. Brightman*s God neither Is indifferent to nor mindless of sin
in man. Be tries to help man in his struggle.
It is impossible for Dr. Brightman to vfew nonmoral evils as
God*s educators for man's moral nature, as does Dr. Garvie. Be recognizes
that many apparent evils turn out to be good in disguise, that hardship
often develops character, that suffering teaches sympatlqr, and that a
community disaster oftimes develops a sense of brotherhood. Bowever, he
sees no rationality in evils* distribution. Evils are neither evenly
distributed nor are they passed out according to need. They not only
fail to discipline in mary instances, but they cause even further de*
terioration of character. A rational God would choose his educators more
wisely. Dr. Brightman believes.
To sum up, for Dr. Garvie the only real evil in the world is
that due to man's freedom. For Dr. Brightman, there Is evil in the very
nature of God, evil which is not chosen by him. God struggles to mold
the evil into good, and he depends upon man to help him. There is evil
other than that due to man's freedoi; it is oontinuously being converted
into the good; the proeess is eternal.
Both thinkers hold to a possibility of immortality. It is
based on their belief In God as oonserver of values. It is not a necessary
postulate to the goodness of God.
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Criticism of Dr* Garvio*t vietr« Dr* Oarvle’s vies of evil seems
fairly logical if one Is able to Tiew perfection as containing any imper-
fections frcm man’s point of vleir. It seems that much of his difficulty
would be avoided by accepting Dr* Bri^tman*s view of God’s nature* The
writer of this paper feels, horever, that Dr* Garvie is trying to believe
In a limited God » but can not free himself from an earlier more orthodox
belief* It seems apparent in his continual reference to any evil not
due to man’s eholce as "apparent evil," and to his belief that much
destructive natural phenomena are sent to punish man and remind him of his
93dependence upon God* This view does not seem acceptable* It Is one
thing for men to feel dependent upon God, but something entirely different
for God to exact such a vlev from man* Dr* Brlghtman’s God wins man’s
perfect love, and awe grows out of it
,
whereas Dr* Garvie* s God demands
awe, and out of It grows artificial love such as a dog or a slave feels
toward Its master* Such love cannot hold In the face of both reason and
extreme adversity*
The solution to the problem seems to lie in a combination of
Dr* Garvie *s view of Godls nature as sacrificial love, and Dr. Brlghtman's
view of The Given In God* Such a view will be offered in a later chapter*
93* Garvie, CF, 43
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Ill, THEvmiS OF HENRY NELSON WIEMAN
Bifluancea affactlug Dr« Wlaman*8 viera . Dr* Wieman has bean
intaraated in the problems of ralue ever a Inca the days of hta graduate
study at Harvard Qhiveraity where he wrote hia Doctor's thesis In that
field under the guidance of Ralph Barton Parry and William Ernest Hocking*
All of hia writings since than hare bean concerned with value
•
In hia writings, there la a strong trace of John Dewey* a ex-
perimentall an, well Illustrated in his belief that the supreme good will
be found "only as we learn to select stimuli in such a way as to give
rise to the most delightful of all possible worlds* He states there
is no way of finding what stimuli to select, nor how to react, except by
selecting experimentally and reacting experimentally until the best
selection and the best reaction are discovered* Here Dr* Wieman does not
seem to give due importance to all the evidence, past as well as present*
While immediate present experiment )s very necessary, nevertheless it is
also true that man can learn from the experiments of past centuries,
thereby saving much energy that might be applied to further progress*
According to his belief religious experience makes such e:q)erimentation
as is needed possible, and without such experience, the road to the
QC
supreme good is blocked*
Throughout hia works there is also noticeable the Influence of
Alfred North Whitehead. This is sspeelally discernible in The Wrestle Of
94* Wieman, WRT, 156*
95. Wieman, WRT, 159.
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Religion With Truth In which book he defines the supreme good as the ful-
filment of the most Inoluslre Interest. Interest he looks upon as more
than a more organic response to a athnulus; It Involves the stimulus as
well. He defines Interest as '*a total process of Interaction between
organism and an environment 'Svhich Involves at Its hl^er levels, judgment,
n96
mentality, and "all the spiritual processes of human being. Response
he nenes as one persistent element In an Interest, and certain environ-
mental conditions another. Be maintains that every Interest Involves,
ultlsuitely, as one necessary factor, "that structure of the universe which
determines the totality of everything In so far as that totality affects
the response Accordingly, he finds the ultimate cause to enter Into
every interest. He looks upon value, not as subjective nor merely human,
althou^ always relative to human beings, but as Inherent In the totality
of all being . As an Illustration he offers the case of breathing.
Breathing Is an Interest, because It Is one
unit in the total process of living, just as love
and aesthetle appreclfletlon and worship are Interests
In the sense of being other units In this total
process. Value Inheres In the process of breathing
when that process finds fulfilment. But breathing Is
by no means merely a human, nor merely an organic,
process, although the organism Is essentially Involved
in it. It Is not correct to say that the organism
alone breathes • Breathing is a process In which the
air Is just as active as the lungs. Breathing could
not occur without the air any more than without the
lungs. It is because air Is constituted as It is, and
behaves as It does, that breathing occurs ... . But
we can go farther than that. The sun and the earth
enter into breathing. It is because of the earth that
the air presses down fifteen pounds to the square inch
at sea level and hence enters our lungs at the rate and
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in the denalty vhleh breathing requires. Indeed If
ire had tine to carry the loves tlgatlcm far enough we
would find that thia simple Interest called breathing
is a process Involwlng vast and ccmplex reaches of
our total enviroraoenty paat, present, and future.
Therefore, if value consist of interest in process
of fulfilment, and since the extra-human universe is
just as much a constituent of this process as the
human part cf it, value inheres in the extra-human
universe.^®
Dr. Wieman*s metaphysical views have been affected, among
others, by J. C. Smuts* s "holism," and the development of his pragmatic
approach to epistemology has been influenced I7 the writings of C. I. Lewis
as well as the logical et^ir lolsts • In recent years he has been concerned
with the critical insists of Barth, Brunner, Tillich and Berdyaev, and
he has emphasized the importance of a religious attitude which eenters
around God.®^
Dr. Wieman*s views may be classified as "thelstlo naturalism,"
and are best expounded in The Source of Human Good
,
published in 1946,
in which volume he declares his Indebtedness to Whitehead, Dewey and
Bergson.
His thecry of value . Dr. Wieman claims that any theory of value
is true if it "identifies value with some one or more of the elements which
we always find are present wherever we choose between alternatives."^^ Re
names six such theories. Two of them are subjective, and find value to
exist fundamentally In the mind of man, or in the mind of God. Two he
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calls transcendental theories, and they find the core of ^lue to be found
In abstract eternity or In concrete eternity* then, there are tro "con-
ceptual lnterpretatloa"s of value » one which finds the slnple context of
mind and object to be the seat of value, and the other which looks upon
the coo^lex context called the "situation" as the determiner. Dr.Wleman
holds that while many of these theories are true, they are not equally
useful, ^e seeks an interpretation which both will Identify value and put
It to uss. He thinks the latter "contextual Interpretation" which looks
upon value as "a total complex situation. Including whatever mta t be taken
Into consideration by praotioal operations which determine choice so that
»101
predictable outcomes can be known and approved, van best serve his
purpose. Several Interpretations of the nature of value are examined
him and rejected as insuffio is nt-in-themaelvea -alone. They are: value
as goods, value as satisfaction, value as quality, and value as human
control. However, In his asserted only true principle, that of qualitative
aaeanlng
,
he embraces all of the rejected principles.
His objection to "goods" as the guiding principle to the source
of value Is based on the fact that they are not always, under all circum-
stances, good, and hence cannot carry In themselves ," intrinsically and
essentially* the nature of goodness, but are dependent upon some reality
"over and above their bare existence" to make them truly good He
warns that It Is Inoperative, In this age, that men dk coner a universal
principle that ean guide them In ehooelng good that is common to all,
101. TTleman, SHG, 5.
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and axlartent under all olrounstanoea , would they save themaelwea from
destruction*
Satisfaction he turns doirn as the guide (althougjh he admits
its possible speelfioation of the nature of value) for the reason that
interests beeone ui^edletably transformed when one "meets the conditions
103
and folloea the procedures necessary to seek fulfilment." One*s
interest at the end of an endeavor may bo entirely different from the
original satiaihietion sou^t* One most learn to want what other people
will all<x;r, he points out, and if man oannot find a satisfaction that
coheres with those of others and which "ean be enriched by the progress lw<
_1C4
accumulation of many past ages, he will not escape bitter and in-
creasing dissatisfaction# Here Dr# Wieman does recognize, to a certain
extent, the value of past experience#
He rejects quality as the guiding principle for human conduct
and ehoice, because the quality of emerging events is often very dif-
ferent from the quality they show when looked back upon. Tlsie and the
interconnection of events have much becuring upon the eventual depth of
quality attributed to a happening, and prevent the quality of a present
incidence from giving ax^ accurate clue to its future rank in the realm
of value, he claims#
This is very true, and is applicable to present day problems.
CoramunlaB, which is considered in the western world as one of the greatest
prevalent evils, may, a oenthiry from now, be looked upon as a saving
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factor of civiliiation. Christiani-ty itself in the early stages of its
existence was regarded with terror by many, and perhaps justifiably so.
It is very possible that, after the destructive element of Communism has
been eliminated as suicidal, the world will merge the best factors of
that ideology with the best in Democracy, and find a road toward con-
structive political living. Personalists as well as Dr. Wieman recognizfe
that fulfilment of purpose is such that it always takes time. Teleology
is a long, slow process toward a goal. Is Communism, perhaps, a needed
twist in the world situation to alert man to the fact that truth is cir-
cular, that there is always another side from the one on which any group
stands?
Although ’’good includes human control, human control is not
t, 1'
necessarily good, he says, in criticizing the human control principle.
Of John Dewey, who he believes is the most famous defender of this prin-
ciple, he writes;
Dewey himself has many times asserted that any
transformation of man's estate in the direction of
greater good will transform the human mind itself
with its evolutions and appreciative consciousness.
If that is true, a notable consequence follows. The
human mind, before the sequence of events whereby
it will be transformed so as to appreciate the new
creation, cannot appraise the value of that in-
novating outcome which will render its evaluations
different from what they are new.
If Dewey means that the outcome of control may
be fuller release and more potent working of a
transformative process, which we must not try to
control in the sense of determining what it shall
produce but only serve by holding all our values
subject to the transformation which it will work
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upon us> then Dewey's assertion is true. But most
of the time he seems to be saying that we can foresee
the consequences of value* can appraise them as the
best possible prior to our attainment of them, and can
then direct the course of events to their attainment.
In naming qualitative meaning, which he asserts is intrinsically
good, as the guiding principle for human conduct and choice, Wieman claims
to follow a course which is radically different from the previously men-
tioned rejected interpretations of value. He writes:
We shall try to demonstrate that there is a cre-
ative process working in our midst which transforms
the human mind and the world relative to the human
mind. W© shall then show how transformation by this
process is always in the direction of greater good.
The human good thus created includes goods, satis-
faction of human wants, richness of quality, and pow-
er of man to control events. But the greater good
cannot be attained by seeking directly to increase
goods or satisfactions or quality of power. These
can be increased only by promoting that kind of trans-
formation creative of the greater content of good when
created good is interpreted as qualitative meaning .
Thus, he gathers together and fits into his own idea of good
four opposing views which he distinctly had rejected as separate theories*
Qualitative meaning he defines as "any structure of interrelated events,
together .vith their possibilities, when these events have appreciable
qualities and when the structure as a whole can be renresented by
signs." Those events belonging to the structure, and which serve to
represent it as a whole, are signs . The possibilities belonging to such
a structure make up that part of it not now included in actual events.
There are many reasons, according to Dr. ’'Pieman, why it is
good to feel the quality of events by way of signs. In this way it is
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possible to Increase the range and variety of events felt without causing
danger or destruction to the organism or e^diaustlng Its energy* The
sound of thunder Is an example of such a sign* By way of signs, one can
feel throu^ the sensitiveness of other people and can feel the quality
of past events* (Art Is the most useful sIqa which links ai past age to
the present*) Be thinks It Is good to feel the quality of events by tray
of signs because In that way the universe beoonee qualitatively alive*
Dead matter takes on color and sound and all
the emotional tones that go to make what we call
the '*llfe of conscious awareness*" As more events
become signs, as these signs take on richer content
of qualitative meaning, as these meanings form a
network of Interconneotlve events comprehending all
that Is happening In the world, this universe be-
comes spiritual* It beeones more deeply and per-
vasively meaningful* It becomes the house of the
husmin spirit, responsive to human need, expressive
throu^out of hope and fear, ;)oy and sorrow, triumph
and failure, defiance and despair, love and fellow-
ship* Events cease to be material things merely
and become a language, a prophecy, a song*^^
Dr* Wleman labels qualitative meaning a created good, the
source of which Is creative good* Only by following the trail of quail-
i
tatlve meaning, he believes, will man find creative good, which Is the
sole source of life's abundance *^^^
He finds three main categories In which values might be placed:
creative good, which Is absolute In so far as any kind of good can be
absolute, created Intrinsic good, and created Instrumental good*^^^ The
latter two values are relative and should serve the former* It Is his
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belief that, if human good Is to bo advanoed, the three types of good call
for distinct types of action. Creative good la what the professor (who
finds fl^ specific types of .good -beauty, truth, knoirledge, morals and
religion) uses as his standard In all problems eoncemod with value.
Created good consists of events meaningfully connected. The
Structure of meaning which joins the past with the future that man thinks
he appreciates. Is relative value. These links of qualitative meaning
which have value for the human organism do not have value, necessarily,
for more minute ones. Also, the form of lnter*relatedness belonging to
events which causes growth In quality and meaning relative to one race,
or class, or culture, will not, as a rule, be equally good for another.
Thus, In created good, one always can find some standpoint from which Its
value disappears or changes. It Is a good which must be qualified because
It does not keep the same standard of goodness under all circumstances and
conditlcms and In relation to every different sort of organism, human
I
person, or social culture. The same system of events may in one reference
be Instrumental and in another. Intrinsic. These findings are in harmony
with those of Dr. Brlf^tman and other personallsts, as well as eoherent
with the facta of experience.
In the Instrumental type, the quality of the events Is either
agellglble, or Irrelevant to their positive value. For Instance, eating
tasteless food might be of value in providing energy needed to participate
later In an event leading to Intrinsic good. In this case, the quality
la negligible. Had the food been nauseating, the quality would hare been
Irrelevant to the Instrumental value. However, the eating of such food
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ml^t acquire Intrinsic Talue throu^ other significant connections slmul-
taneooBly experienced, such as happy Bwniorles, pleasant anticipations, or
congenial companions. He defines Instrumental value as:
A structure of events whereby each happening as
It occurs does not acquire qualities from other events
j
In the structure, or, if It does, these qualities are
I
irrelevant to the value of the structure In the
reference under consideration.
j
When there Is a break between two systems of events so that
there is no way of eommunieatlng the qualities of the one to the other,
i
I the only connection between the two having any meaning at all must be
instrumental or nonqualitatlve
,
Dr. Wleman says. He loOks upon technology
j
as Instrumental, the power of which should be used, primarily, to search
I and serve the creative source of all good (to be discussed later) and
I only secondarily to serve the good as discerned throu^ the structure of
of man's appreciative awareness.
However, when an event takes on rich quality throu^ signi-
ficant connection with many other events, then the good experienced
\
bec(mies Intrinsic rather than Instrumental. This change occurs often
i
In everyday life. A good example Is the man who chops wood. If, while
I
he Is chopping, bonds of meaning are established between his chopping
il
and his beloved family, say, then the chopping becomes converted Into
an Intrinsic good, no matter how tiring the act may be. Intrinsic value
is defined by Dr. Wleman as "a structure of events endowing each happening
iis
as It oeours with qualities derived from other events in the structure."
It is the appreciable world made richer with quality and meaning by the
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He repudiates the supremacy In value of all goods and goals of the created
I 'i
' appreclsble world and turns to what creates them for the sovereign good of '
j
life. Man, he says, must serve, not the greatest good he can appreciate,
l! but the process which creates him and all the good of life. Dr. Brl^tman i|
ji
I anl other personal Ists would add that man must pattern his life upon the |




Creative good, according to Dr. Wleman, may be compared to
I ij
Instrumental value because it increases intrinsic good, and very often Its
|i I
I
own qualities are Inalgnlfiocudt or Indiscernible. However, it cannot be
|i
j
called instrooental, because it so alters the mind and purpose that what
it produces is never what the mind planned for in the beginning.
^en good increases
,
a process of reorganisation
Is going on, generating new meaning, integrating them
with the old, endowing each event as it occurs with a
wider range of reference, molding the life of a man
Into a more deeply unified totality of meaning. The
wide diversities, varieties, and contrasts of all the
parts of a man's life are being progressively trans-
formed Into a more richly Inclusive whole. The several
parts of life are connected in mutual support, vivifying
and enhancing one another In the creation of a more
inclusive unity of events and possibilities. ... It Is
creatlie good ... By means of this creative good, systems
of meaning having intrinsic value, previously discon-
nected so that the qt;mliti0 8 of the one could not get
across to the other, are so unified that each is enriched
by qualities derived from the other. Meaningfully con-
nected events, once Instrusiental, now become component
parts of a total meaning, having Intrinsic value.
The creative event is always working In human life. Usually, It
reorganises the mind and transforms its appreciable world without revealing
114. Wieman, SHO, 56*
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ita oirn qualities as distinct froB the neirly created neanlng. The creative
event Itself is never qualitatively appreciated. Man cannot use and con-
trol it because the form of good it produces can never in its specific
appearance be intended, desired, or sought by man. Vor can man knoir the
kind and form of good it vill produce. Its structure could not be in-
tended by the human mind before it emerges either in imagination or in
the order of actual events. It Is impossible for human effort to achieve
anything that the human mind cannot Imagine; a greater imagination must
be created in man would he do that ehieh lies beyond the range of his
«
present imagination. Mor can man seek a good that he is unable, at the
time, to appreciate; to seek such a good, a greater appreciation must be
developed in him. It is the creative event which creates both the greater
imagination and the deeper appreciation needed. Ita work is different in
4
type from that of man; it creates the good of the world in a manner that
is Impossible for man. In this sense, it mi^t be called supra-human.
However, man can aid or obstruct the creative event, and hence hasten
or delay its fulfilment^ by either cooperating with or bucking its
purpose—in his personal conduct, in the organization of society, in his
physical or biolo^cal system. The creative event produces a far greater
wealth of human good when man meets ita demands.
Dr. Wleman finds the ereatiim event to be transcendent to the
extent that it is creative of the appreciable world produced to date, the
world which is subject to human control. Kevertheleas, It Is material
existing in apace and time, and can be discovered In this world by the
proper analysis, he claims.
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He defends oreatlve good as absolute In every sense except the
j
one of anlimlted power. Creative good Is good under all conditions and
circumstances, being relatl^ro to neither time, place, person, race, class,
need, hope, desire, or belief. Its goodness would continue even If all
||
II
human beings should prlsh, and Is Identical even when working with minute
cells before the emergence of any hl^er life. It Is absolute In that Its
demands are unlimited because It Is Infinite In value. Its good super- j,
sedes that of any particular good It has already created. Therefore, it
Is always good to give oneself fully Into Its control to be changed In
anyway that It may demand. Creative good Is absolute In that It Is
I
unqualified good. It remains unchanged and retains its identity equally |:
j
from the worm’s point of vfew or from man’s, from the eternal or the
,
' !i
temporal, from the beginning or the ending, fudged from the cause or Its
i| results, and whether looked upon as means or end. It is wholly trust- '
li
' worthy. The results of Its working always will be the best possible li
under the conditions even thou^ Its kind and form of good produced can
not be known to man, or may seem to him hateful and fearful and the
opposite of good already created. Even when minds and personalities >
are recreated by Its functioning. It can be trusted always to produce
|,
good. It never falls life, and will continue to function when all else
!i
falls, will spring anew when all other good Is destroyed. However, this
ever-present creative good Is not absolutd In the sense of being almighty.
It does not have the power to overrule all evil so that in the end every-
thing will be perfect "no matter how long and how great the Intervening
116 i
evils may be." For that matter, nothing has that power, asserts Wleraan.
115. Wleman, SHO, 81.
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. !8 tOH£ ^frBfaei u . 3XX
iXheory and purpoae of the iiniverse . According to Dr* ^Tleman,
j
there la nothing In reality within reach of the human mind more funda-
^
XXS r
mental than aments and their qualities and relations* !
In terms of huaian action, the only world we have :
anything to do with, the only world that contributes
to good and evil in any sense that bears won what I
we do about It, la the world of events
He does not believe that the structure found in the world comes :
from mind or organism; In fact, ho holds that both mind and organism are
j
themselves "creations of that kind of energy having the structure of
|
118 ^
creativity*" Personallets would not agree* For them, the structure
I
j:




'> of divine creative mind. Actual facts reveal that there Is both conscious
j
I




perlenoe In nature* Only a mind has purpose, and In spite of the fact
|
that some events seem to show neither a good purpose nor a bad one, the
I
uni -verse on the whole Is purposive* Those perverse events which lack
I
purpose, or seem to. Dr* Bri^tman explains In his theory of The Gl-ven
|
as due to factors not produced by any purposl-ve will* It is Dr* Wieman*8
belief that structures are progressively created, and that each level of
creation has both a unique structure of existence and structures of
relevant possibility which had no trace of existence before this further
creation* Possibility, for him. Is not the same as necessity, and new
possibilities call be created that had no prior being of any sort* Such
116* Wleman, SHO, 6*
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a view, every personal let, for whom only a mind can ereate noveltlee,
aoeepte whole heartedly* I
The hl^er levels of existence spring from, rest upon, and are i
119 1
undergirded by the lower, and the primordial order Intrinsic to the
!
kind of energy which works creatively Is the oreatiye event. He does not
j|
claim to know If there ever was a time when this lowest level was all that !
existed. The order or structure of the creative event Is not Imposed upon
j
It, but Is Intrinsic to Its nature, and finds Its source In the creative :
li
work of some lower order of creativity.
There is a determinate order of existence at any given
-j
level of creation. There Is also a determinate order run-
ning throu^ all levels. The latter Is the minimal struo- :
ture of creative energy, the former the structure of the
world as created at that level. The primordial order, '
\ setting limits to all creation, is not matter or mind or
organism or any dlssenbodled primordial order (Whitehead)
|
standing In Its own rlg^t over and above events, but It Is




The creative event cannot transform the world In any way other
I
than what conforms to Its own nature, he stresses. Man’s mind has the
I
power to select and l^ore, imagine and construct. Intend and seek only
I
within bounds of the already created structure of the world which he can
appreciate. Ho teaches that In man's appreciable world, all energy, and
every event. Is quality
. Therefore, quality, which is concrete, massive,
over abundant In Its subslstent reality. Is the substance of the world out
of which all else Is made. It (quality) Is identical with the creative
I
event as experienced by man. Always, It Is intrinsic to the total situa-
119. V/leman, SHO, 8*
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©H
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tlon, being "in" and "oonetitutlve of" the "total complex of eoiaponenta,
vhloh, by their tc^etherneaa In the atructure of relatednesa, yield the
quallty*"^^^ Quality la ultimate reality, objective fact, which can be
aheped Into varloua etructurea • ?/hen It la dlveralfled ao. It producea
all the different thlnga found In man’a appreciable world.
The good of all life. Including the Individual, society, and
all hlatory, la "to atructure the world ao that qualities will be more
122
appreciable." In other worda, the purpose of living la to conserve
and Increase the amount of value In the world. Every humen being should
aearch out the nature of creativity which retains Its Identity and Its
unity throu^ all change In Itself and In other things, and attempt to
meet Its demands, he advises. (Creativity Is an abstraction; It is the
character, the structure, or '.thef shSpe' which the event must have to be
creative. The creative event Itself la the concrete reality.) Only the
creative event, when accepted as supreme over life, can actually direct
and make possible the achievement of the good which man ou^t to seek,
according to Dr. Wlemsn’a view*
Man, he thinks, Is free to the extent that he la "committed to
the creatl’w event, la continuously transformed by It, and strives to
123provide conditions releasing Its power." This creative event he looks
upon as material If "matter" means a type of energy upon which the
structure of time and space, together with all other existing or possible
structures, la dependent. It la considered by him to be aplrltual if the
121* Wleman, SHG, 303.
122. ITieman, SHG, 304.
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term "spirit” refers to "(1) the continuous creator of Ideals, aspiration
and value; (2) the supreme manifestation of freedom; and (3) the source
iil24
and sustalner of human freedom*
Professor Wleman says that his metaphysics la a "materialism
Including what la spiritual" Interpreting freedom as a "kind of
determinism,"^^® and Is the most useful metaphysics of all*
It Is a spiritual metaphysics which Is none the
less material throu^ and throuf^* The creative event
Is ohangleas, a unity, absolutely good and eternal in
respect to creativity* But every concrete Instance of
this event also displays change, multiplicity, and
temporality* These affirmations are not contradictory
when their true meaning Is seen In relation to one another
and to the nature of the creative event*
We must say of this metaphysics, as we said of our
Interpretation of value, that It Is not the only true one.
There are several metaphysics, all of which are true, be-
cause a metaphysics Is true If It selects some element
necessarily Involved In all human existence and explains
everything In terms of It.** A metaphysics must first
meet the tests of truth before it can become a candidate
for choice on grounds of utlllty*^^®
This, of course, does not male sense* Wleman Implies that
mind Is matter, yet describes his particular type of metaphysics as
spiritual. He males use of the eclectic technique In dealing with
metaphysics ;)u8t as he did with values. In stating that views other
than that which he expounds are equally true, he jeopardises his
philosophical Inte^lty* Sie truth does not contradict Itself* If the
universe Is fundamentally mind, and all the evidence warrants such a
belief, then It Is not fundamentally matter* If one view Is true, then
124* Wleman, SHO, 300*
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the other la false.
Hla testa of truth are: obaerratlon, agreement between
observer a > and coherence. All three of these > he holds j apply to every
proposition claiming to bo true, whether It Is In the field of common
sense, philosophy, or faith. The order of truth, to his mind. Is not
built by or dependent upon, any mind; It Is constructed by prior creation.
For persohallsts, the order of truth Is an expression of the supreme
mind. Creativity never ohanges a substratum of the struoture of truth so
long as the human mind and Its appreolable world continues to exist at all.
It Is man’s destiny, he believes, to be transformed into some-
thing different from what he Is In order to carry creativity to a new
level of existence beyond ai^rthing which Is In the present world. Man
despairs of achieving his purpose, but his consclenee should spur him on
toward fulfilments Impossible In his present state. Throu^ religious
faith (Including worship and prayer) man can find a power other than
human which lifts and transforms him In the moment of deepest despair, the
doctor feels confident. Those who cannot endure suffering, he comments,
cannot endure the Increase of huisan good. This Is Indeed true, and a
fact with which all personallsts agree. Dr. Brlghtman’s Ood and Dr.
Oarvle’s Ood, especially, suffer that the good might prevail.
He suggests that the truth man seeks with the mind he has. Is
as unattainable as the righteousness he seeks. However, as the moral man
strives In despair, he may, by the grace of the creative event (Ood),
reach a righteousness and a truth he could not arrive at otherwise. If he
struggles (with faith in Ood) In despair of reaching the truth with his
mind as It Is now constructed, he may be reconstructed by a creativity
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not hlB orn. He thinks that the combining of the search for truth with
despair of finding It except that the mind be transformed may persist
until human exlstenoe does change* In fact, according to him. It must
change would man survive*
It Is our faith that man must be transcended In
this way or bo destroyed; It Is our faith that these
alternate destinies await him—transformation or
destruction* We hope for the transformation, but
destruction will descend If we felloe the guidance
of our value-sense In disregard of the creative
event* Meanwhile, we strive for a righteousness and
a truth we cannot attain* Perhaps It la time for
moat earnest striving, for we may be nearer to the
great tranafonnation than we thlak*^^*^
Only the creative event, God, can cause aush tr^sformatlon*
His theory of God * The only erect Ive God which Dr* Wleman
reeogfib es Is the creative event Itself (discussed In previous p&ges),
which la made up of four subeventa working together* These subevents,
each of which may occur without the others, but In such ease Is not
creative, are: emerging awareness of qualitative meaning derived from
other persons throu^ communication; Integrating these new meanings with
others previously acquired; expanding the richness of quality In the
appreciable world by enlarging Its meaning; deepening the community among
4
those who participate In this total creative event of Intercommunication*
According to Professor Wleman, all value, all meaning, and all
causal efficacy are to be found In this world of events and their
possibilities* In thus Identifying God as events having a definite form
127* Wleman, ^0, 52*
128* These subevents are discussed la Wleman, SHO, 58-69*
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with possibilities, he brings down the actlre Ood of Jewish tradition and
the the traditional Greek Forms, Into the material world of time and
space*
He attacks the Tlew of the neo-orthodox religions represented
by Karl Barth, Paul Tillich, Emil Brunner, Relnhold Hiebuhr and others
for Interpreting the source of human good (God) as the shaper of ewents
or the orerruler of them, or the somehow generator of them, on the
^ound that science and technology cannot serve a so-called reality the
demands of which they cannot find* They can work, he says , only In the
world of events* He warns that unless man can find the source of human
good In the form of an order of events, he is doomed, for science and
technology, whl(di are the shapers of history, irlll lead to utter destrue-
tlon unless committed to the service of "God.” He criticizes religious
leaders who claim that the divine source transcends reason and cannot be
observed, and concludes that If they are ri^t, man's fate Is
129
determined* Says he:
The desperate need of our time Is for a faith
that can direct man's commitment to the creative
source of all human good as it works In the temporal
world, open to rational-empirical search and to service
by modern technology* This urgency of circumstance
makes clarification and criticism necessary* When the
atomic bomb engenders action cutting deep Into the
tissues of human existence, the cutting will kill or
cure according as we know where the vital organs are
and how they work* The vital organ In this ease Is
the ereative event which gives us our humanity, with
all Its potentialities of supreme fulfilment. This
must bo guarded, and only a faith that understands can
serve this source of life Intelligently with such a
knife In hand* A faith that glories In transcending
129* Wleman, SHG, 82-3S
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ro&.8on In such a. tlnvo 04B Is s- dsadly dangsr •
Llkwlse, he challenges the view, held by many religious
leaders, that God transcends tine, for the reason that such a belief
makes man unwilling even to attempt to find the ultimate source of all
good In this world of experience, because they deny It Is here,
I
Personalis ta would agree with him here. For them, all being la activity
(B,P, Borne), Personality, whether human or divine. Is free, active, and
purposive, each of these characteristics requiring time for Its ox-
i
presslon. Dr, Brlghtman, a worthy representative of personalism, ea5>lalna
that the personality of God, like that of man. Is a unity of change and
Identity, God la changeless In his unfailing loyalty to truth, goodness,
beauty, and holiness, yet ever changing In that every act of freedom la
131
a change from a previous state,
I
Dr, Wieman says that when oreatlvity is used to Identify
God, one knows that God Is working In actual events, and Is not merely a
r
oonstruotion of human linguist io devioes set upon a oosmlo throne.
The thin layer of struoture characterising events
knowable to the human mind by way of linguistic specifica-
tion is veiy thin Indeed compared to that massive. Infinitely
ecmplex struoture of events, rloh with quality, discrim-
inated by the noneognltlve feeling-reactions of associated
organisms human and nonhuman. This Infinitely complex
structure of events oomposlng this vast society of Inter-
aetlng organisms and their sustaining or destructive
environment Is like an ocean on which floats the thin
layer of oil representing the structures man can know
I
throu^ Intelleetual formulation. These structures
' knowable to the hvanan mind oah have depth and richness
of quality only If they continue conjunot and Integral
j
with this deep complex structure of quality built up
through oountless ages before even the human mind
130, Wieman, SHO, 34,
!
131. Brlghtman, Art, (1947), 267-265,
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appeared and new accessible to the feellne-reaotlons of
the human organism* But when the human mind In Its pride
tries to rear its knewable structures as supreme goals of
human endeavors « impoverishment* destruction* oonfllot*fand
frustration begin because these structures are then cut off
from the rich matrix of quality found in organic, non-
intellectual reactions
Dr. Wleman claims that when Qod la truly knonn* he is known by
l39t
perception. Also* in one sense* man can know God by intuition. God
I
is immediately accessible to human living and human feeling even thou^
I he la not accessible to the Intellectual formulations of the human mind,
i|
1
just as no other concretely existing reality Is. Truth about God* acoord-
I
Ing to Wleman, is a structure of possibility which the human mind can
formulate and use to guide man in his meaningful relations to the creative
event (God)
•
Creative good* he holds, is the actual reality which has done
the work, and played the part which Christianity has attributed to a God
who is eternal, immaterial, and auperhIstorleal. In denying that God is
a person he says:
There Is another important distinction that must
be recognized between the traditional Christian
representation of God and this creative event. God
has generally been represented asaperson. It Is
true that many theologians
*
when pressed, will euimit
that personality is only a symbol directing men to a
reality which the concept of person cannot compass.
Others* however* will insist that God Is truly a
person - in fact* the only true and complete person*
human pars ms being only remote approximations to what
God is in perfection. While this sounds very different
from the first admission* It really comes to the same
thing. The substance of this second oonoession is that
132. Wleman, ShG, 66.
133. Wleman*- SHG* 186.
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God is very different from what we know as human
persons - which grants all that is here contended.
Another device to avoid the difficulty of attri-
buting personality to God» while at the same time
insisting that he is in some sense a person^ is
the Trinity. All these and other theological con-
trivances for upholding the popular demand for a
personal Godj while being forced to admit the in-
adequacy of the concept of personality as applied
to the creative source of all ve.lue> need not de-
tain us longer. They all testify to an inner con-
tradiction which always eiaerges when vigorous
thought undertakes to interpret the source of human
good* while at the same time compromising with this
demand of practical religious living.
In this passage* first of all* Dr. Wieman confuses human person
and metaphysical person in speaking of ”a reality which the concept of
person cannot con^jass." Another fallacy in his thinking is evident in his
assertion that the view (the personalistic view* by the way) which holds
that human beings are "only remote approximations to what God is in perfec-
tion” grants all that he contends. This is not so. The personalistic view
looks upon God as a person* a conscious person* and Dr. Wieman at no time
admits that God is in any sense conscious.
The need to think of God as a person is psychological, he
135
notes. The truth is* it is very logical to think of God as a person
and the world as an expression of his mind. Nature resembles mind.
However* he points out that at the level most important for human living*
the creative event always operates between persons. Also* persons are
much more easily understood than the work of the creative event which is
deep* and subtle* and mi^ty. He laments that the symbol of personality
for God may be required even by those ”who know through intellectual
134. Wieman, SHG* 265-66.
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analysis that a person la abrays a oreaturs and that therefore personality
X36
eannot characterise the nature of the creatcr •"
The creative poorer, he teaches. Ilea In the Interaction taking
place between Individuals In the development of a mutual awareness and
response towards the needs and interests of one another wherein each
becomes transformed and lifted to a higher level# Morality, he maintains,
requires that inquiry be made to find out what kind of relationship be-
tween human beings is most favorable to this creative event# He thinks
that man must be attentive torard his fellowmen, honest and considerate,
not too occupied with himself and his aim good, generous, temperate,
oourageous, Just, kind, and loving, to meet the requirements for inter-
change of Interests, for integration of these interests in the life of
each, for the expansion of the appreciable world, and for the deepening
of community# The moral order is obligatory because the creative event
in the life of man demands a certain order of Interrelatedness among
people, not becauss It (the moral law) is intrinsic, absolute or under Ived#
Conduct held subservient to the demands of creative transformation is
moral conduct. In other words, a man’s morality Is his effort to change
conditions in such a way as to facilitate the transformations creative
of value In human existence# With this, all personallsts would agree.
What blocks the power of the creative event, according to him,
is man’s greater ooncem with human purpose# He warns that there la
nothing so deadly as the noblest and most ri^teous human purpose given
preference to the creative event# There is no way of salvation, he claims,
other than the domination of the creative event over hman purpose# Such
130# Wleman, SHO, 268.
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domination was exemplified In Christ over nineteen hundred years ago.
Salration, he teaches, Is not the work of man, but of God, working throu^
history to gain dominance In the 11 fb of man. If man commits himself to
Christ rather than to the moral law, as his last strand and ultlsnste
hope, then the way Is open to forgiveness of sin and salvation. The man
who has only the moral law has no redeemer when he falls morally. On the
j
other hand, if he puts his faith In Christ (creative ptwer made dominant
In the life of man by the faith of a continuing fellowship made possible
i
by the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus) he can be redeemed, for-
j
given, and saved despite his failure. This, almost all Christians would
Ij accept.
j
Worship, which "renders the whole personality more subject to
l|
j the transformation Involved In new creation," Is defined by Dr. Wleman
Ij as "the practice of ritual which loosens the coercive prlp of fears and
i
I desires obstructing the four-fold working cf creative good,"'*’’® and prayer
n n1S9
,
as "worship plus petition. God transforms the world In answer to
:
prayer If he Is the creative event, and If the prayer asks ansrthlng within
bounds of what can be created under existing conditions.
The answer to prayer Is the re-creation of the one
!' who prays, of his appreciable world, and of his asaoeiat'on
with others, so that the prayerful request Is fulfilled In
I
the new creatlon#^^
I There Is nothing here with which Dr. Brlghtman and other
!l
;!
personallsts would not agree.
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Dr. Wianan believes that %rhen history acquires Christ, creative
p«rer can save the world Into everlasting life. History, to him. Is
the supreme achievement of the creative event, and has a creative power
"to conquer and to save" by giving to all things, both moan and noble, a
voice to q)eak from the depths of the past, history, creative power
Wins the "tragic victory over time and matter and the evil ways of men.
His Ideas about Immortality. Dr* Wleman admits that nobody knows
what happens to the Individual after death which "stands at the end cf the
trail of observable llfe."^^ He does think that if death conquered
beyond man’s reach of knowledge. It must be done by "creative transforma-
tion released to the utmost scope of Its power by giving It supreme control
n144throu^ absolute commitment of faith. Han should, accordingly, commit
himself fully Into the hands of creative power, which Is the sustalner as
well as the creator of all value, both In life and In death, to be trans-
formed by It In any way It may demand, "moving with it through every
145
transaction, throu^ every disaster and fulfilment." The only way
to die, he holds, is the same as the only way to live (ef. views of
Socrates), committed to the creative event.
Hence the only way to ll-ge and the only way to die
are In the depth of the power and keeping of what generates
all life, renews It from day to day, lifts It progressively
to hl^er levels when conditions permit, transfigures the
material world Into significant events responsive to the
human spirit with increase of meaning.!^®
141. Wleman, SHG, 307.
142. Wleman, SHG, 307-9.
143. Wleman, SHG, 281.
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Ono thing Wleman can promise man, and that la that his "echoes
roll from soul to soul" In the form of great art, the most Important being
the tragic and religious types. Thus, in an Impersonal way, man Is
capable of achieving Immortality* Individual Immortality, hoeever. Is
plausible but not certain*
Hla theory of evil * "We cannot fully understand the nature of
good," says Dr* Wleman, "until ve see It In silhouette against the fact
m147
of evil* He finds evil to be definitely real, and to consist of tro
general types: destructive , irhlch is opposed to and destroys ereat^ed^
good, and obstructive, which Is opposed to and obstructs creative good*
This latter Is by far the more deadly In that It opposes the only good
which Is ultimate and absolute* However, althou^ creative good can be
obstructed. It cannot be destroyed as can, and very often does and must,
created good* There Is no almighty evil any more than there Is an al-
ml^ty good; never Is creativity so completely obstructed that It cannot
operate at all, or never again* To be sure, the good which has been
created can be destroyed but history bears evidence to the fact that always,
when Its higher levels were destroyed, creativity has sprung anew from
lower levels, he asserts*
Just as creative good Is absolute, he teaches, so also Is Its
opposing evil* Obstructive evil Is unlv^sal In that It is relative to
neither time, place, person. Interest, need, social situation or culture,
but remains evil everywhere ard under all circumstances; It is unqualified
evil, existing as evil froa every conceivable viewpoint; it Is ultimate In
147* Wleman, SHO, 83*
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that It neither originated nor will end In any source of good. It nay or
may not go on foreyer; althou^ it probably will, there is no necessity
for such endurance. Finally « it is absolute in the sense of being un-
eonfined. Its extent of confinement Is dependent upon the success of the
"great struggle," the dominance of creative power over other pusposes.
"Evil," he says, "is a wild thing; it warders abroad because the creative
14S
power of good has not been able to confine it or to annihilate it."
Destructive evil, which destroys created good, is looloed upon by
him as relative. There are times and places, he holds, when it Is not
only good, but necessary, to destroy or at least transform, an already
created good, in order to make possible a further, more complete one.
Often» in life, that which is one man’s gain is another man's loss, he
points out, and so the same event is judged good or evil according to the
particular point of view. Too, an evil which is destructive may be de-
clared good when the perspective of the judge is widened or otherwise
changed. So, while the term "destroy" seems worse than the term "obstruct"
it is by far the less harmful when applied to evil, according to Wieman.
Uie difference between pain end suffering. Dr. Wieman considers
of basic importance to his interpretation of good and evil. Suffering he
finds to be not necessarily and intrinsically evil, but dependent ibr its
classification upon the way It does or does not serve the creative event.
It is good only when it becomes one integral part of creativity; it is
evil when it opposes the creative event. Much is dependent upon the
individual's treatment and reaction to it, the mature person seeking value
148. Wieman, SHG, 93.
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In Its face, the less worthy running away by grasping wildly for the
supposed security of a passed-Its-use good.
He finds two kinds of suffering—the "relatively simple" kind,
pain, and the "more complex" kind, mental suffering. It la his belief
that simple pain, which H merely an event or series of events, at times
can be looked upon as Instrumental good in that It may be a warning against
greater evil. Also, as In the case of hunger, heat, and cold. It may stir
the organism to new action out of which may develop qualitative meaning.
However, generally, pain Is an evil which not only destroys the already
existing good of life, but obstructs the working of Its source, in tha,t
It binds attentive awareness to Itself, thus holding back the mind from
maximum range and depth of meaning. Altogether too often, the prcfessor
thinks, pain, in this wey, cuts man from the creativity which alone can
save him.
Re finds suffering (mental suffering) to be very different from
pain In that, first of all. It is a meaning, or system of meanings, not
merely an event. As a matter of fact, to the sufferer, it "may not be
160
an event at all beyond that minimum event which serves as a sl^i."
It refers to the meaning of, rather than to the actual event Itself, and,
as meaning, can be communicated readily. Moat art la concerned with
suffering (which Includes among others sorrow, regret, despair, sense of
failure, shame, disillusionment, sense of loss, and humiliation), he
thinks, as evidenced In legend, folklore end story, and recorded history
149. Wleman, SRO, 94.
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and celebrations of a people. These deal trlth heroism and devotion, and
struggle and trlumjAi, shloh hardly could have occurred without suffering.
Says Wieman:
It would seem that suffering, even more than
happiness, leads to that kind of communication whereby
creativity Increases the good of life. Certainly, the
Inter-mixture of suffering and happiness rather than
happiness without suffering Is required for this. If
great art teaches us emythlng about the nature of man
and the good of life. It tells us that suffering Is
Intrinsic and essential to the Increase of qualitative
meanlng.^®^
This coneluBlon seems very progsuatlc, and one with which Dr.
Brlghtman and other spiritual leaders would be In accord.
Dr. Wieman is of the opinion that Suffering is transmuted from
an evil Into a good If the sufferer holds to an undying faith In the
creative good, which should be loved and served above all else—self,
nel^bor, country, race. In the sense that the more good that is
produced In the life of man by creativity, the more evil Is possible by
the creature’s turning against Its creator, creativity produces evil,
Wieman states.
Evils are further divided by the author under discussion Into
those which are not caused by man, but have their roots In the very nature
of things, and those that have their source In human life. The former
are called "inertias'* and "protective hierarchies" by him, and the latter
"sin," "Immorality," and "demonry."^®^ The failure to achieve maximum
efficiency, the tendency to "let thlngfi stay as they are" or even
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deteriorate la an example of Inertia, and the acquisition of power by a
small group at the top of a given society with those at the bottom losing
the opportunity for constructive expression, regardless of ability. Is an
example of protective hierarchy*
By "Inertia** he means two thlngs—lack of the necessary sensitiv-
ity and responsiveness which makes one aware of the thought and feeling
of others and enables him to understand and take his place In a e<m]plex
community; and resistance to the re-oreatlon of the Individual organism
1B3
and Its aj^reclable world so as to Increase qualitative meaning*
Inanimate matter such as cold and storm, dust and wind, earthquake and
fire, up from which has come energy In forma available for human life, are
permeated by Inertia of sensitivity and unresponslveness
,
he points out*
Specialization, both blolo^cal and mental, he labels a kind of Inertia*
He adheres to the theory that organisms specialize because the
supply of energy (which la quickly exhausted In vital use) for one In-
dividual Is so limited that, lacking the energy to do everything, they
turn their supply Into a single channel where It can have more concentrated
power* Creativity could do much more with life, ho holds, were energy
less exhaustible* When weary, the human organism, which escaped the
Inertia of biological speelallzatlcn only to be caught in the more choking
web of "specialization of the mind at higher levels of clvlllzatlAn, where
men cannot communicate creatively with freedom aid fullness across
narrowing lines of concern, Is Inert and unresponsive, and It Is Im-
153* Wleman, SHO, 105.
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poaelble for It to undergo the tranaformationa neeeaaary to a new erestlon.
"Anything la evil," he teachea, "which drains the prevloua and
limited aupply of energy for life, ao painfully and a lowly stored In forms
available for creative llvlng."^®^ For the reason that It wastes from
thla store of energy acoimulated by many past ages , he looks upon many
types of pleasure which otherwise seem harmless, as dls8lpatlon«
He lists routine habit aa a form of Inertia due to a limited
supply of oxygen, although he recogilsea that certain types of habit
actually serve the creative good by releasing the mind to gather In
further qualitative meaning. Old age and death, to him, are examples cf
Inertia caused by the running-down of an Individual* s supply of energy.
He notes that any cultural group, when out of oommunlcatlon with other
groups, has a tendency to drift toward uniformity and Inertia, Evidence
seems to back the supposition that every form of life, when not spurred
on by pain, suffering and danger. Is met by the same fate, he maintains.
Another form of inertia Is attributed by him to the caneellng-out process,
brought about by the good of one ^oup's frustrating the good of others,
and the striving of one’s eanoellng out the affects cf the striving of
others. He offers the great eccmomlc depressions aa examples.
Worst of all inertias, and perhaps the most deadly threat in
to-day's society. It Is his opinion, comes from the kind of tolerance
which looks upon tolerance rather than the creative event as the severely
good. He warns that tolerance becomes triviality Then It denies that any
value Is great enou^ to dominate all huaan living and that men, who must
156, Wleman, SHG, 107.
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find greatness somewhere, will turn to war or rewolutlon or any other fury
that will end such triviality. He holds that the first half of the greatesl




It Is our Inability to distinguish arythlng as
sovereign over all of hwaan history by rl^t of Its
absolute goodness, rationally and empirically demon-
strated so to be. Or again It Is the great betrayal
perpetrated by attributing absolute worth to some
tradition, Christian or other, or to some group or
culture or race or state or doctrine, without the
long labor and search for rational and empirical
evidence whereby arbitrated choice may be corrected.
Hence we swing frost periods of Inane toleration to
periods of fiery war and revolution, and then back again
to the Inane *^50
The second half of this greatest evil, he thinks. Is man's feel-
ing of Insecurity, his sense of the futility of effort, his fear that after
I
all there is no real meaning to life. This feeling Is caused by the
S constant shattering of man's hopes, plans and dreams. Wleman's solution
Is that man. In such medicament, give himself unreservedly to the only
power that never will be broken, of whose good man Is unnrare until It
I
I
becomes visible from some future perspective.
i Dr. Wleman finds the evil of hierarchy a necessary result the
evils of Inertia, Due to the graded levels of sensitivity and capacity
to become creatively transformed, there Is a hierarchy of sensitivity In-
flicted upon existence In which only the few at the top can serve as
Intermediaries for the creative event's fullest work, he holds The
evil lies In the fact that some forma of life are obliged to support other
156. Wleman, 8HG, IIS.
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forma by suffering hardships that make them less responsive as well as less
sensitive. He suggests that in the future the inertia that eomes from
possession of dlapropcvtlonate wealth may be unnecessary, but fears that
arrogance in the hl^ places and frlvdllty in the low may be the Inertias
crippling man’s future society. In labeling the hierarchy of sensitivity
both a necessity and an evil, he writes:
It is necessary to enable the creative event to
produce the richest fulfilment of value with those most
capable of engaging in that kind of communication, ^t
is evil because it imposes upon many an undue protection
from pain and discomfort; upon some an undue fatigue from
hard labor; upon others impoverished organisms; upon still
others the irresponsible existence which puts on the throne
of life what they happen to like, without demonstrating.
_
by any reliable method that it is truly most important,
According to him, the hi^ peak of creative transformation will
continue to rise far above the masses of the people with only the top few
participating in life's fullest meanings. However, the hierarchies ”are
necessary to lift beyond the reach of the great inertias some few in-
dividuals with whom creativity can produce the greatest good,"^®®
Sin, immorality, and demonry are the three kinds of evil which
Wleman attributes to man's will. He looks upon any resistance to creativ-
ity for which man is responsible, whether he is consciously aware of it or
not, as sin. Unconscious resistance is sin, he holds, in that It is the
result of many past decisions for which man is responsible. Much of the
resistance in the individual man not intended by him, Wleman traces to
choices made by other human beings. He recogilzes a collective responslb-
166, Wieman, SH6, 119-20
159, Wieman, SHG, 125,
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lllty. In many cases, for which the Indiwldual can not be held so solely
responsible as would bo the ease were he living In Isolation from others.
Sin la always social In Wleman’s view, even when an individual must accept
i
primary responsibility. It la social because creativity Itself Is Intrin-
sically social. Man sins, according to Wleman, when ho, with his sos lety,
culture, and Ideals (all of which are created goods), refuses to meet the
demands made upon him by the creative event.
' Moreoirer, the man who does not hold his conduct subservient to
the demands of creative transformation Is Immoral.
Genuine morality Is the struggle to re-shape the
actual physical, biological, and social conditions of
this world so that Individuals shall be Impelled to
live, sensitively and responsively to each other,
undergoing creative transformation of Individual per-
sonality and social struoturo.l®^
When man resists creative transformation for the sake of a
vision of human good, he Is guilty of the sin of demonry. To Dr. Wleman,
It Is the most subtle, dangerous, and obetruetlve sin that man can commit
He warns that no vision of any man, race, or culture can at any time be
lifted up and made supreme against creativity, the sole source of not
only human, but all good*
Comparison of Dr . Wleman* s views with those ^ Dr . Brightman .
161
Dr. Wleman defines value sls "events meaningfully connected" In his
162
latest book, and as "any fulfilment of Interest" In an earlier volume*
160. Wleman, SHG, 230.
161. Wleman, SHG, 54.
162. Wleman, WRT, 160.
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These Interests may be conscious or unoonselous, and more or less incluslTei
The more Inclusive the Interest, the hi^er Its rating on his scale of
values# Value, for him, is obelective in that:
••••It is "out there" just as much as anything else
is "out there," althou^ it cannot be unrelated to
human living ary more than the rest of the universe .>ean
be unrelated to human livings ••• Every human interest is
a process of interaction betireen a human being (or human
beings) and extra-human conditions# These extra-human
oonditions include the ultimate condition, namely, that
structure of the totality of all being by virtue of vhieh
the environment so interaets with the human as to constitute
interest# Therefore value is not only a feature of human
nature, not merely a charaoteristio of human living, al-
thou^ it is all that# But value is, furthermore, a
oharaeterist Ic pertaining to all the universe and to meta-
physical reality# It is a character pertaining to the
ultimate cause *^63
For Dr. Brightman the term value means "whatever is actually
liked, prized, esteemed, desired, approved or enjoyed by anyone at any
tlmo#"^®^ This dsflnitlon asslgis a broader scope to the term value#
There are many events which have much value, yet do not necessarily fulfil
any interest. An exsmple of such is walking along a country road with a
gentle mist in one’s face# Such a happening provides much enjoyment,
yet hardly could be called "fulfilment of interest," Value always in-
volves choice and is itself subjective, existing only In and for persons#
Valw»s are but forma of personal experience# He distinguishes between
values, ideals, and norms# All value is actual experience# An ideal is
simply a definition of value. It tells one the kind of thing that has to
163# Wieman, WRT, 163#
164, Brightman, FOR, 68#
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b© don© to get sooethlng on© lik©8» In other words. It Isa plan of
action* A norm is a coherent ideal which defines a true value. It is a
plan of rational action. Dr. Bri^tman thinks It is reasonable to say
that norms are objeotiwe in that any mind can have another’s norm, thou^
not its value. But, he points out, there is no meaning in saying there is
an objective norm If there is not a mind to interpret it. For him,
coherent thinking about the relation between things and values requires
a cosmic mind as the consciousness that is aware of the ideal norm.
Thus, both thinkers recognize the objectivity of value, but on
different grounds. Dr. Bri^tman's grounds seem more acceptable to
reason. It is difficult to imagine a universe which is mere personal
force valuing anything, as Dr. Wieman*a explanation of the objectivity of
value implies.
Both professors make a distinction between intrinsic and in-
strumental goods. By intrinsic good Dr. Brightman means "whatever is
desired or enjoyed for its own sake, as an end in itself," and by in-
strumental "any fact whatever, whether in my experience or out of it,
which tends to produce the experience of intrinsic value." For Dr.
Wieman, intrinsic good, as stated before, means "a structure of events
endowing each happening as it occurs with qualities derived from other
©vents in the structure,"^®® and Instrumental "a structure of events
meaningfully connected wherein the quality of the events is either
negligible or irrelevant to their positive value.
1(55. Brightman, PCR, 89.
166. Wieman, SHO, 55.
167. Wieman, SHO, 54.
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However, neither one of these religious leaders looks upon the
distinction between means and ends as absolute. For Dr. Wleman, the same
system of events may be Instrumental or Intrinsic according to Its refer-
ence. For Dr. Brlghtman, Intrinsic values are always Instrumental In that
they support other values belonging to the system of which they form a
part, and many Instrumental values are also Intrinsic, It may be well at
this point to expound briefly Dr, Brlghtman’s classification of Intrinsic
values. He divides them (Intrinsic values) Into a lower and a higher
realm, conceding that these realms may end often do, overlap. The lower
consists of recreational, bodily and social values, and the higher of in-
tellectual, aesthetic, character and religious values. Each value on the
scale embraces all the other values below It, and so is Intimately related
to them. According to him, the realization of all other values Is de-
pendent upon character values. No Intrinsic value, then, ever stands alone
This Is in perfect accord with Dr, Wleman*s view that intrinsic goods are
qualitatively related to other goods. Religious value Is the hipest type
of all, because It is most Inclusive,
Dr. Wleman speaks of created and creative goods, while Dr,
Bri^tman talks about value-claims and true values. Value claims are goods
which are felt to be true
,
but have not been tested by the "supreme court
nX68
of the mind, reason. True values are those which man still upholds
after having adhered to the norms of reason to:
Be oonslstent (eliminate all oontradictlons)
.
Be systematic (discover all relevant relations).
168, Ibis Is a term used by E, S. Brlghtman
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O'jjp- aX'OO^ oiBffJfifii ieo'i -wiv .iCf rfiiw Jhiooo^r inalnoq nJ ai 92/1?
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.I'l sXi-iv ,Bfco03 »rlia©*to brus 5&«2a»io 'io sotiroca na«oi»T .tQ
»£!«o5 *tk a.TiiaXo ouiaV ,«ewXev ttiiti ftm*' eur'XdEo-oifXev ioetf# ssiXai r aoig 2 7v'^
ii«or> ©v.e^qw*" yd x>oi?ei no®d ion evad iwrf , ©tf oi iXal ©la rioirfir
afc-Iorfnn XIXia neisi rfoXrfw caorli ©i3 eauXjsv e&iT ”^^"«i;n2ir ©c'i lr>
:oi fjoBc©'! lo awTon aEi oi bis>rt©;{.b« *^ft2vad
.(fffo i^'Xb ’Xtfjon XXa ei^niwiT©) irteisianoo o6
.
(j:no inavoXs*? tls nsTooait) oXiv-anoteya
%>
.fjjbx.H'Rf'JS .2 .S yd b9tf'< -Wa «2 ei.'fT .S6X
Be InelttSlTe (vel^ all available experleneea)*
Be analytic (consider all the elements of which
every ocaplex consists)*
Be synoptic (relate all the elements of any whole to
its properties as a whole)*
Be active (use experimental method)*
Be open to alternatives (consider many possible hypotheses)*
Be critical (tost and verify or falsify hypotheses).
Be decisive (be committed to the best available hypothesis) *'‘’°^
These true values have the advantage of a high degree of perman-
ency which Is lacking In Dr* Wleman’s creative good.
Dr* Wlemsn believes that the universe may be explained best In
terras of energy which, for human experience, means physical quality*
Wherever energy Is experienced by the human organlan, he holds. It la In
the form of quality or a complex of qualities* Quality Is ultimate
reality, the substance out of which all else In the world Is made.
Examples of qualities experienced as events are: red, green, bright,
dull, toft, hard, fragrant, painful, joyous, and the like* All that
exists or ever can exist Is in the form of a structure of events; good la
a structure of events, as la also, evil; God is an event, as Is also, man*
Here he Is In direct contradiction to Dr* Bri^tman's and the personal-
Is tic view which explains the universe In terms of mind* He refuses to
separate God frcn nature, or to distinguish between the realms of value
and of fact, thus denying the ultimate validity of Ideals* He cotdemns
a certain type of Idealist for holding that:
Concepts, Ideals, all unlversals
,
are present,
objective beings, which are quite Independent of our
thinking; which may be discovered, cherished, adored,
sou^t, by us, but are by no means merely creatures
of our own minds *1*^0
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For Dr. Wleman th«ae have no Independent existence apart from
the process of thinking* They are Intellectual devices Instrumental In
enabling man to do a number of things among which are the attainment of
truth and knowledge. As such they may have great value. On the other hand|,
they are often the cause of great error in thinking, and as such are i
detrimental to man*
Dr. Brightman, a personal Idealist, agrees with Dr. Wleman*
He does not consider an Ideal to be of any Intrinsic value until It Is i
realized In personal-social experience* Nor does he hold that all Ideals
are necessarily true or valid* He points out that man may err In judgments
about Ideals In the world of value just as he may err In scientific judg-
ments about the world of nature* This, hovever, la no reason for abandon-
|
Ing the search for truth* True Ideals may be dlstlnguidi ed from false onesj
by submitting them to the teats of reason (coherence) and love, he be-
j
llevea. He proposes the term "norm” to designate a true Ideal* He eonten<ib
that there are some beliefs so fundamental that were they supposed to be
false, all meaning would disappear from life* "If reason is not a true
norm, all science Is Impossible," he claims, and "If love is not a true
norm, all value Is wiped out, for all value Is personal experience that
til7l
la respected* He Insists that, although no human being Is fully
reasonable or loving, humanity must mo've fbrever In the fixed directions
of reason and love If it is not to destroy Itself. The charaoterlstie
forms which reason-love takes In universal human thinking, he holds, are
the norms of truth, morality, the aesthetic and the holy, and when they
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1^7 ,*n©47'irrigi:t5 (’‘*1
are realized In experience these norms "generate actual kno'«rledge, actual
goodness, actual beauty, actual worship. He offers the famous "Pour
Freedoms" of World War II as an example of a table of norms for humanity.
Here Indeed Is a set of true Ideals: true, but not
yet realized, even If printed on one-cent postage stamps.
The difference between these freedoms as proposed goals
and a w<rld In which they are prlnslplee of life for every
Individual «nd every society reveals vividly the vast
chasm between Ideal norms and actual values. It also
sheds light on the Intellectual and practical task imposed
on religious and secular educators; legislators, executive
and Judicial authorities, and citizens of every land.^'^
i
For Dr. Brl^tman, reality Is explained best in terms of
consciousness, the only immediately available truth. Although consciousness
Is in continual interrelation with nature. It is not In the physical order
and therefore can not be explained away In terms of matter, he reasons. In
direct contradiction to Wleman. On the other hand, space exists In the
mind as a concept, and matter can be, and is, explained in terms of
consciousness for him, by his theory that
the universe is a society of conscious beings,
the energy which physicists describe is God's will In
action, • • there Is no wholly unconsolou]5 or Imper-
sonal teing. Everything that is, is a co.iscious mind
or some phase or aspect of a conscious mind. To
speak religiously, the universe consists of Gcd and
his family. Wature Is divine expe rienoe.^'^^
All the evidence fo* the existence of Dr. Wleman* s world of
events. Dr. Brlghtiaan thinks can be found only in the conscious expsrlenoe
of persons, since “the only evidence for 'physical energy* Is to bo found
In certain observed ohsnges of the patterns of conscious ps rsonal experl-
til76
enoe. It Is very probable, he thinks, that "the energy which always
172. Brlghtman, IV, 83-4.
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reveals Itself In conscious find personal effects is Itself a conscious and
perscnal causa In other words, he believes that "all the energies of
nature sure activities of a cosmic mind—the mind that our value experiences
177
reveal to be the eternal Goi • Per him, every law of nature is a law
of God, and every energy of nature a deed of God. Hature Is In the Divine
Mind. It is God’s working, his activity, his experience. Therefore, It
cannot be external to him, neither a place wherein ho dwells nor a thing
on which he acts. Man's mind Is his own personal consciousness, dependent
upon and In Interaction with his body which, as a part of nature. Is God In
action. To express It differently, the human personality interacts with,
and Is dependent upon, Dirlne personality. So, although mind Is not In
nature, nature In the Divine Mind Is God*8 way of creating humfin mind.^^*
Says Professor Brightman:
If nature Is God in action, we h&cre grounds f<r the
reasonable faith that personal values sure the goal of
God and that even If nature were to perish and God were
to act In totally different ways, personality at^ value
would survive. Love Is "creation’s final law.'’l'^9
Dr. Brl^tman's concept of personality, in and for wh(mi alone
values exist, seems to have many of the seune qualities of good, as Dr.
Wieraan’s oreatlvs event. It Is Interesting to compare Professor Brl^t-
man’s reference to love as "creation’s final Im” to Professor Wte man’s
contention that
love, at Its beat. Is the most Inclusive of all
Interests, for it provides the most complete Integra-
tion of the greatest number and diversity of Interests
176. Brl^tmflLn, IfV, 120.
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of the Individual and of aafociatod Individuals*
The aupreinB good Is Ihlfllment of the most Inclusive
Interest, or. If one prefers the phrase, of the moat
Inclusive system of Interests
It Is Professor Brlghtman's belief that no solentlflo law or
method has to be modified If nature is God In action* He offers to man.
In explanation of the fact that the life of value la a life of conflict,
a Ck>d who, like Profess or Wlcmari^ God, is limited In pover, struggles
with, but Is never overcome by evil, and is the source of all value*
Moreover, Dr. Brlghtman thinks worship and prayer directed to such a
friend more soul-satisfying and essentially reasonable thsn when directed
to an unconscious system of nature* For him;
God Is a conscious Person of perfect goodwill* He
Is the source of all value and so la worthy of worship and
devotion* He la the creator of all other persons and gives
them the poaer of free choice* Therefore hh purpose controls
the outcome of the universe* His purpose and his nature must
be Inferred from the way In which experience reveals them,
namely, as being gradually attained throu^ effort, diffi-
culty, and suffering* Hence there Is In God's very nature
something which maloes the effort and pain of life necessary*
There is within him. In addition to his reason and his active
creative will, a passive element which enters Into every one
of his conscious states, as sensation. Instinct, and im-
pulse enter Into ours, and constitutes a problem for him*
This element we call The Given* nie evils of life and the
delays In the attainment of value. In so far as they come
fron God and not from human freedom, are thus due to his
nature, yet not wholly to his deliberate choice* His will
and reason acting on The Given produce the world and achieve
value In It*^®^
Dr* Wleman thinks that knar ledge of God Is available through
Immediate perception* Kan e:]q)erienoe8 6<d, he claims, in the same fashion
In which he experiences the roundness of the earth, the structure of the
160. Wleman, WRT, 160*
181* Brlghtman, POO, 113
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neceasaryatom, and the weight of the aw, throu^ the aenaea*!®^ ^
requlalte to the perception of God la the formation of neeeasary hablta*
He argues that If God affecta nan’a aenaea in any way, and he doea, alnce
he la the undefined, undiscriminated, but stimulating totality In response
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to which man may develop various aorta of Interest, then he may be per-
ceived when the necessary habits are formed*
Does God affect our senses? We scarcely see how
anyone can deny It* The weight of the sun affects our
senses and so does the atom, and so do the chemical
components of the remote stars* Otherwise we would
never know these objects existed* Surely any object
that sustains human life must affect our senses*
Since God Is that object that sustains human life
he sustains the senses and hence affects the senses •••*
But anything that affects the senses is an object that
may be perceived when men learn to note and Interpret
Its sensuous effect* Hence God Is an object to be per-
ceived throu^ sense experience* We do not mean that we
can rub our hands against him any more than we can rub
our hands against an atom or one of the remote stars*
But we do mean that there may be ways of apprehending
sense experience which would reveal to a cosipetent
observer the presence and character of that Something
upon which human life is ultimately dependent for Its
maximum security and abundance* When this way of
apprehending becomes established as a form of habitual
reaction rendered accurate through esqperimental tests,
we perceive God *^®^
Dr* Bri^tman, on the other hand, claims that knowledge of God
can never be immedlate;'^'^^ consciousness alone is so experienced* How-
ever, God can be known by Inlterenoe, the only way In which any object
other than present consciousness may be known* Such knor^ ledge is subject
to correction and expansion In the light of new-found truths, both
182* Wieman, ^T, 83-97*
183* Wieman, WRT, 172*
184. Wieman, WRT, 94-5*
186* Brl^tman, FOR, 162-95*
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scientific and philosophical
When vre are concerned••••with the knowledge of
God, It is especially Important to make clear from
the start that there are special reasons for emphasiz-
ing the incompleteness and the (logical) uncertainty of
any possible know^ ledge of God* If God is what theism
takes him to be, the cosmic source of all nature and
of all value experience, then complete and adequate
knov?ledge of God would mean complete knowledge of all
the evidence for belief both in nature and in values
and also complete rational understanding of their
relations* Such knowledge is beyond us, althou^
the lack of logical certainty does not prevent sincere
devotion and even assurance about the religious refer-
ent.
Certainty (other than present self-consciousness) exists fcr
him only in the mind of God which is, and ever will remain, distinct
187
from, althou^ in constant traffic with, that cf man. He does find
inferred evidence for God in the evidence of the rationality of the
universe and other evidences listed on pager thirty-fowrrof_this_thesis.
Also, he finds inferred evidence, in the type of conflict existing in the
life of value, that God is limited in power. Both values and disvalues
18Q
seem to be Inherent in personality and its relation to nature.
The of knowledge la confronted by the pains of
Ignorance and errcr ; man is a mixture of goodness and
moral evil; the fulfilled purposes of beauty are aooom-
panled by frustrations which we call ugliness; and the
same huBmnity that worships also indulges in irreverence
and blasphemy.
Although voluntary evil (evil which results fron man’s choice)
can be explained by the doctrine of free will, there is, ho holds, much
186. Brlghtman, FOR, 166-67.
167. Brlghtman, IIP, 338-39.
186. Brlghtman, FOG, 139-66.
189. Brlghtman, FOR, 505-41.
190. Brlghtman, HV, 64.
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evil vhlch arlies without, or In spite of human choice (Involuntary evil).
Much of man’s l^ioranee and error Is due to circum-
stances beyond his control. Much ugliness exists In the
order of nature apart f^om man. Worship Is as much a
matter of education and tradition as It Is of choice, and
Irreverence and blasphemy may often be socially conditioned
rather than freely chosen attitudes. Experiences of sorrw ,
pain, frustration, and chaos seem to arise from the nature
of things ,1®^
This world embracing Involuntary evil as the creation of a God
Infinite In goodness may be explained best. Dr, Brlghtman believes, by
supposing that It la brou^ Into being by a will which Is limited both
by reason and by nonrat lonal content. So, when man, who with nature Is
part of 6od*s activity. Is created, the same constituents that exist
192
eternally In God enter Into his being,
Hslther man nor God can rightly call evil good, A
wise finite God could not possibly judge the evils to
be justifiable. He judges them to be ^justifiable as
well as unavoidable, ,,,,10 create evils unnecessarily
would be monstroix. The creation of persons whose lives
mist contain unjustifiable evils la nevertheless justified
If redemption Is possible, ,,,, But the fact that evil must
enter Into any possible creation does not mean that the act
of creation la evil. Creation means only that God Is re*
sponsible for exercising redemptive love; It dees not mean
that he is either responsible for, or acquiescent In the
evils which his will does not create, but finds,,,. The
hypothesis of a finite God makes a rational open-eyed
faith possible, (It makes possible a rational solution
of the problem of evil In creation,)^®®
Thus, Professor Brlghtman gives a coherent explanation of the
baffling problem confronting man In his quest for a better world. It Is
a personallstlc view which Is qualitatively monistic, quantitatively
191, Brlghtman, NY, 84,
192, Brl^tman, PCR, 333.
193, Brlghtman, FOR, 334,
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pluralistic, and epistemologically duallstlc. To qualify these terms
respectively, evil as well as good and all other ob;Jeeti of Investigation
are of the nature of mind, and exist only In and for persons; the
universe Is a society of persons with one Supremo Person who Is creator of
and In constant Interaction with, all other persons, each of which Is a
separate entity; the mind knows only Its own consciousness Immediately,
all other objects being known by reference. His God, creator of all that
la. Is a Divine Person tenderly suffering with his charge toward attain-
ment of perfection.
The God which Dr. Wleman thinks nan perceives through the
senses did not choose evil, either, but confronts It, struggles with It,
and whenever possible converts It Into the good, even as does Dr. Brlgh't-
men's God.
...Evil Is antagonistic to that principle which makes
existence possible. It Is destructive of concrete existence •••
The mcnre good la built up, the more good there la to
tear down; hence the more opportunity fcr evil. Since evil
la the destruction of good there can be no evil unless there
Is first good. The opposite, however, does not hold. Good Is
not dependent on evil. Evil Is not required In order to pro-
vide for the Increase of good, althou^ good may and does
turn evil to good account.
Evil, then, la parasitic. It cannot stand on Its own
feet. It can thrive and flourish only when there Is good to
sustain It. The world la based on good. Good and concrete
existence are Identical. The concrete order of the world
Is good. Evil tends to destroy and break down this concrete
order.... .But as a fact evil can not attack the universe as
a whole....
Pain, mental anguish, misery and suffering In all Its
forma are the struggle of the concrete good to maintain It-
self at some level... .or attain some hl^er level. In
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• ••It is to be noted that evil la something positive
and agreaslve, not merely the lack or absence of something.
But God Is not evil and there la no confusion of good and
eTll Evil la the destruction of that which la sus-
tained and constituted of God. God does not create evil
nor sustain evil, except as a parasite la sustained. Evil
could not exist without God’s good to provide for It a
standing ground; but the good alone Is of God
In contrast to Professor Brlghtman, Professor Wleman offers, to
what he considers a pseudo-problem,^®® a naturalistic explanation which
Is qualitatively monistic, guantltatlvely pluralistic, and epistemologic-
ally monistic* To eaqplaln these descriptions In order; all that exists
is of the nature of energy In the form of events; events occur In many
typos of structure, good being one type, evil another, God still another,
and man another yet; direct knov^ledge of an ob;5oot Is possible. In Dr.
Wleman's ease, if the testa ot observation, agpreement between observers,
and oc^erenee are met. Dr. Wleman's God, creator of all the good In the
world (but not of the evlll)
,
Is an Impersonal force among other forces
of nature, pushing the universe In the direction of the good*
Dr. Bri^tman's view Is much more acceptable In that It Is more
consistent with the facts as man knows them* Only a person experiences
value* It seems ridiculous to think of an impersonal force pushing the
universe toward perfection* How would an impersonal force know that
perfection Is desirable? How would It know In which direction perfection
lies? Hew/ can something which does not experience value Itself produce
and allot value to other objects? This association of value with Imper-
sonal force seems the weakest point in Dr. Wleman's theory.
194. Wleman, WRT, 200-201.
196. Wleman, SHG, 87.
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rfoiKxr .lo.f .arfjjXqxa vjMn s atobj BfKr.r> o-f J.?r:-w
no ? fx.te>.> «X qa brt ? oJ t»i £ 'JtuX q t(X »vi f c*i l^aaun , oi ialfron ;j;f airi.tx; :^X f a wp af
Blaixft U'ilX Xr« :'iiiino ai f^ein-fX aJtsXqar© oT , o-htBiaon '^fXa
''jne.fl ffi •jijono Rtr(<r5v« jfcfnsvfi *^0 rtf '**.»«» 'io oiyJan ©dJ to ni
XfJ.^8 boO ,ao*’ftort« iiv© arto :4fii»(f beo^ ^vx-j^rtuv 9 'lo
.•yd fii ^^I'dflsiOq #• ioftJ-iXo ae 'to »qb«X -oioi Xr>oiii) lOiJowft fr/»n bnr
,
2 ':yT't©:Hi<f*^ ri©»^©€f »+n**'Toa*;':^jS! , rr. ? iinrtttadbi lr:> sia-sJ" »/fX ti
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aonfreitaqxa jTOBTifq /< ^(Xttj .ntafX k .Tirr>l aacr ft*? orio- rfiln- irte,X«.!!B/roo
a;tt qairfsjq o'j'fol raiica*toqwi to X.’tio'J’ 0/ BUoIyoifcX’f ajr-i«3E d'l • «’I«v
i-rf.-X Tcro! lA>/o>4*T»qcii rri' oIi^oNr ;t>H •rtol^e«'iyiOi7 bn^-vt-X «8j.->vXnf:
iTOiir.pl?.?q f{0.?Xaai-fX *5 rfoX’f'.r al '‘tOiiai Xi fiXur *'r -.mH ?»X(Jjesaf C'&B «X nt<iX»at-<?»q
ooL'f'ft'7.7 lXo-«ti i*vtjfv fon aaob gai.li-a.w** aso tjH ‘ ’air
-'loqarf .-Xiity to noi„»jpl soaa^s airff f a,X.'>9f;<^o oJ oufjtY ioXI.s jn^a
.v70fe'X-^ sVfltrfaaii? .iKJ «1 iaioq Xsj»*Xj#6^ ©.HIsf e-.o«s ©mot iarioa




Both thinkers believe that love la a principal factor In the
fight against evil, Wleman thinks that "there Is a strange transmuting
power In love."^^® It (love) "passes Its fingers over all the obj'eets
Of the world aitl transfigures them."*’ Hence, out of the deepest suffer-
ing there may blossom beauty and joy If there be lo’^©, he believes. He
thinks that the greatest message of Easter, and the deepest meaning of
the Resurrection, la the triumph of lo”* over suffering and death. He
suggests:
May not this transmuting power cf love, and atone-
ment through suffering love, be the true solution of
the problem of evil and sin In a world ruled by an al-
mighty good God ? To enter Into the love of God is not
to abolish evil but to transmute It end triumph over It.
And sin can be conquered only through suffering love.
Is love, after all, the only way to triumph over sin and
evil as, perhaps, God does eternally? And we can enter
with Him at any time Into His triumph not by might nor
by power but simply by love.
Thus love becomes the way of salvation and the
meaning of religion. To be even one of the vexy
little St ones In the Kingdom of Heaven la to be un-
querably blessed, for love transmutes all pain Into
sweetness and death Into life and shame Into good.
To enter Into the Christian Way of life la "to fall
In love with the universe" and to find that God Himself
Is love* To know God Is to laics love. In the Christian
way of life there may well be pain and death and shame,
but they are transmuted. Pride, that suffers the gnaw-
ing tooth of envy, end wounded vanity, cannot live with
love.198
Here Dr. Wleman euid Dr. Brl^tman are In complete agreement,
and their views cohere with the facta of religious experience. One
wonders why statesmen are not aware of this pragmatic truth by new.
196. Wleman, RES, 106.
197, Wleman, RES, 107.
196. Wleman, RES, 106-9.
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Plato suggested that philosophers be kings* Is there no middle road?
Is it not desirable that jAillosophers Vilsper into the ears'* of kings?
It seems that eosuaunioation betsreen statesmen and great spiritual
leaders is an urgent necessity in this age of crisis* Guns and bombs have
failed miserably to obtain a lasting peace* There still remains sacrificial
lo've* Are there enough unbiased spiritual leaders in the world to create
the stimulus which will bring about positiwe and loving results? l?hy
has education failed to open the minds of its follorers to the power of
low», love that I swilling to sacrifice when and if necessary? What*
ever the reason* it seems necessary to remedy the situation immediately*
With pr oper universal education* is it not possible to create a world
in which Dr* Brlghtman’s "reasonable love" will reign?
For Dr. Brightman, God is man’s Suffering Servant as well as
j
his mighty* althou^ not omnipotent* loving Father* He is love, but a
199
suffering love that redeems throu^ a cross* Dr* Brightman looks upon
every ideal as a principle of love.^^® Those Ideals that survive after
having been subsitted to the laws of reason* become ncrms* Democracy*
Christianity, and the future of the world, he teaches, rest on an appeal
to universal norma, by application of which all men may realise values.
The world of values* it is true, lies in the distant
future; but the world of norms may to some extent be grasped
by every normal human being* The hope for the future lies
in an increasing aer^ment about universal norms* and about
their aj^llcatlon**®*
199* Brif^man, POO, 169*
200* Bri^tman, POI, 74*
201* Brl^tman, NV, 86*
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li^.f arri-sJciOTi iXin^^ et»/1T gniia^X jb oi uftXX 1
ai ftitovs orii Ilf BT^bf'rX X^y.liiiqE aoe&Idno igoons» atA .€WoX
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mi'ijs dfXT'Xofc sX'^aui ©aorf? jvoX ?Xqinf;iiq a Sfi X£«ibi
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For Dr. Wleman, anything and everything In one’s personality
which la obstructive to creative transformation, so far as one ("one”
refers to the Individual or his society) Is responsible for the obstruc-
tion, consciously or unc<maclois ly. Is sin* Forgiveness of sin la
I
accomplished by the creative power Itself when It dominates over and
penetrates beneath the dbstructlons to Its osn working within the person-
1
allty Itself*
For Dr* Brlghtman, only evil which Is chosen- consciously by
I
nan In preference to good. Is sin* Redemption from sin Is accomplished
li
tlr oug^i suffering caused by the presence of reason-love*
Althou^ neither Dr, Brlghtman nor Dr. Wleman professes to
know certainly whether man continues to live In a future existence after
death closes the door of this life. Dr. Wleman thinks It plausible, and
Dr. Brlghtman thinks It very probable* Dr. Wleman does claim to know
that:
Whenever life has met an Impassable barrier or
destroyer, creative transformat Ion alone has been able
to circumvent It by reconstructing the order of life,
sometimes lifting It to a higher level of abundance*
Whenever In his history man has encountered what seemed
to be the blank end of all, and yet has been led around
It or through It, the miracle happened by the emerging
of some nesr perspotlvs previously beyond his Imagination
or the creation of some new power of mind and personality
by the Integrating of meanings or the looming of wider
hor Isons revealing an apprecleble world more ample than
he had known a* the Inorease of fellowship folding hist more
securely In the depths of ccmmunlty and mutual aid, or a
combination of all of these* These are the working of the
creative event*
With faith In this creator and sustalner, we know all
we need to know to face triumphantly the great destroyer*
...Commit ourselves absolutely Into the keeping of this
creative power* We could not do more than this if wo
knew with eosqplete certainty everything that might happen
-,r>J fftffoefoc 9^v>/TO n’ sni bnu ,njnei-' , “iQ t'*!
”»ro") »no »»• oe ,noliis>E*roTtan3'ii of c^rj iou-tf acfo at rfol.ijr
ncfo 9tif Tol oidiafiOfio**! «i (vieiooa «lrf to ifluMvJSmi #di oi ata'int
si nis *^0 •seort^winto'? .nia bJ ,xX <i3io8JH)o«« to molnaaoo ^noJJ
na w/c ffaric “UsaJi toaoq -viisiato wii ycf o^.lelXqjwooa
-no stag Of'W nirfii^ ^ijltow nti?o «J-i oi 9rfniiot;*z^«cfc> orfi Betatiantw
•IXoeii vfj'll*
yrf ^rBuoiosnoo orfo ei rfsirfw Xiv9 ^Ino jns/si^-igitS .id to*?
bdrlaiXqrerooOjj si nia mo'/l no .rris «i o. oon®tol©tq ni ft«sm
.sTOl-rtOB-^'St '!!:o ooneaatq e/i.+ >ccf .&*cuno 'j/ii 11300 xf^
aoaselotq mfsaiiT tCI v^n rosm^rfgitS .tC tSiiijort /t^uorfiXA
tftili* 0or;e^£i:c® etoiyl ja rx* ®7iX seoftj.fnon iwnt ss'rfiarfw -jron^
brw jOTcfisweXq ii e-fnJrf.t rt-atsirt ,tQ ,©lil !4irf;t *0 toofc orfi seaoln :i&39b
\«.oroi oi wiflio 83oJb rrvtrvjIA .tG .®£<'JjB;kitq xjtav r-inidi namir!'5itS . tG
: i e/fi
-ff* TOlffAJcf ^Iffrsaeipni n^s taw aaH olil T?von*fr*
9X<?j» natr' ivj.i wroXa noi jp-ttolatfitJ avii^oto
^a^}I “lo toisto o/<i 3«.?>oytiariO!Jf?t '<<£ Si ixiar.-wiotio ot
.oon 'XinuiXfc lo Ie9^£ tarf^iri oi iJ ^friiliX saraiiamos
^e-s«f 9 fcoteinvoorro aad tom 'jto-rsixf Rifi fiJ T:i*'7fMf9frtS
nx»;ctJ5j b&£ >ie>9d aed jay bna ,XXa lo 5it» Uit^icf »o’ oc^
3ni;5tt!“(*e arfi ycf oXoxttiip erC^ /igwotrii to XJ
••X' »i«ni3 * n-i airf ylatoivanq sf^^^iioarfataq m^a optog lo
Aji iXaxioatOq i)nH bni'3 lo teTwoq voa euc a lo aoj&Jcio aii to
tijXfi'nr lo ^nimooX edS t> B^frii.aian lo 3 iJili.aT;4®iif»i Oiii yd
(iBiii ®Xqni' stow fxltow oXrfeiootqq* nn ^niX^aevot B.toaitod
9yoit r>id rn.nSblot qJn«’«5XIdl 'to 'jasotonl oiii •© rrnjfr! bad ed
a to XAwi^ftit bm yiJnOfaitco lo adiqob ®rii ni yXotooea
orfi 'to ^niXtor ©ii dte oaorfl . iB^rii lo XIa lo no£SaflIdttf<^t>
‘
.iniAro «?ri t^eto
IXjs ytorsJ oir i>ne toia^to aXd^ ni dti ?1 dtiff
«toyotfvt©fc }aor*( otii yXJ'rrjsdqrawit.t ooxil ol votti oi feo^n
eiiii lo gniq»05£ «di oini yXoioXoBda aorl'^atuo iirjnoO. .
.
err li airii aadS jsok o£» io.t bXwt ani .to^oq oviiijdto
ft'sqq.erf fadi gjrsirfty'.r'?^® yinlx»itoo eioXqnwo riiiw wottrf
to the Individual after death. If death la conquered
beyond our reach of knoivledge, it must be done by
creative transformation released to the utmost scope
of its power by giving it supreme control throu^
absolute commitment of faith. There is no other way,
and there is nothing else to be done ,202
Dr, Brightman thinks it seems reasonable to believe that the
creator and sustainer of personalities (experiencers of values) in this
world has resources sufficient to continue their existence in another
order,^^ and suggests that “those persons are immortal whom God judges
to be capable of developing worthily at any tine in their future exist-
ence,^*^ By developing worthily he means choosing and realizing ideal
values, individually and socially. He thinks:
It may be that some conscious beings born of human
parent a—some inbeoiles, for example—may be hopelessly
unable to appreciate ideal values, ,,,, On the other hand,
perhaps some "subhuman" animals may be gifted with consoions
powers so great that, given immortality, they mi^t undergo
a lofty spiritual evolution in the course of eons. Again
it is conceivable that some human individuals, onoe re-
sponsive to the divine impulse, may become so vicious that
even God may despair of arousing them to any higher aspira-
tions ,^05
This hypothesis, then, is one of conditional immortality. That
is, immortality is not "inherent in every person or every human being as
such, but is conditional on the presence in the person of genuine
potentialities for spiritual development,"^®®
Such a view fills an empty space in man’s heart (longings) made
by the necessary pragmatic conclusion that this world la not wholly
202, Wleman, SHG, 279-80,
203, Brightman, FOR, 407,
204, Brightman, FOR, 408.
205, Brlrhtman, FOR, 406,
206, Brightman, FOR, 408.
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rational. If Ood la perfect In his love, and sufficiently potent to care |
fcr hla creatures, then conditional immortality such as Dr, Brlghtman
suggests conponsates for the seeming Injustices of thb world which occur
In spite of God’s goodness and man’s effort.
Criticism of Dr, Wleman’s views . On pages 206-9 of The Source
of Human Good , Dr. Wieman states that there are many equally good ways of
interpreting experience (among them, mind, matter, form or structure,
event and quality), and that he has ohosen "the ewent" as the basis of
Interpretation for the reason that it "will be most practically useful
In dealing with the Issues determining human destiny for good or for 111,"
On page 168 of the same volume he concludes that "truth Is never the whole
of any concrete embodiment of value," but Is always "one abstract feature
In^edlent In concrete value as experienced by human beings." It is
true Indeed that parts of hla theory of value are useful (althoui^ It Is
questionable that they are more useful than other Interpretations) In
making the present world a more endurable-to-some field wherein the mind
may function. However, as a whole, taken as a guide to human conduct,
his Interpretation would lead to more negative than positive results, it
seems. In that man would be oonfhaed and full of Indeolslons, Dr, Wieman
has offered no way for man to distinguish the (creative) good he must
serve from the (created) good he must abandon other than experiment, and
even then tla» Is a necessary determiner, Tet, he warns that unless man
serve this elusive, yet only conducive good, he must perlSh, Were man to
aoeept wholly such guidance, he would surely perish, according to all the
available evidence. He would be undecided, constantly, as to whether a
9T«f» ot tnectoq t <»'’’oi sirf rJ ^5f>1'«^q ei abO II « f>^ac fisi
n«jj,tr{’^i tfi .‘tQ BJ3 rfbijE ta.f*fc;Kaii X/incl.fii; «’ o nurfi
, eirf
'fosbo HoJrf>r iI*iov sirfi *&: a»oi^ 1^«^^^i ^rtiwees prfi tct ftfltjsarieqaco B<^ 8 d-55U 8
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seeming good were hla savior or his doom* Laboratory rata can be caused
to have a nervous breakdown by creating too much Indec Is Ion—as by con-
stantly changing their paths and rewards, so they can not decide which way
to go* Ihus, In so far as an analogy Is at all valid, from the standpoint
of mental hygiene, his theory Is , for the greater pari, more damaging than
amelloratl-w, pragmatically#
On the other hand. It Is beneficial In one way* Just as the old
religious beliefs, which he so emphatically condemns, serve to relieve nan
of a sense of responsibility In tines of despair by positing God as the
shaper of events, so his belief t^at creative good will somehcw push
throu{^ In spite of man, leads to a feeling of "everything will turn out for
the beat, anyhow*" The value of this attitude lies In the fact that It
steadies man long enou^ to get a further grip on life* Hoxrever, It has
just as many possibilities of causing torpor as has the old religious
belief* As a matter of fact, pragmatically, the old religious belief
offers more Inducement to effort In that It provides guiding principles
to which man may cling when he feels himself sinking*
No architect worthy of the name seta out to build a skyscraper
without the beat blue print he can find* Neither oan man, whose task
I
It Is to build a spiritual steeple higher than the towers cf Democracy,
wider than the plains of Communism, and more solid than the Rock of Peter,
oonstruot even so much as a firm enough foundation, without some plan of
action, some true guiding Ideals* Without the norms of truth, and goodness
J
and beauty, and holiness (oonolsely, reason and love) to serve as beams
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to support a fdrltual structure so ml^ty that the atos bomb shall not
prevail against It, well Indeed Is man’s fate detemlned* Yet Dr* Wleman
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blood of martyrs » victims of the trial and error method* Man's most out*
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standing characterla tie, that of personality, enables him to connect the
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past with the present, meaningfully , and to plan for the future* Man
knows now, by inference, what type cf response la most probable to a given '
stimulus* It Is possible, guided by love and reason, for him to build the
stimulus which would result in world order* It is no longer necessary
to grepe in the darkness of doubt; certain ideals have been proved worthy
beacons in the world of values*
It seems possible that, would Dr* Wieman pause long enou|^ to
grasp the full significance off personality, he would, with Heraclitus of
old, recognize the value of permanence in a world of change* For
Heraclitus, all was change except the principle of change itself* That was
permanent*
Dr* WfeBnan, whose acoount of values la mainly social, gives no
adequate acoount of the origin of consciousness, the very fact that makes
possible his or any other theory of values* This la very important, for
consciousness Is the starting point of all knowledge* It Is the effect
which an object has on eonsolousnesa which makes It (the object) good or
bad* Without a consciousness to measure and interpret data there would
be no science* All the evidence for any theory lies in some consciousness*
207* Wlsman, SHO, 77*
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Yet the only explanation Dr. WteBian ofYers for thli moat necessary ob;^ct
In man’s unWerae la that "the creative process mates qualities more
appreciable by creating senaltlve organlana; by making them prccresalvely
more sensitive; by generating signs with meanings and thus producing
mlnd.**^®^ It la contradictory to think that values are real, yet assume
that the highest value of all, that of personality, is a product of mere
chance, the result of an unconselois prooess.
Another thing— where do values come from? He does say that God
(the tendency in nature to produce value) is the souree of all value, but
If God Is merely a process, when, where and how did "it” become "inhered
by" value? Also, hor can anything other than an experlencer of value prod*
uce or increase that object? To recognize God as a person who experiences
vedue would solve his problem, it seems* One of the reasons why he
objects to sueh recognition is that "a person is ahrays a creature *.
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therefore personality eannot ohar8u»terlze the nature of the creator*"
One wonders why, as a erltio of Personalism, he Is not more familiar
with some of its deflnltions*^^^ Dr* Bri^taan, perhaps the leading
Personalist in Ameriea, defines a person as "a self that is potentially
self-oonsoious, rational, and Ideal," and the term self he uses for "any
and every consciousness, however simple or complex it may be." It is
"any conscious situation experlenoed as a whole." There is nothing in
this definition of a person to invalidate Its application to God as a
209. Wleman, SHG, 307.
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creator* A ®od who la self-conaoloua , rational, and Ideal seems a much
more worthy object of worship than an unpredictable, fleeting Impersonal |
force*
Dr* Wleman’s God does not seem to be thrifty enough with values*
Ratloml man respects a God who Is the preserver as well as creator of
good* Pundamsntal to all life. Is the law of self-preservation. The
highest value, personality, caraiot be preserved unless Its under-pInnInga
,
true Ideals, can be left to support Its weight* The Ideals which have
withstood the test of reason and love must not be destroyed to make way fori
unknorn suspected goods* Neither Goi nor man has any right to destroy
those truths for which suffering humanity and Christ have paid with their
lives* Rather, these Ideals must ll^t the way to further spiritual
progress*
Dr* Wleraan*8 God lacks unity* It Is difficult to decide whether
Dr* Wleman thinks that God Is one process or many processes* One
finally gathers that God is the togetherness of processes* Also, at times
he seems to describe It (God) as the creative event Itself, and at other
times as the power to produce good In the creative event* This, too, I9
confusing* He says that God Is distinct from evil which, too. Is a process,
a definite structure of events* Is, or Is not, evil an aspect of creativ-
ity, one wonders? If It Is distinct from God, and If "creativity" la
God*s function—then, from where did evil come? It Is Impossible to
accept the fact that It "just grew." Is there a source of human evil as
well as of huaan good? Evil Is a fact, and cannot be Ignored as a mere
obstruoter of the good* It must be attacked, and Dr* Wleman <f fbrs no
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deflnlt* iMthod of approaching the fact, not to nentlon attacking It*
The most helpful quality of hla view Is that It alerts nan to
the realization that he Is llrlng In a norId of perpetual growth, and, as !
part of that world, must continue to grew himself, both spiritually and
mentally. In order to survlre as a fit and worthy Inhabitant therein.
IV. EVIL AS INTERPRETED BY AN ABSOLUTISTIC PERSONALIS TIC
IDEALIST AND BY A FINITISTIC THEI3TIC REALIST
This section will present the Interpretations of ewll offered by
Dr. Albert C. Knudson, who Interprets all reality In terms of personal
consciousness, and Professor William P. Montague, who finds the world
ground to be matter permeated with oonselousness • These wiews will be
eoiapared as to possible outcome, and criticized*
Dr. Knuds on* 8 explanation of evil . Dr. Knudson, attempting to
defend his orthodox Christian belief In an eternal personal God, Infinite
In power as well as goodness, against overwhelming evidence to the contrary
(the presence of a tremendous amount of Inexplicable suffering, pain and
uf^lness), chooses to look upon the meta^yslcal problem of evil as
humanly Insoluble due to man*s limited vision (Ignorance), and to concern
himself with what he calls emotional and moral evil. He thinks that meta-
physical Imperfection Is undoubtedly a rational necessity In a world of
finite beings, but that ’^Imperfection eff this kind creates no difficulty
213
for faith*" It Is no evil In Itself, he olalsui, nor does It oosipromlse In
213. Knudson, DR, 193.
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any way the dlrlne power or the divine goodness. It Is merely the material
which provides for the abstract possibility of natural and moral evil*
Ihe religious problem of evil, he teaches. Is personal In charac-
ter and cannot be solved ultimately by the Idea of a necessary evil
(such as E. S. Brl^tman’s "Given") or by deterministic conceptions of God
and man (such as H. N. ¥leman*s "Structure of Events"). The concrete
evils of life are all contingent, and no necessity of thought would be
violated In their absence. The bare necessity of evil, no matter how or
where It may be grounded, he holds, thrOTW no light on the actual evils
that confront man, a free being, who stands apart from nature In a person-
al relationship to God as an end In himself, and treated as such. What
makes evil a problem at all Is the belief that It is the experience of a
free moral agent. No necessity, rational or Irrational, can explain
Its (evil's) necessity, he Insists. The only thing that reason clearly
requires In connection with evil la the possibility of sin In a free
system. If the unique worth and freedom of man were surrendered, there
would be no longer any real moral evil, and pain would become a brute
fact. What religion Is concerned with, he points out, is victory over
evil, the experience of which must be personal, and within the realm of
spirit, rather than an explanation of It (evil).
Dr. Knudaon distinguishes between natural and moral evil. He
thinks that the physical world exists for the sole purpose of serving the
divine plan, and as such la of Instrumental rather than Intrinsic good.
In a relative sense. It Is evil In two aspects: by way of contrast with
the Absolute, and from man's finite view.
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Moat people, he laments, view the natural evils of the world
from a hedonistic standpoint, looking upon the passive pleasures rather
than formation of character, as life’s chief good. The goal of life Is
ethical, he teaches, and lies In the development of character. Viewed
In this ll^t, much human suffering ceases to be pure evil and becomes
Instrumental toward a hl^er good.
Again, It Is common for man to view the world solely as an
Instrument of his own purpcse, overlooking the possibility of Its service
to other than human ends, a necessary consideration In any fair judgment
of dysteleologlcal facts. Another consideration he thinks man should
allow la the probability that suffering does not mean the same to animals
as It does to human beings.
He looks upon certain types of pain as Instrumental goods . One
such Is the kind which warns of Immanent danger and thus aids In the
preservation of life. Indeed, pain has been a contributing stimulus to
the survival and progress of the human race, he feels. Another type of
evil which he regards as Instrumental good Is pain. As a contrast to en-
joyment, pain lends enhancement to health, aesthetic pleasure, and other
Intrinsic goods, according to him. However, in spite of these and other
Instances of Its possible psychological necessity as a stimulant to action
(mental, physical or spiritual), there Is no way, he holds, of deducing
pain from the necessary truths of reason. It Is man’s sin which Is
responsible, directly or Indirectly, for much of It.
Bie human world he considers to be an end In Itself, an Intrinsic
good. Mature makes It Into a world of suffering (natural evil) and In so
oXto" 7e ?,Xi7?* f wdir .Z^iwts: f^,i ^^£(Joeq fcnH
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doing provides the type of environment necessary to the development of
morel character, God’s set goal for man. But this human world Is evil on
Its cwn account, too, ho says. In that It Is a world of sin, the sole cause
of spiritual and personal evils , as well as the greatest cause of the ml8er3i|
and suffering of the natural world.
He sees neither goodness nor evil apart from the Individual will.
Evil becomes sin (moral evil) only when It Is wrought freely and might
have been avoided. Man's finite, animalistic Inheritance Is morally
nsutral, capable of being transformed either Into good or evil. Althou^
It may provide the material for sin. It actually beccmes sin only when
the will yields, releasing Its check on wayward impulses and giving them
rl^t of way In the choice of lesser as over against hl^er good. To treat
sin as an Indispensable element In the world's moral training Is to con-
tradict the nature of God, he warns. If man Is to achieve moral character.
It must bo possible for him to go astray, he grants, but freedom Involves
no necessity for moral evil. He thinks It Is very probable that God fore-
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sew man’s fall, but created the world In spite of this fact because of
faith In the power of his redemptive agency. Man Is endowed with a deeper
capacity for response to divine love than to animal Impulses.
Mo sin can be committed In Ignorance, he maintains; It always
Involves to some extent the conscious awareness that reason-love has been
subordinated to Irrational Impulses. All sin Involves guilt, the feeling
that one has departed from the moral law or Ideal.
214. Dr. Knudson holds man to be In a "fallen state It
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The noral ideal la not a fixed, objectl^ standard In his vleir,
but Ter lea In reapeet to an Individual ’a particular age and elreumataneea*
It la the obligation to confom to one's otm standard of right, whatever
It may be, that la absolute, and It la this unlveraal duty to oonfom
which constitutes the nora of moral reaponalblllty*
He finds three distinguishable factors In man^s moral life:
his relation to God, his relation to hla fellcmrmen, and his relation to
his own norma. It Is the personal will which underlies all three factors,
thereby constituting a unity. The proper attitude In each relationship
la one of lo'ge. Moral perfection la an attitude of will, a set determina-
tion to adhere to one's moral norm. The Improper attitude Is unbelief
when directed toward God, selfishness when tovmrd fellowmen, and dis-
loyalty when toward one's true self. Sin la an attitude of the will to
Ignore the rl^t, and since the will la metaphysically real, sin cannot
be dismissed as a mere negation or privation, according to him. Sin la
real. Is due to man's will, and la repugnant to the divine nature In whose
purpose It holds no place.
Man sins and suffers, and because he cannot redeem himself from
his sin and suffering by the mere exercise of power, God, solely out of
love for the creature he made and feels obligated to save, suffers
willingly with him.
The suffering loio of God awakens an answering
lows In the hearts cf men; and thus they are redeemed
In the only way that anyone can be redeemed, nanmly,
by moral tranaformetlon.216
216. Knudson, m, 576
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Sueh 80 If-Imposed iafferlng Is due to God *8 rery nature (love)
rather than to any neoeealty which la Independent of hie will, either from
within or external to hla own personality.
So, Dr. Enudaon preserves a faith In an omnipotent as well as
Infinitely good God by attributing all the real evil of the world to man’s
misuse of a virtue (freedom), and by dismissing all other evils as merely
apparent evils which are In reality goods beyond the range of man’s vision.
Profess or Montague * s explanation of evil . Professor Montague
feels faced with the task of reconciling either the amount of evil and
lack of purpose In this world with the existence of Cod, or the amount
of good here with a purely mechanical system. He chooses the first because
he thinks It Is more possible of fulfilment. There Is too, too much good
In this world to be the result of mere chance, he observes.
Material nature makes altogether too many winning
throws at us not to suspect that she Is playing with
dice that are loaded, loaded with life, and mind, and
pur pose.
He thinks that the problem of evil Is less pronounced only than
that of good. In view of the real existence of evil In the world, he
feels obliged to challenge God’s traditional attributes of Infinite power
and goodness. One must be altered to allow for the existence of the other,
he Insists. He reasons that If God does not abolish evil. It must be
either because he cannot. In which case hla power Is limited, or because
he will not, which detracts from hla goodness. In attacking those who
Insist upon God’s omnipotence to the extent rf declaring evil an Illusion
216. Montague, BU, 73-4.
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(ner© lack of good), or good In disguise, or a wholesome punishment or
educator, ho argues that. If evil la merely an Illusion, a lack of good,
then the experience of the Illusion or negation la Itself an erll; If
stU Is really nothing, then It Is nothing to be avoided; If It Is dis-
guised good, then It Is nan’s duty to cultlwate rather than oppose It;
If God's purposes are other than what man calls good, then hla nature Is
other than what nan means by good* ”Aa for the portion of the world's
evil that serves as a wholesome lesson or punishment for anyone,” he
says, ”lt Is but an Infinitesimal fraction of the total of the world's
misery
Value, for Dr, Montague, means the actualization of potentiality.
Sentience is the ultimate potentiality of matter, consciousness of
sentience, mind of consciousness, and personality cr spirit, of mind.
He judges retreat and other negative desires to be moral evils In that
they hold up life's progress (realisation of further potentialities),
"For better or for worse," he says, "life Is utterly committed
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to going forward. It Is too late to retreat,"
Vo purely affirmative desire Is bad, for him, but sin consists
In preferring the lesser to the greater good. Approval (of one's oirn
conscience) Is the determining factor in distinguishing goods. Growth,
enrichment of the personality to the utmost. Is the goal of life* There-
fore, he thinks the rule of temperance or the golden mean In matters of
enjoyment (aotuallsatlon of potentiality) is folly rather than wisdom.
217. Montague, BU, 69*
218, Montagus, BU, 63,
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The rewarde of "plunging," "going the limit,"
"draining the cup to the last drop," etc*, are out
of all proportion greater than those of safe half-
hearted dabbling on the principle of nothing too
much* We should use temperance In our sins and
sorrow's, but when we are seeking not to escape from
unhappiness but to achieve happiness for ourselves
or others, enthusiasm In the sense of abandon or
concentrated Intensity should replace temperance as
the rule of virtue and true wlsdoei*^!^
He finds goods to be relative, variable, and growing, new
values being generated by the old; yet the form of good remains static
220
throughout eternity, embracing always the virtues of Intensive
enthusiasm
,
evidenced In the desire to Improve one’s self, and extensive
lOTje, meaning lo-ve for the whole universe*
The prevalence of actual evil In a world which abounds as well
as grows In goodness, and a firm conviction that matter permeated with
mind Is the ground of all reality, drive Professor Montague to a belief
in:
A God, or something very like a God, that exists,
not as an omnipotent monarch, a giver of laws and
punlshmenta, but as an ascending force, a nlsus, a
thrust toward concentration, organisation, and life*
Qib power appears to labor slowly and under dif-
ficulties* We can liken It to a yeast that, through
the aeons, pervades the chaos cf matter and slowly
leavens It with spirit *221
God, for him. Is a person* Since a person must have some en-
vironment on which to act In order to cause development of potentialities
to the utmost, and there la nothing external to God, he posits the world
Itself as Ood*s Internal environment upon which he works* This Internal
219* Montague, BU, 62.
220* The farm holds for all life, absolute or finite*
221* Montague, BU, 74.
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environment cons lata of finite exlatenoea, energlea, or particles* The
thlnga in thla environment (the real world) are things In their own right
They are "that In God which la not God*" They are alive, unruly entitles
forming a sort of mechanism which. In relation to values, la In a chaotic
state. This chaos, he thinks, la undergoing an Improvement, though pain-
fully slow, and the "yeast" that works on It and brings about Its
evolution he calls the finite God. Personality, for Montague, la mind
become spirit* The relation of the perscmal yet Infinite cosmic
consciousness to the finite God Is that of a mind to Its will
• •••of finite power working within the confines
of an Infinitely extended and all-inclusive mind.
God, as thus conceived. Is a self struggling to Inform
and assimilate the recalc Itrani thoughts of his own
Intellect* For each or^nie member of each constituent
thought has a being and llf» of Its own, like that of
the whole of which it Is part. The purpose and value
sought by the Great Life Is the same as that of the
lesser lives within; no fixed telos or end
,
but a maximum
Increase of life Itself. lot amrely or primarily an In-
crease in the number of all lives, but rather a greater
enrichment, eihancement, and expansion of each llfe*^^^
He thinks that the holy spirit of God, which "sweeps like a
wind through diaos, and fcrms all material structures," could one but
feel It, would be not only courage to hearten man In weakness, and solace
to comfort him In sorrow, but power and glory beyond what he has already.
"And," says he.
• ••If there Is a kind of stillness and If one can
contrive a queer little turn of the heart away from
what one knows to be mean, there Is a chance, however
small, that a union with the holy spirit of this
Promethean God will be attained, and that by such
222. Montague, BU, 64-5.
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union 9 ono*« world will be made more radiant, and
one’s life become., a high romance .224
So Dr. Montague offers as an explanation of the world's necessary
but perhaps poe 8 ible<->to*0'TOreons-ln»time evil, a God who Is:
An Infinite, all Indus Iwe ooenlo life, whose
will to good Is single, pure, and finite, one force
among many In that chaos of existence nhloh God finds
within himself and which Is the world he would per-
fect.226
Comparison and critic lam o£ Dr. Knuds on' a and Dr . Montague* a
leas. Although both Dr. Knuds on and Dr. Montague recognize the present
personality of God, Dr. Knudaon's explanation of him as an eternal person,
la more acceptable Intellectually than Dr. Montague's account of his
presence In our midst. Dr. Montague wants his readers to bellewe that God,
as well as all other minds, has evolwed, somehow, from what la fundamental-
226
ly matter, physical energy. There are possible Indications of his own
doubts (albeit, unconscious ones) as to the validity of such possibilities,
evidenced In his Insistence that the matter from which all else evolves
Is permeated from the beginning, with mind. Matter Is static unless acted
upon by mind. Since this Is a world of change, and since personality la
an undeniable feet herein, he deduces that, from the beginning, mind has
been an active force resulting eventually In life. His arguments seem to
make oven more clear only one point, namely, that fundamentally, energy
Is of the nature of mind . Mind cannot be measured, yet It Is the
Immaterial force which is responsible for physical force or energy, with-
out at leset some degree of enthusiasm (to make use of his fundamental
224. Montague, BU, 96.
225. Montague, BU, 98.
226. Montague, BU, 75-79.
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virtue), which la merely an attribute of will, there would exist no change
whatever, he admits* Hla chief error, as well as that of naturalists,
seems to lie In the identification of a function or purpose of an object
as Its source. To speak In physical, less reverent terms, he puts the cart
before the horse. For this reason. Dr* Knudson’s view of God as the
cosmic mind of whose will the physical world Is a result, is more accept-
able to reason In an age that Is dubious of miracles.
On the other hand, once the eternity of God’s personality Is
established. It Is Dr. Montague’s theory which Is more compatible with
the facts of experience. Both thinkers believe that man Is made in the
Image and likeness of God. If this theory is valid, then Dr, Inudson's
theory of an eternally omnipotent as well as Infinitely good God Is not
(valid). Chranted that man Is responsible for the suffering and depriva-
tion resulting from his own sins, what about the overwhelming amount of
evil which can. In no way, be traced to man’s choice, without thinking of
God as a God of vengeance and wrath, more bent on punishing than saving
the creature for whose fate he la responsible? Man has no control over
such forces of nature as hurricanes, earthquakes, and random storms.
Bven the evils he may be Indlreetly responsible for sometimes have results
out of all proportion to the amount of punishment needed for dlselpllnary
measures. -^^Iso, these evils befall the Innocent as well and sometimes
more than, the guilty. In a manner hardly compatible with the nature of a
God of justice. Mor can such uncontrollable causes of much mental and
physical as well as (Indirectly) moral suffering be justified as goods In
disguise or goods from the point of view of the whole, such as the argument
that the universe serves other than human ends upholds. If man Is an end
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In himaelf, and Dr. Knudaon thinks that he Is, then he should he afforded
the dignity due him as such rather than consigned to the degrading status
of a suffering, blundering tool In the service of unknoirn "ends." If man
Is like God only less perfect and more finite, then their goods must be
common. Dr. Knudson recognizes that man’s good varies according to situ-
ations, hence Intimating the validity of grotrth. Could It not be that
Ood, too. Is subject to growth?
If man la made In God’s Image and likeness, and both thinkers
grant that ho Is , then his (man’s), struggle seems worth Its tears, and he
can rise, enthusiastically, though he fall a million times, confident
In his eventual triumph. Both agree that suffering is an attribute of
God, and this fact la consistent with the facts of experience. To know
a person truly (to know all the facts) la to know a sufferer, no matter
what may be the outer personality. From this agreement on, Professor
Montague’s God who struggles with recalcitrant factors within his own
person is much more consistent with the facts of experience bound to a
llkeness-to-God belief of man. All the evidence in human personality
points to a God who struggles and suffers, yet loves. The healthy man
loves life no matter what its trials, feels of each sorrow, "This too,
will pass," and strives on toward a greater-then-before goal. Acceptance
of Professor Montague's theory of God (with the exception of God’s source)
would enable more men to accept their limitations, yet fight to transform
or overcome them, strengthened by the belief that their creator, too,
struggles even as he has from the beginning, but has succeeded and con-
tinues to succeed. In wringing good from evil, slow and Interrupted
thou^ the transforming process be at times, Hope In victory, faith In
I
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the power of the aggressor. Is half the battle In the good man’s attack
on eyll.
Another thing In Professor Montague's favor Is that man has
greater respect for himself when he feels like the aggressor against the
forces of evil than when he feels like the reslster of good. (For Dr.
Knodson, sin, tbs only cause of real evil. Is a conscious attitude of the
will to reject the good«) Before man can love or respect God, or euiy
other person, he must respect hlsmelf. Professor Montague's theory
allows for the necessary respect. Dr* Knudson defines good In terms of
love for Go4, fellowman and self* wants to love a self, even though
It be his own, who consciously resists the good, the very thing for which
man struggles? Resistor of the good and defender of the ideal self are
IneoBipatible terms* In defining all real evil as sin. Dr. Knudson causes
unnecessary despair* Man is no fool. He knows he Is not responsible for
the existence of surd and other physical evils, and has a right to feel
the fight useless under Irrational conditions* Man is not so Ignorant
that he cannot reason to a Qd ; the same lack If Ignorance should be valid
In judgment of values. Except for the nature of God's origin. Professor
Montague's explanation of evil violates none of the laws of coherence
which. In this thesis, Is the accepted final criterion of truth*
However, there la one way In which Professor Montague's views
ml^t lead to further chaos than Dr, Knudson's were they to serve as man's
unqualified guide to greater perfection. It is his seeming subcrdlnatlon
of all other virtues to that of enthusiasm* To be sure, any virtue without
enthusiasm Is useless, since It Is Impossible of realization. It Is very
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probable that the worli'a abundance of good would be Inereaied tremendous -i
ly could many of man's greatest spiritual thinkers but generate the amount
of enthusiasm neoessary to put across their views* However, to drink
"even unto the last drop" of a preferred good that it may be assimilated
in its entirety might be the flood that washes away other just-as-neeessary!
virtues from the total structure, 'thus resulting In an unbalanced person-
ality. It could be argued that such consummation might result in depriva-
tion for other worthy would-be recipients* Apropos of that possibility,
to be siare, he lists love as enthusiasm's mate in the production of good,
but it is to be remembered that, for him, the individual conscience is the
sole Judge of value* If oonscienoe is the product of habitual beliefs
of right and wrong (as naturalists, above all, should grant), then It is
very possible that man's conscience might be in error, especially if it
has not been subjected to the "supreme court of the mind," reason* If
such be the case, the golden mean of: not too much, not too little; not
too self-less, not too selfiih; seems more conducive to rational living*
Transit ion to the next chapter * This chapter has presented s ix
of a larger number of worthy explanations to the prdblem of evil, the
gravest threat to rational man's acceptance of a personal Ood who is
conscious of the dignity of man* Some of these views seem more probably
true than others* Especially worthy cf discussion, yet neglected in the
main form of this thesis, are the views of: Nikolai A* Berdiaev, Peter
A* Bertocci, John E* Boodin, William E. De Burgh, Vergillus Perm, Ralph
T. Plewelling, Unamuno y Jago, Cyril E* Joad, E. Stanley Jones, Douglas
C. Macintosh, Andrew Seth (Pringle-Pattison), Prederick R* Tennant,
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and William K, Wright* A lass irorthy though very
Intarostlng axplanatlon Is offered by H, 6. Wells In his God the Invisible
Wlng > publlehed In 1917*
In the next chapter, the vlevrs discussed on preTlous pages will
be evaluated, and either rejected or preserved In their original or a
modified form to provide for the main conclusions of this thesis*
Coherence will be the measure of a theory's worth*
227. Works by these authors pertinent to the problem under discussion
may be found In Chapter VTII of this thesis*
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CRITICAL EVALUATION OF THE MIN CONCLQSIONS OP THESE FINDINGS
Surely. . . • knowledge is the food of
the soulj «... those who carry about the
wares of knowledge* and make the round of the
cities* and sell or retail them to any cus-
tomer who is in want of them* praise them
all alike; and I should not wonder* 0 my
friend* if many of them wore really ignorant
of their effect upon the soul; and their
customers equally ignorant* unless he who
buys of them happens to be a physician of
the soul. ... If* therefore* you have un-
derstanding of what is good and evil* you
may safely buy knowledge of Protagoras or
of any one; but if not then* 0 my friend*
pause* and do not hazard your dearest in-
terests at a game of chance. ... when you
buy the wares of knowledge. . .
.
you must
take them into the soul and go your way
either greatly harmed or greatly benefited
by the lesson. . . .^
Although it is unnecessary to challenge the authenticity of the
"wares” offered in the preceding chapter* for their salesmen are proven
"physicians of the soul*" one must choose discriminately betv^een those
interpretations which may work for a specific purpose and those v/hich
work in all circumstances. For instance* the belief in the omnipotence
of God may work for the purpose of elevating the spirit* yet not work at
all for the purpose of explaining concrete evils in the world. Only those
beliefs which work in every situation pertaining to man's rational de-
velopment will be retained* in this chapter* as probably true.
1. Plato* Pro. in Jov/ett* Wp, 141-42.
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I. POINT OF VIET
Positing coherence as its criterion* the truth about the problem
of evil will be sought in this chapter by evaluating the main conclusions
of the interpretations discussed in Chapter V in the light of a personal
idealistic lamp* the ray of which is reinforced on the right by an in-
herited though active allegiance to many of the truth-claims of scholasti-
cism* and on the left by a bent toward naturalism. This beam will seek
to show coherent or incoherent implications that they may be credited or
discredited respectively without regard to the philosophical brand of their
finders.
II. ESTIMTION OF CONCLUSIONS
After having found the points upon which most of these thinkers
agree* these theories will be judged in the light of practical experience.
If the concrete facts of experience fit properly into the structure of a
common theory* then that theory will be supposed probably true. It is
the shape of concrete events which will determine ultimately* the structure
of truth* not any one or group of thinkers’ theories.
Validity of the problem. The first question to be acted upon
refers to the validity of the problem of evil. Dr. Wieman* although ad-
mitting that evil is real* declares it to be a mere pseudo problem. -*^11
of the other views discussed recognise at least some asnect of evil as a
real problem. The very fact that Dr. Vieman himself as well as other
great spiritual leaders* all men of intelligence for v/hom time is limited*
have spent many of their most productive years seeking a solution to this
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grave threat to modern theism indicates that evil exists as a genuine
prob lem*
Scope of the problem. Which aspects of evil are problematic?
Dr. Knuds on insists that only sin^ moral evil for which? ultimately* man
is consciously responsible* presents a problem; and one gathers that he
thinks the solution lies in proper direction and education of man's will
and intellect. In dismissing all other evils as apparent ones* he de-
clares that were man more enlightened (less ignorant) he v;ould recognize
them (apparent evils) as values. Man is endoved with insufficient rea-
soning power to discern values apparent to purposes other than his own*
he teaches. Dr. Garvie* like Dr. Khudson* recognizes only moral evil as
religiously problanatic. He* too* holds that all evil other than that
which is caused by man is merely apparent evil. Not so with Dr. Bright-
man and Dr. Montague* who* with Dr. Rashdall* look upon natural evil as
the greatest threat to modern man's belief in God because it comes from
God himself* if there be a God. Say Drs. Brightman and Montague* "If
evil (other than moral) is only apparent* then that grave error itself
is evil.” They are right. Man acts as if natural evil beyond his con-
trol were real* and so far as man is concerned* that to which he reacts
has real being. So convinced is Dr. Rashdall of the serious threat of
dysteleological evil to a rational belief in a God of justice* that he
posits immortality as a necessary corollary to theism.
The facts of experience back the last three thinkers' views
that all evil is real* and that nonmoral evil presents an even greater
threat to the rational man's belief in God than does moral evil* hence
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offering the greater problem from the religious point of view, although
moral evil is of greater practical moment to man.
To say that there is no problem, because no one knows what is
good or evil, is an evasion. Not to knov/ good or evil in itself would
be a problem. Not only is that very ignorance an evil, but also to deem
man's reasoning incapable of distinguishing ,the good from the'evil is a
hardly fair condemnation of that very characteristic which has enabled
man to understand and master nature as has no other creature. Man's rea-
son is sufficient to have discovered a means of harnessing atomic energy.
Likewise, man is capable of discerning and making value judgments as
valid as are all other judgments derived from reason. That question was
settled a century ago, during the Period of The Enlightenment. Contrary
to Dr. Knudson's and Dr. Garvie’s beliefs, it is these so-called "apparent
evils" which most try man's soul. Rational man, even though he may wince
at life's counter, pays the jJrice demanded for his sins without question-
ing the justice or existence of God. He even bravely accepts a certain
amoTint of more-than-deserved punishment as a sort of compound interest
demand. But, given one dose of suffering after another, without regard
to merit, compensation, or order, man begins to wonder whether all is not
irrational. Evidences of irrationality are everywhere. All around he
sees maimed bodies sick minds, homes washed away in tidev/aters; broken
spirits, false demigods, strife in a world, of plenty. These and numerous
other examples of dysteleologica 1 evil are seen befalling the innocent
and guilty alike. Because the innocent are frequent victims, man's rea-
son demands an explanation of evil vrtiich will cover its whole ground, not
merely the territory attributed to man's abuse of freedom. Yes, all evil
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is real, and unless adequately accounted for, presents a dire threat to
modern man's belief in God.
Does there exist
^
God in spite of evil? Is the actual pre-
sence in the world of much evil which is not due to man's abuse of free-
dom compatible with a rational man's belief in God? All six philosophers
whose views are under consideration are led to a firm belief in God as
the source and sustainer of all value. The evidence backs Dr. Brightman's
and Dr. Montague's contention that the good presents as great a problem
in a purely mechanistic universe as does evil in a world designed by God.
There is too much good in the v;orld to think that man and all his environ-
ment are products of mere chance, in spite of all the evil that rational
man encounters, he reflects upon his blessings, and finds life worth its
strife. The roaring of a billowy sea, the silence of a snow-capped peak;
the wonder of a noble man, the splendor of the starry skies: these and
other glories man muses upon, and at least once in awhile there bursts the i
cry, "The place wherein thy glory dwellethl" Yes, man reasons that there
is a God, and his purpose is good. How, then, reconcile a good God with
the existence of nonmoral evil for which God seems to be responsible?
To what extent is God infinite? Since Dr. Knudson recognizes
only man's abuse of freedom as real evil, he finds no difficulty in re-
taining a God who is infinite in power as well as goodness. But his
theory that evil not due to man's sins is only apparent evil has been
rejected as repugnant to man's intellect.
All of the thinkers considered recognize the freedom of maji's
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freedom of the will presents no problem in itself except for strict de-
terminists who deny that the will is free. Freedom is the only soil in
which moral beings may grew.
Because of the prevalence of other than moral evil (for Dr.
Garvie# suffering)* the philosophers left for consideration find it ne-
cessary to view God as limited. Finding too much evidence in favor of
God's goodness to doubt that attribute for long* they choose* rationally*
to look upon his power as limited. This limitation varies in quantity
according to different thinkers with Dr. Garvie viewing God's power as
limited by the direction determined by his perfection, and Dr. Rashdall
finding it limited by the laws of reason* conformity to the nature of
things. For instance* God cannot make a square circle, cannot change the
past, and cannot determine the free actions of man. These conceptions
are in their very nature impossible. Dr. Tieman's God, which is the
ameliorative process in nature, is obstructed in its course by man's
placement of “false gods” before "It" (God). As a natural process* God
can accomplish only that which is causally possible. Dr. Montague finds
a God who is a person* yet the result of a process. This person grapples
with recalcitrant factors within his own nature. In Dr. Montague's view*
in spite of set-backs* '^od continues to transform evil into good through-
out all time. Dr. Brightman advances the idea of a God who is perfect
in goodness (love and will)* but limited by what he calls "The Given*”
which consists of the laws of reason and "brute facts" within God's own
personality. These brute facts resemble the recalcitrant factors present
in Dr. Montague's God. According to Dr. Brightman, God did not choose
these brute facts within The Given, but continuously struggles to change
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their chaotic state to one of order. Thus* for him* God is perfect in
will and constantly grcwing toward a greater perfection. He is never
overcome by the facts he seeks to perfect. Dr. Brightman calls this pro-
cess ’’The Perfectibility of God»” and describes it as infinite because
inexhaustible.
If God has revealed his own personality through that of ideal
man* then the evidence produced by human personality calls for a God
limited in power* as Dr. Brightman* Dr. Montague and Dr. Wieman suggest.
It is an undisputed fact* because observable* that man may be morally per-
fect (of perfect will) and act reasonably* yet encounter much suffering
and temporal defeat in life. '.'IThat of the life of Christ Jesus? Yet
Gethsemane and even Calvary were exponents of it. Man's intellect looks
beyond the mere limitations of freedom of the will and conformity to the
laws of reason to account for evil.
Man is born into the world with a certain reasoning capacity*
and with certain inherited tendencies. He is born into a particular type
of society* as a member of a particular race. These external environmental
conditions as well as his internal structure are "given” him at birth.
He has no choice in either case.
It is dependent upon the individual’s will whether he will rise
above any original deficiencies* yet will po?/er alone cannot give rise to
a desired elevation. The desired change must be possible* within the
bounds of reason. No matter how strong man’s desire to rise* he is handi-
capped by actual circumstances (empirical facts). It is his task to alter
those circumstances in their relationship to his status. This involves
struggle* and suffering* and pain* oftimes to others as well as to himself.
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It is a struggle that lasts with the rational man until the end of time*
for it is the nature of man that when he becomes what he once believed to
be ideal* his ideal has grown to greater stature. In his struggle toward
perfectibility* ideal man is conscious of the struggle of others. Each
personality* 1:^ existing and becoming known to him* creates further needs
and obligations* both of which lead to some form of struggle or suffering.
The healthy man falls imder strain* but only to rise with re-
newed vigor. The more perfect the man* the greater the struggle from
under which he can eventually rise in spite of temporary defeat. There
are many who disintegrate under but slight pressure. (Dr. Tfieman says
that those who are unwilling to accept suffering are unwilling to accept
God.)
Since this struggle is constant* even more so in the man of
good will than in others* rational man is led (after some spiritual
genius has lighted the way) to believe that the God whom he resembles
must be a continuously struggling entity, aware of the suffering of others*
and willing to sacrifice that others’ burdens may become lightened. As
man sacrifices for his family* so God must sacrifice for his family which
includes the whole human race without regard to color, creed or nation-
ality.
Out of consideration for the prevalence of nonmoral evil in the
world* it seems reasonable* then* to maintain God’s infinite goodness at
the cost of his omnipotence. Dr. Brightman’s God who struggles 'ivith The
Given and continues to grow toward perfection* Dr. Montague's God who
struggles to control his (God’s) recalcitrant factors and grows in value*
and Dr. TTieman’s God* an impersonal force for good which struggles against
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resisting forces and continues to increase in value* violate none of the
laws of natural or social science* and thus far seem acceptable inter-
pretations as to the nature of God. However* each of these seemingly
acceptable views differs in regard to the degree of personality attributed






f orce ? Dr. Wieman thinks that God is be-
yond personality* an impersonal force* the ameliorative process in nature.
He is willing to call this force God. This view works for the purpose of
explaining the changes which man witnesses all about him* but it does not
work at all in accounting adequately for an experiencer of evil or good.
It seems inconsistent to posit an impersonal force as the source of a
strictly personal event. This inconsistency* enforced by the aesthetic
fact that it is well nigh impossible for rational man to develop a feel-
ing of reverence or worship toward mere force* even though that force seems
bent toward the good* eliminates Dr. -Vieman’s total view of God as inade-
quate for the satisfaction of man’s total personality.
The views of Dr. Brightman and Dr. Montague have thus far with-
stood the rigid test of coherence. Once God's nature is defined* Dr. Mon-
tague’s conception of him as a struggling Divine Person aver creative of
further good* fits with the facts of experience. However* man never yet*
in spite of such keen reasoning powers as enabled him to construct the
atom bomb* has been able to produce even the simplest type of mind from
mere matter, ^ere this possible* it seems most probable that some genius
would have performed the miracle by now. Kor this reason* Dr. Montague's
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I God whose personality evolved from what he (Dr. Montague) calls funda-
mentally matter (force) must be dismissed as an apparent impossibility.
There is no evidence which can warrant such possibility^ in spite of the
wonders of modern science. Dr. Brightman's viev/ alone remains intact
against the scrutiny of reason. Yet there arises the question as to
whether a person so limited might not be defeated, because of insufficient
I
|- power, in the battle against evil. Dr. Brightman thinks not. God is a
i; Divine Person, at all times in control of "The Given" though not is creator.
i
:
At times he (God) is obliged to change avenues leading to a goal because
I
of difficulties with brute facts within "The Given." These facts require
I
constant kneading and mixing and redirection ere they can acquire expres-
sion. While man struggles with evil and is often overcome to such an ex-
i
tent that he must abandon the good fight, God, given time, is able to
transmute and control all evil, and completely to overcome much of it.
Such a struggling God sympathises with man, and suffers for man out of
love. No matter how great man's burden, God's burden is greater, because
every burden of man is borne by God in addition to his own. God helps
man in his struggle. God is never defeated completely, and never lacks
the energy to help in man's struggle. It seems fair to conclude that a
God who struggles with evil, but is never wholly overcome by it, who con-
tinuously transmutes evil into good, and who suffers with and for man be-
cause of love, is worthy of the title Divine Personality, and as such is
demanding of worship and reverence.
The nature of evil. Three of the philosophers under considera-
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tion state explicitly that evil can be understood properly only when
viewed against its necessary background of good, and the other three im-
ply the same. Tfherever one finds purpose or aim, one finds there value
or disvalue. Those processes or objects which help toward the realization
of the purpose are called good or are said to possess value, and those
which prevent or deter the realization of purpose are called evil. Some
goods are more efficient than others in hastening the realisation of pur-
pose, and so goods are said to be relative. An object or process acquires
value only when it is in relation to some aim or purpose. Of all God‘s
creation, man alone has true purpose and so man sets up a scale of values
which is superior to all other scales. Upon these facts all of the
philosophers discussed in this thesis agree.
However, their scales of value differ according to their par-
ticular views of man's purpose. Since each of them looks upon God as the
source of all value, each thinks that man's purpose ought to conform with
that of God. Evil, for each, is that which prevents or delays God's pur-
pose.
For Dr. Knudson, God’s set goal for man, and so man's highest
good, is development of moral character. It is the v/ill which determines
to what extent man becomes morally perfect. Any voluntary choice of a
less helpful means to./ard perfection of moral character constitutes an
evil. Those choices (system of choice) which eventuate in complete break-
down of man's moral character are the worst of all evils. Since God's
will is perfect, no evil exists in him. Dr. Knudson' s theory is good in
2. Dr. Brightman, Dr. Montague, and Dr. Wieman.
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so far as it goes, but it explains only moral evil. Man is an integrated
whole of whom moral consciousness is but a part. Man is also a creature
of desires, conflicting ones at that, and would like a better explanation
of their strength and sometimes dominance in spite of his choice. I<fen
would like an explanation of the soil (the physical world) that offers
greater nourishment to many of his lower desires than to his more lofty
ones. Given an adequate explanation of evil so that man 7/ill not think
his failure to achieve maximum morality a sign that he is fundamentally
evil, . Xnud8on*s goal of moral perfection would seem ideal.
Dr. Rashdall also puts morality, which he identifies with a
rational will, at the top of his scale of values. But he posits the mo-
ral law as part of the ultimate nature of things. Therefore anything
,
voluntary or otherwise, which obstructs or delays the rationality of the
universe is evil. Hence, man is not the author of evil since he did not
choose hurricanes, earthquakes, imbeciles and other examples of dystele-
ological and surd evil. Dr. Rashdall’ s view is more reasonable than Dr.
Knudson's because it offers a more inclusive explanation of disvalue.
In Dr. Garvie's account, the supreme good is self-realization
through self sacrifice, attainable in its completion only by God. Man's
highest value is his conscious awareness and voluntary fulfilment of
God's purpose for himself, nature, animals, and fellowmen. Will, for
him as for Dr. Knudson, is the determining factor in man’s achievement of
the good. Evil is, for him, a negative attitude of the will, the con-
scious choice of a loss helpfbl means toward self-realization of any kind.
This explanation fails to account for the judgment that man is an end in
himself. There exist many evils in the world ivhich have no bearing what-
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ever on man’s choice. Yet man experiences these situations as evil. For
this reason* Dr. Garvie's explanation is inadequate.
Dr. Montague puts actualization of potentiality (God) at the
top of his scale, and anything that delays, interrupts, or prevents the
continuity of the developing process is evil. The degree to v/hich the
continuity is affected determines the acuteness of the evil. He, with
Dr. Brightznan and Dr. Wieman, finds goods variable and growing as well
as relative, hence, evil is likewise variable and growing. That which is
good today may be evil in a later stage of development. Society is re-
luctant to overhaul its standards of value, yet progress requires read-
justment and the integration of values. In a world of gro^vth, that which
is merely distasteful today may be a serious evil tomorrow. The poor taste
of the past century’s attitude toward peoples of different culture may
turn out to be this decade’s greatest evil. Dr. Montague finds intensive
enthusiasm and inclusive love, enjoined, the form of good which remains
constant in spite of change. Indifference and hate may be said to charac-
terize evil in so far as evil has any definite structure. Dr. Montague’s
views are very coherent. From observation, it does seem that without en-
thusiasm and love the hiunan personality (greatest value next to God) not
only becomes negative and useless, but is apt to exert a negative effect
on contacting personalities, thus interfering with complete actualization
of many potentialities.
The process of creativity is Dr. Wieman’s highest good, and all
interferences are evil. Many of the world's most prized achievements
become evils by blocking the course of the creative event ('^od). The
principles behind creativity are reason and love, but a typo of reason
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and love that are not discernible to man. Goods are relative* varying*
and growing* as are evils. Wieman* s view is excellent from the mere so-
cial point of vie?/. It is true that people resist social change in cer-
tain directions because these changes threaten to destroy values to which
they have been conditioned and on which their happiness depends. It is
true that resistance to progress' demand that the old order yield place
to new is a form of social evil. Also* it seems scientific* once a cul-
tural value has been chosen* to advocate a change in lesser values in
order to be compatible mth the new chosen cultural value. However* goods*
for Dr. Wieman* seem to have a much more "fleeting*' existence than reason
or experience warrants* and evil too quickly consumes the good. Although
time; marches on* affecting the standard of values in the light of new
discoveries and meanings* it does not proceed at so fast a rate as to
make goods useless or even develop hindrances in so short a time as Dr.
Wieman would have one believe. Dr. Brightman thinks the integrated ra-
tional personality is the most valuable object in the universe* and that
the highest good to which man can inspire is that of holiness. Holiness*
for him* includes the \vhole scale of values beneath it. Any voluntary act
which leads to a less rational total personality is evil* as is any lack
of rationality (incoherence). For Dr. Brightman* values as well as their
corresponding evils (opposites) are relative* varying* and grooving* al-
though norms are absolute. He associates good with reason and love* and
evil with incoherence. Since incoherence exists in the universe itself
without regard to man's choice (evidences of dysteleological and surd
evil)* Dr. Brightman considers evil a part of "The Given" in God* of
whose mind the physical world is an expression. This theory seems very
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reasonable. When one analyzes the evils about him* he realizes that in
every case there is evident a lack of reason or love.
Drawing from all the sources presented* and in consideration
of past conclusions that the universe* God* and man* are of the nature of
mind* it sounds reasonable to define value as any object of self-approved*
coherent desire (which is sufficiently specific to have alternatives or
substitutes, and which sometimes must be chosen at the cost of those al-
ternatives) which leads to a more dynamic* loving, integrated personality.
Evil, in turn, might be defined reasonably as any object of random choice
or natural inclination ^diich is or is not sufficiently specific to have
alternatives or substitutes (dependent upon whether evil is moral or na-
tural) and which sometimes (as in the case of natural evil) must be ex-
pressed without regard to choice* resulting in a less loving personality*
3
or incoherence. Natural evil leads to incoherence* and moral evil to
disintegration of personality.
Relationship of evil to Divine Personality and human person-
ality. In what relationship does evil stand to the Divine Personality
and to human personality? The two must acceptable interpretations of
evil, those of Dr. Brightman and Dr. Montague, look upon the source of
evil as certain types of brute facts existing within God’s very nature*
and a slow-yielding* recalcitrant force within God* resnectively.
In both instances* evil involves struggle for God, struggle
3. These definitions of good and evil were derived from the foregoing
conclusions combined with Folsom* FDS* 50.
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which is momentary* constant* or eventual* dependent unon the time* per-
sistence* and depth of evil's duration. Throughout all the conflict* it
is always the laws of reason enforced by love which is the aggressor and
final victor to the extent that victory is possible* and evil which is
the ’’resister” which can find no faithful allies to aid in its resistance*
for it is a characteristic of evil that it lacks positive identity. At
one time and place it may be entirely different in character from evil at
any other time and place. This is not true of good. All good* when
4
analyzed* ’’displays a substratum of positive identity." It is God's
spirit (will) and truth (laws of reason) which* as allies* so devitalize
evil that it never can dominate the world.
Man is particularly adapted to serve in God's army under the
command of reason and love* to hasten the destruction of evil. Jfein alone*
of all God's creatures* exists as evil's receptive agent. Man has no
choice in this matter. It is the very nature of personality to be recep-
tive to both good and evil. Man can* and at times it almost seems he
does* welcome evil as a royal guest* serving it above all other things
which seep into his personality. Or* man can serve as neutral reciproca-
tor* neither resistingnor approving of his inevitable invader. There is
work to be done* insipience to overcome* and both weak and mechanical man
slew up God's progress tovrard perfectioiv causing all of God's creation to
suffer in the loss that might have been a gain. On the other hand* man
does have within him* the resources to enable him to serve as rebuffer
of this transgressor which man ought to consider his arch enemy. In this
4. ’Vieman* SHG* 84.
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way man* as chooser of good in preference to evil# becomes a co-worker
with God and serves as God's most efficient instrument of growth toward
perfection.
Evil vs . God and man . ^.Till God> with man's help, eventually
overcome evil completely? Neither Dr. Brightraan, nor Dr. Montague, nor
Dr. Wieman thinks that evil will be completely overcome, nor do they see
any need for such, fhey think that a God who continues to increase the
world’s supply of value and to diminish its stock of evil is sufficient
unto man's happiness. They find no evidence to back such a hope, and
even think that a world of static perfection in itself might be considered
evil. The good must bo increased as well as sustained in a world of
value. Yet man craves complete perfection in his ideal, and man's de-
sires are an integral part of his total personality, a fact which cannot
be ignored when arriving at a true conception of God. Perhaps this idea
is due to a desire bom of man's love for his new-found creator, perhaps
it is a mere lingering element of former beliefs. At any rate, at least
some men ponder as to whether there may come a time when God’s perfect
reason will organize the brute facts existent within his personality so
inclusively as to cause them all to be transformed into empirical facts
which in turn might become converted ^by means of rational man's suffer-
ing and love) into ideal values. This, of course, is mere speculation;
but, should such a belief be true, it might enable man better to bear his
seemingly undeserved sufferings. Man willingly even dies for a worthy
cause, but shrinks from suffering in vain. It seems reasonable to believe
that disintegration of mind, perhaps the greatest evil that can befall
OM
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man» occurs only when man has cone to consider his sufferings useless. To
think himself a necessary helper of God in a winning fight against evil in
all its forrfls might be just the prop man needs to carry him across what
Dr. Wieman calls "the high divide into the valley beyond."^ ii-lthough Dr.
Brightraan himself is an empiricist# one can find grounds for speculation
in his view of a finite God# especially since neither he# nor Dr. Montague#
nor Dr. Vifieman states# at any time# that God’s perfection is unattainable.
Dr. Brightman does speak of inexhaustible perfectibility. Could not this
refer to God’s perfection on a higher level of growth?
Were such perfection possible# it seems that it could happen
only upon mankind’s attainment of oneness in spirit. In spite of present
warfare and modes of destruction among military organizations and states-
men abroad in the world# nevertheless the facts point to a very slow yet
discernible step in the direction of world spirit. Rational man is be-
ginning to question old established views of racial# religious, social,
and sex superiority. At least recognized# as well as more obscure# spi-
ritual leaders are beginning to melt down these ancient barriers to world
unity# and that is a step# be it ever so small# in the direction of man’s
appreciation of God’s spirit. Add to these advancements the force of pro-
per universal education resulting in the craving of man’s spirit for re-
lations based on love and reason rather than from any rigid type of in-
ternal commitment or outside invasion (feeling of obligation or force#
respectively)# and humanity would seem a worthily-equipped moral theatre
wherein God’s perfection mig)it be displayed.
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finite God as object of worship and prayer. For
the purpose of worship and prayer is a finite Divine Person as adequate as
an omnipotent One? ^r. Knudson thinks not> and believes that man has a
right to doubt a finite God's power to save. As a matter of fact* he
openly criticizes Dr. Brightman' s finite God as a too-human God who may
not be able to save the world from the evil with which he has been strug-
gling so long. All of the other philosophers mentioned think in terms of
varying degrees of difference. Dr. Rashdall believes that man has a
right* because of the facts that are* to suppose that there is a future
existence* in order to justify the willing of so evil-ridden a world as
this by a God of infinite goodness. This* in spite of his belief that God
is limited in power by the laws of reason and freedom of the will, Man
seems justified in seeking a God worthy of his devotion regardless of a
future existence. Such a God would seem a better guarantor of a future
life of value* anyhow. Dr. Garvie thinks that a God restricted in power
by factors necessary to the fulfilment of his purpose (redemption) is
capable of wooing and winning man's confidence and obedience through love
rather than obedience. there is no limit to God's flow of sacri-
ficial love* he (God) seems* in Dr. Garvie' s view* v/orthy of devotion.
This fact is not questioned. Man can start afresh at any time he chooses
to make life more worth while* evidence of God's patience and love. The
strength of a determined good will can do much to give order to man's
"given." The donor of such life is indeed worthy of worship. But* Dr,
Garvie' s God is also a God of vengeance and of wrath* thereby accounting
for much of the suffering of the world. The human heart concedes to love
rather than force or domination. For this reason Dr. Garvie' s God does
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not seem the most worthy object of man's devotion. The finite God of
Dr. Brightman as well as Dr. Montague and Dr. Wieman» seems worthy of
man's worship for several reasons. (It is to be rememberedj hov/ever» that
God's nature is that of a Person* not a force.) In the first place* God
is growing constantly with man* to meet man's demands. Because God
struggles himself in his process of development toward perfection* he is
much more capable of sympathizing with man. A father or a mother is more
sympathetic with their child than are strangers, because he (or she) not
only is conscious of, but feels responsible for* certain tendencies that
need directing. In much the same way the finite God is conscious of and
feels responsible to a certain extent for the inherited weakness of man.
Such a limited God has greater appeal to rational man than has a God who
can * but does not* make all things good. Again* to compare God with
parents: the parent whose original decision is fixed law without taking
into consideration any of the needs* or deficiencies* or intentions* of a
child soon either causes the child's personality to become nils* or loses
the child's respect and confidence. Man's relation to God is very ana-
logous to that of a child to its parents. If man thinks that God's way
of fulfilling his purpose is set from the beginning* he soon thinks it a
waste of hope to plan on God's help in time of trouble. Such an attitude
leads to gradual indifference to God rather than to devotion. On the
other hand, if God is constantly improving his modes of expression there
seems a chance that he may hoed his creatures' petitions if worthy and
reasonable. Another thing: belief in a finite God tends to make man more
cooperative in producing a better society. Man is more apt to feel that
he himself is important and useful to God's purpose. Man acts very much
CM
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as do children when the teacher states that she is perhaps incapable*
alone* of both developing personalities and maintaining perfect classroom
discipline. For her* either one is possible* but at the risk of sacrific-
ing the other. Since both are necessary* the individuals themselves must
share in the creation of the desired atmosphere. Knowing that they are
necessary factors in the resultant spirit* rational children gradually de-
velop a feeling of cooperation and responsibility that is lacking in
children who must live in a classroom dominated by a single individual's
spirit* even though that spirit be noble. So it is with man. However
small his contribution toward the world spirit, the feeling that he is help-
ing God to make this the best of possible worlds* makes man a more re-
sponsible person. Belief in a finite God is far more likely to produce i
such an attitude than is belief in an omnipotent God who already has the
world "all sewed up." Belief in a finite God who is growing toward greater
perfection himself gives man a feeling of hope for the future. It even
makes more possible a belief in immortality. The finite God always has
produced more value out of less* and it seems probable that he will con- i
tinue to increase value. If this is so it is not likely that he v;ill cut
j




ly* the finite God seems not only an adequate object of man's worship* but
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CHAPTER VII
EVIDENT CONCIXrSIONS AND A SUGGESTED HYPOTHESIS
.... with regard to truth* we shall count
as equally crippled a mind which, while it hates
deliberate falsheood, cannot bear to tell lies, and
is very angry when others do so, yet complacently
tolerates involuntary error and is in no way vexed
at being caught wallowing in swinish ignorance.^
I. CONCLUSIONS
It is in the spirit of feeling vexed "at being caught wallowing
2in swinish ignorance" that the follov/ing conclusions have been found as
possible truths about the problem of evil in the light of man's limited
available knowledge.
1. Evil exists as a genuine problem.
2. All evil is' real, and nonmoral evil presents an even greater
threat to rational man's belief in God than does moral evil.
3. Freedom of the will is the major setting for moral evil.
4. Natural evil leads to incoherence, and moral evil to dis-
integration of personality.
5. In spite of the prevalence of evil, there is a God, and his
purpose is good.
6. God is limited in power beyond the more restrictions of
reason and ‘man's freedom.
7. God's spirit so devitalizes evil that it (evil) can never
dominate the world.
1,2. Plato, Rep . VII. 535 in Cornford, RP, 257.
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8. ^^elief in a finite but potent God is more adequate for the
purpose of prayer and wrship than belief in an omnipotent God.
9. God is a Divine Personality not so limited in power that he
cannot save man and his world from the forces of evil.
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It is possible but not probable that God will reach a stage
which this world would view as perfection.
II. HYPOTHESIS
Positing God's purpose as dual is tic in character# one of per-
fection as well as growth# it is suggested that God will become omnipo-
tent simultaneously with man's attainment of spiritual perfection. (Of
course this feat would require millions of years of proper universal edu-
cation.) Attainment of such perfection will result automatically in the
coalescence of man's power (which# through the purifying processes of
love and sacrifice# v/ill have become rational) with God's# mn thus pay-
ing for his perfection with surrender of his power of further choice#
surrender of his freedom. God# upon becoming omnipotent (perhaps# once
more# for it may be that the process of perfection-growth-perfection has
repeated itself many times) will begin a new process of growth toward an
even higher level of perfection. Man# having lost his potency# will re-
view v;ith interest rather than participate with anxiety in this further
process. It may be that the most spiritual of this world's beings will
be invited to participate in God's new growth# hence enjoying an active
immortality.
All this# of course# is mere speculation# but even if man
never will reach perfection#
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Doth the Master wait to bless
All of those who heed his plea,
"Suffer man to come to me.”
III. ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS
THE PROBLEM OF EVIL IN SOUCE RECENT PHILOSOPHIES OF RELIGION
Whatever the period of civilisation investigated, there always
has been asked, over and over again, the question; What is good and
what is evil? There is no doubt that this is one of the most persistent
problems of philosophy. Many answers have been given, yet the problem
has continued to arise with each new advancement in scientific discovery,
until to-day, with man's fearfully tremendous power of control over the
forces of nature, it stands as the most important problem of the hour.
Is there an absolute, ultimate, and unquestioned measure of
good and evil, one that has existed from the beginning of time, and that
will last until life is no more (if there can be such a time)? A great
many people have believed in such a measure.
On the other hand, there are thinkers who have believed that
value is relative to existing conditions, and that an act which is good
in one situation will be evil in another.
There are many theories of good and evil between these two ex-
tremes. Philosophers who believe in the absolute goodness of God have had
great difficulty sometimes, in explaining the existence of death, suffer-
ing, and sin in a universe supposedly created by a God of infinite good-
ness. Many ingenious arguments to reconcile a good God with this evil
world have been offered.
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Ancient religion failed to reach a solution which could cohere
with the undeniable facts of modern science. However, modern philosophy’s
attempt to reach a satisfactory solution was as futile as that of religion*
Recent philosophic thou^t about the problem has been much concerned with
man’s social relationships, and has offered an ethics of the human group
rather than that of divine lav/s. Upon one fact, mny thinkers have agreed.
It is that reason alone is capable of grappling victoriously with the
problem.
Some Twentieth Century philosophers have offered reasonable
solutions to the problem, with a view to helping man gain a vantage ground
from which to attack with renev/ed effort, his ancient enemy. Briefly,
some of these views will be considered.
Hastings Rashdall, a personal idealist, believes that God is the
ultimate source of all being in the universe, and that man’s moral con-
sciousness, which is the sole judge of good or evil, is God-derived. All
evil, he thinks, is a means toward a higher good. He believes that God,
in creating the world, was limited by the laws of reason and freedom of
the -will. So, although God is the ultimate author of evil, man alone
wills evil as otherwise than a means to the good. God expects man to help
in the struggle to diminish evil and increase the good, and the extent
and rapidity with which the goal is met is dependent in part upon human
effort. Immortality is a necessary corollary to belief in a God of in-
finite goodness, for Dr. Rashdall,
Alfred Ernest Garvie, more of a theologian than a philosopher,
believes in a God limited'by the direction of his (God’s) perfection,
which is sacrificial love. Dr. Garvie holds to the doctrine of revelation.
1 .
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and maintains that the only real evil in the world is duo to man's free-
dom.
For Henry Nelson liaman# a religious naturalist for v/hom God is
the suneliorative process in nature* evil is that which obstructs this
process. This obstruction is caused by man's placing "false gods*" such
as Democracy* Communism* Racial Superiority* and the like* before God
(for lITieman* an impersonal force). As a natural process* God can accom-
I plish only "that which is causally possible* he teaches. Man can help or
hinder God by cooperation with the creative event (another term ^TTieman uses
for "God")* or lack of cooperation* evidenced in the worship of "false
gods" in the forms of created goods upon vdiich man has allowed himself to
become too dependent.
y/illiam Pepperell Montague* a realist* offers a solution to the
baffling problem based on the hypostatization of God as a person who
grapples with recalcitrant factors within his own nature. The real world*
Dr. Montague teaches* is God's internal environment. God struggles con-
tinuously with these recalcitrant factors (evil), and forever is trans-
forming evil into good.
According to Albert Cornelius Knudson* an orthodox theist, only
sin* moral evil for which man is consciously responsible* is real evil.
He teaches that all other evils are values from God's point of view.
Edgar Sheffield tirightman has found perhaps the most ingenious
and reasonable solution to the problem in what he calls "The Given" with-
in God. "The Given" consists of
the eternal, uncreated laws of reason (including
logic, mathematical relations, and Platonic
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•xo qleri fi.bo rjoM .';ox'o/'©d- ©ri ^elcfiaaoq v.IIJ3&t/fio si rioirivr djartJ-
-^luo rfellq
eetf rcjsni&iV.' c*iect 'xeddorijo; rfxieve ©vidnoio odd ridxw aoid«teqooo
^cc^ 6o0 lebcirf
©Blal’' lo qideiow o/fd a.^. beoneblve tnor&j^'n^qooo lo :!oiJl tc «(”bo0" lol
od llfeajstXff bowIXis earf 'Tflm doirfvr acqi/ ahoog bodj&pio lo emol erfd ni "abcs
.dnebaeqeb ood ©<acoe<l
er’d od nciduXoa s stello .dsiX^e'r fl tOXiSjedooM XXe’ioqqeq iiwXXIiVr
'
i.
oriw noaieq n es boO lo noiSa^idBii^oq''^ erf? no beaad MoIcfoT'’ gffXXlljed
tbiiov; Xuei ©rfl .©iwdfin nv/o axrf niddiw eiodOAxl dnetdiof iaoei ddir aeXqqjci^
-000 e&Xa^oTde bof) .dnonrtoiXva© f^ftiedni a ‘boS ai tsorfooed en^^ditoM .iQ
-an^id eX tevoicl bnp t(Ifvo) 3*xodoal dnsidipljeoei qeorfd
-vrlenoi/nid
.boox cdni Xive ^^fricnol
Y.lno tdsxerid xoboddio n© tnoebnolS Bi/XXernoO d'lecfX.^ od gxxXb’roooA
.live Xfioi 8 i teXcfianoqee’i •\{;X?. acicsnoo ei fljeur: xfoxriw lo'i live letoin tcie
.vexv lo dnxoq e ' boO moil aeaXsv ©no slive lerfdo XXx* d^rld Eorfoaed eii
aaoinegnl daom erid aq^riteq bcuol . Sidd n^iaddgiihi bXeillerfS xogbS
-ridxv/ ''neviO ©rfl*’ eXXbo eri djedv/ nx sfreldoiq odd od noidi/ica eXdJ90oe©6i bnjs
lo BdaJsnoo "oevlf odT" .boO ni
gaiboXofli) nosaei lo aw«X bed^^e'xonn .Xxsn'xade odd
oiiiodoX*! bne Xsoiitmeddxjci toijol
. ..’t*
-cx-- » ••- . .r •»
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Ideas) and also of equally eternal and uncreated
processes of nonrational consciousness v/hich ex-
hibit all the ultimate qualities of sense ob-
jects » disorderly impulses and desires, such ex-
periences as pain and suffering, the forms of
space and time, and x^hatever in God is the source
of surd evil.^
Some of these thinkers agree more or less upon certain theories.
However, the ultimate criterion of the probable truth of a theory rests
I
upon its coherence with the facts of experience.
It is difficult for modern man, with his great respect for sci-
I
ence and human reason, to find adequate ground for an absolute theory of
I
right and wrong. •^11 the evidence which commands his respect seems to
i
j
point avTay from this to a relative position conformant with a personal,
ji dynamic God of infinite goodness who is sufficiently potent to preserve
ij
j
his world from the forces of evil, yet is not omnipotent.
Possible truths about the problean of evil, which do not seem to





1. Evil exists as a genuine problem.
I
2. All evil is real, and nonraoral evil presents an even greater
threat to rational man's belief in God than does moral evil,
3. Freedom of the v/ill is the major setting for moral evil.
4. Natural evil leads to incoherence, and moral evil to disin-
tegration of personality.
5. In spite of the prevalence of evil, there is a God, and his
purpose is good.
3. Brightinan, POR, 337.
hecf.'^C'.ort/ bn^ YXI/juj-t lo oala brtfi (ta&bl
-xo rfoirfvr ERtirntyoIosncr Xjenol:? £--ijcrofl *10 Rft.-cooc'rq
, -<5o «ynoB r&ijril«up edemidlw «xf^ XJ./j
-xo ffvue .&»”fiseb bcw aetliugn'i YlTobioaJt
‘to Emiol erf:^ br.H nij.q bjb 8or/:ei'f©q
ooTircie orf3' ai boO cl ‘tevvtf .idtf ;>fTS br.Ji voijqc
hrt/c Jc
. fiifivieo noqu Etol -ic o’lOft: ©o't;^© e’ro-r'r 'Jv-t eaoriq 'ic oorofJ
ac^v‘ yioerf:f b 1o ©If^’atfbiq erid' ^In ' c-ziedito »d/?ntidXy' orid tTf vowoH
.eox/o.f';aqxt' e:toBl tri: ffli* ©rjcoiorfoc ad-X /xO'tw
- iof. lol dooqsoT droi;?; axrf rfdxw nitohoirr lo'i dXtroi'i’Xi b ai dl
Ic ytcerfd ©dylcfccfx* rta •rc'i btiuofg edfii-pobB bfiXl od’ .uoeBei actaud f na eons




. JfijjoEieq e ddi\7 dnxt.ncc'tnoo nox^xecq oridwlo-i n od airfd iro'r't xey/e dnxoq
ey'ieas’xg od dnudoq \;XdnoXoX^^ifB el orfw esenboog ©dlai'ini ‘io bo^ oiriBni^b
. dnodoqXnH!0 drn si dey; ,IXv© lo eeo’xolt eiti piotJ. bt'xow alrf
od. nrees dorr ob rfoiiiw •X/re “io rieXd’o'iq erid dtrrf© srldii^d eXcf/seO'X
bcTfi eexTovcoExh oiiidnsioa dsodsl e'rrjwn drigiX add al noejcei rfdrv; /fcnlc
f
; .






.itroXdotq eclnneg s sa edeixe XirSf ,X
•tedrseig novo hb ednoao iq Xive iB'xocutoxi bn a ,faeT ei XXve XXA .S
.£iv0 X«ioirf 800b rcBrid boX) ni ^eiXed e'nan Xi^noid-BT od dafeijfd
.live Xmoxtc nc^ ;i«XddeE lo^an arid ci liiv. erfd Ic ^obeei'? .£




rirf. bn£ »box) b ex eiedd iTive 'lo eon©Xr’v©*r, orid lo ediqe al .6
H
^
. .noo:;; ?x oaoq'iuq i,
•
^
.V£C .EM triRfadngiia .5
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6. God is liinited in pomror beyond the mere restrictions of rea-
son and man* s freedom.
7. God's spirit so devitalises evil that it (evil) can never
dominate the world.
8. Belief in a finite but potent God is more adequate for the
purpose of prayer and worship than belief in an omnipotent God.
9. God is a Divine Personality not so limited in power that he
cannot save man and his world from the forces of evil.
10.
It is possible but not probable that God will reach a stage
which this world would view as perfection.
-;»•! lo !i{TcIdcI't;f£9'i o’lt.ai eHd- bnov.ecf tsvoa iiJ bo:tlirll r.i toi> .o
.ciohoa’i'l B 'rt«tr hcB aC'2
leren uao (live) drl cr/erfd live ae? vbb oe d’i’iiqe s’boC .V
.bL’tcr etii3nxinx)b
erfd VO*! ©d-Bi/peb-s eic® ex bcC i^aecfoq ©cVinil s ni 'liellfjS .8
.boO rffred’oqim.ro «b fix tiGfiJ- qi rieioit tajs laY^^q 'io.esoqtaq




.live ‘ic cuovol erfti laci'i bltovr airf £o« nr«T ©vgs d-ortfiBn
egjsd’s jb rfoflei Cliw boO ©Irf^cfoiq ^o« ^x'rf elcfiaacq zl cfl 01
.ocxzJ-p:.^7eq aa veir r<lirrv^ blicw z£ii& doidv.’
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